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protected till the trees become large
and the undergrowth dense, it would be
quite otherwise. A dense forest w ith its
annual fall of leaves and decaying brush,
and its undergrowth of moss, must certainly ; rt like a great sponge in absorbing and retaining the rain-water that
does tali, whether the amount be greater
or less than formerly,
our springs are
surely fed from reservoirs higher up than
tin- places where they leeak forth, and if
the hill and mountain top becomes bare
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Grasshopper,

lie jumps so high in sun and shade,
1 stop to see him pass,—
A gymnast. of the glen and glade,
\Vho!»e circus is the grass!
The sand is ’round him like a ring.—
He has no wish to halt,—
I sec till* supple fellow spring
To make a somersault!

Though he

volatile and fast,
slim as pegs.
How can his reckless motions last
l poll such slender legs?
Below him lazy beetles creep;
lb* gyrates ’round and ’round,His

rainfall,

feet

is

are

but must let it rush down into the valleys
<>ne mom. ut vaulting in a leap.
at once, there ran be no other result than
The next upon the ground?
brooks
lields
in
ami parched
midsumdiy
He hops amid the fallen twigs
mer.
A great deal of our hilly land is,
So agile in h> gl»*r.
and long must hr, of very little value, ex
I'm sure lie's daneed a hundred jigs
Wit h no one near to see!
eept lot the growth of wood and lumber.
He tumbles up, he tumbles down!
Our rocky hill lands make reservoirs of
And from his motley bin*.
moisture which keep tiro springs r unning
I’i' clear he is an insect down
through the summer, and the belts of
lb-neat h a tent of blue !
William H. Ha\ne. in St. Nicholas for August.
woodland scattered over the country,
ehietl.v upon the elevated por tions, must
have a decided influence in breaking the
A Domestic Experiment.
force of the winds which otherwise rnigm
‘1 don't think." said Mr. White, “that
make some poi
ms of New England as
uncomfortable to ! ve in as are some of the hay crop ever promised so liucly."
tire treeless port,mis ol the W.-t. We
■■Indeed!" said his wile, absently.
have various indm emeiits then for pro\nd if then i.-n't any fall in the price
tecting our forests, and for increasing
of fi•:!i:,he added, “our peach orchard
tiieir area to the very point of encroach
meat up n our lands needed for tillage.
v'lk to net us a coo! hundred dollars.”
Scientists are 1 .iking into the quesA he spoke, lie lim;o the homespun
on of the iuihictii a of forest growtlr
oni i with which he had been
wiping his
upon rain'ali and droughts, vviiir mimh
hands over the tiaek of the kitchen chair.
earnestness, an i in some countries govern. items are acting in the matter, and
“<>b, decree, do hany up the towel!’'
art enforcing laws bn tire planting and
•-aid Mrs. White.
"The nail is just as
pr.-iectiug f forests. It ;s not strange m at as the
chair
and i have so
back,
in t1
I'niti .i States. t\heie good
land is to be had at a d-ePn and a quar- many steps to take in the course of the
t>■ r per .i. ii
and whi le the noblest of day.”
nets alv ri.i
;.an nurncd on inc groumi
"You are always "ruuihlino about
to g't
ill of them, that thus far little
■ methihe." said
the voting farmer, as lie
title: 'ioi: should 11.;
Ocell gi ell to this
stil'j' -t. tail the ti.ee h is now eonie when .!' ked the towel on to its nail. “There !
a
lit ie thought is really needed.
Mi
! >m > '.hat s tit y ou
have a great amount of land that h is
‘•Here is a letter from Cousin Dora,
been uiltivated in a rude way. that is no
s.dd Mrs. White, wisely avoidd.'oiae."
kmgci worth eulti\.itii g ny the ordinary
methois.
l iie times demand lieLtersysta
the mooted question. "She wants to
tems o cult are for those lands that are cane here and board fora few weeks.”
euilivaedat ali, while the less valiiaoh
"W !i let her come !" said White. "It
portion whieh at present are not profit- '•'on'! cost us a preat deal, and a little
able te work, should be brought into
\ rmoney always counts up at the
wood, t<r wood once started will take y ear's end.”
eare of it elf, or nearly so.
>:m* of oui
ini. ;. -urge, i was tnmtiing
States; ai
eixietiilg laws i ir the cn
••About tth.lt ■"
ol
tree
and
doubt
rourageiliilit
planting,
'•W hy. i am so hurried with the work,
less others wilt follow the example
In ami there is so much to do'
>
some
States, lands planted t■ forest
That is the perpetual burden oi ,our
trees are exempted from taxation for a
song," said Mr. White, irritably. ‘'Womterm of yeas, and m many places, tracts
en do heat ali for complaining !"
of woodlam
ot greater or less extent,
••Won't yon hear me out f" said Mrs.
are set off
ir permanent parks.
New
White. "So 1 thought it would he a good
York State s
; the present time displan to go. I >ora her board, il site would
cussing tile a visaoilin ot taking control
little. It
help me with the housework
of tlm Atliro (Jack forests in order to will
accommodate her, and it will accomve toe s tilers ol ti.e I iotou liter.
prese!
modate me."
which supplie her greatest city with
"Hut it won't accommodate me !" said
w
\ i sueti moves are in
di,liking ate-t
bite, cavalierly. "lieally, Hettb'orge
the right diret ion. imt individuais can
ty. you are gettitig abs. 1 utclv lazy.’’
do much withott waiting for HovertiSirs. White crimsoned.
ment oi stale a tion.
livery man who
"No vie ever
that to me before."
lais a single rouof idle land th it is not
said she.
needed, or is imt deemed w orthy of cul"Hut just iook at it," said the farmer.
tivation at the present time, ean plant i'
:
i. d me
any othei woman in the
to forest trees, wh-h after a little care
neighborhood alio keeps a girl! Why,
at first, will com mi.- to inn ease the
limy u.aUe a boast o; doing their own
value of the land \itli no lunhi ; attenwot k."
tion than tile pay.ieni of the annual
"They all have sisters, or mothers, or
taxes, whieh must 1- paid whether anygrown daughters: 1 have none."
thing grows upon il or imt. in many
"I’shav,
add White.
liidieulous!
portions of New Hug awl nature would
if course you have to w. rk. W e till do,
be very helpful in the planting of trees, don't mi
id" your work don't amount
if we would only let lor have her own
to a rott nj
1 don't know oi' any one
There are hum thousands ol who has an ]iiii>.
way.
easier time than you do."
acres of rough land tint is now alums;
"That is all that you know about it 1”
Worth less, which, jj ;l i, ...|. -scy tins bad .-aid
Hetty, in a clinked voice.
been kept out many years ago, would
■W rite to 11 a .i that we’ll board her for
••
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Forests,

win. has any !,.\ ,• lor trees, or
,ti. :;:H'ii si in the future ol' our
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in
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|>o!i tin- welfare of the people.
I nger ag" than ilia time when

11

\ •!

udfulhets were young men, there
i*
a genera! tceliug of anxiety as
lane tile future supply of wood was
F irmers who
fin

"in

a

■

>

t"

w

tracts
heavy first growth
lie 'f no! ilc "Id trees being
a:.inn.lA
rut
down tor supplying the
m.
a a;
11.
e-piaees ot those day s, much
las er ’a,,
the new growth came ou to
he
a
places. Coal for lue.l was
im ala.t unknown, entirely so among
»*. :
lint will) the diseove: t
,,ny
a if.- la ai-\it ania coal mines, and the
:

■

ge

a

t."

t

-aw

■

pow,-r oi

a

moving freights ;tn«l j

toi

n

i;aii, inert, a n.-tv impetus was
mannliietiimig and to the buildin:.
lies and lalge IlianilfaetUling
tov. n-.
th.-ti iumber for building pur
..- ai”!
ns.- in the arts increased in
t a la" : i; i w nod for fuel came to
occupy a
secondary piaee in tin- minds of our
people. There is no anxiety felt now as
I <a
idrett are to get iluii
fuel.
\ emd of tire wood on the stump
v- orth
..a a
more at the present time
Woodland is
..n i: was fifty teals ago.
rated in value according to what it is
w
rth I'm it.- luiuliei. the .ne! being largely
h-nit-ied as a tvaslr product t" be got
till of ill tile ea.-iest way. It has been
often said, and not unlikely with truth,
there is more fuel standing iu New
! ,gumd imn than their was fifty or a
hundred years igo. Tins, ol course.
•1
"ii.y I., tin- older settled portions:
mt md portions of Maine and New
tin d'-’ i:•• being exceptional to the rule,

•'1
/a

:

>

*.r;

bilge por: lolls ol Massachusetts,
and Rhode Island, there are
a.-ies ol standing wood ready for

rierta-hi
:ii•

the

than there were one or two
A great deal ol old
.• .ti-uis ago.
d that was lornieriy cultivati•.i-■ 11•
!ll :::< : e ..| less skill, is now given
over to the growth of forest trees, suit!•■
!! : ■!' i' r timber or for fuel.
And
1
ni lias been brought about,
eng. I
v

w.

■
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a
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sat,

a>

ridelitally.

or

without

the part of land owners.
-|"
Formerly ; was a part of the routine of
farm life to dear up an acre or more of
b i. -t land, and get it into tillage, or at

design

a

on

pasture, every year A great
rough, hilly hr d was thus parti alwholly cleared that never should
to

■

ir:;,

..I

ia

>
been, but si ■.mild' have been left in
pet iml forest. Farmers have lieen
ti.eb, i;ly finding this out, and have been

in'.
i"-i

id

■in

for

increasing
building and

lint the

a.rdingly.

noting

lunibt

r

tor

mg pm poses has reduced the
.vi age
si/e ol ilit- forest trees very
i..lie: ially, so tint while there may be
mol e acres of woodland, so called, tliere
m.i v
lie vei y much less weight of standThe
ing forest growth on the ground.
railroads i
many y ears past have been
taking a die rliesiniit lumber as fast as
raiir
r
birgi enough for ties and
tall, or for telegraph poles.
nemg
.1
1
are also
era I other hinds of
i ..n
used foi’ these purposes, and this
demand has kept the size of this class oi
Ik*i down small.
The w hite pipe is
a
ii great dt maud for building purposes, and lot making packing boxes for
nipping all kinds oi merchandise over
the world. So great lias been tbe demand lor this kind ot lumber that pine is
now one of tin- dearest kinds of lumber
".in

lit

i

o

mu

ami

t it

markets.

ing purposes,

are

through all
Knglaml. and

scarce

New

Ash, hickory, maple

other woods suitable for manufactur-

also becoming

very
the older portions of
in other parts of the

niiitry as well.
In riding along the lines of our railroads w e lind plenty of woodland, or land
that cannot be classed as tillage, but we
do not tind very much large, handsome
timber, (lur trees are short and stubby,
and do not make a very dense shade like
the gi old old forests of a past genera-

■

be

paying

mini interest ou a
hundred dollars or n ire per acre. Wi
Itavi now in mind ax old pasture lot.
from whieh two rn thr-e crops if thrifty

now

an ai

This is due both to tbe close cutting to supply the active demand for
hoi h lumber and fuel, and to the lamentable destruction caused by forest (iresset
le, sparks from the locomotives, and by
heedless and irresponsible men and boys,
who are permitted to roam at will over all

iund with pipe and gun. The
annual destruction of forest
tin s by tiiese various means at the present time is simply immense, and it entails
loss upon mr country that the people
ran ill afford to bear.
But there is another feature to this
reckless timber waste that many believe
is of even greater importance than the
mete money loss of the wood destroyed.
< >ur springs and streams are said to be
gradually diving up, and our tillage land
our torest

reckless

becoming unfit for cultivation. It is even
claimed that our seasons are more ruinloss than formerly, arid that the annual
rain fall is diminishing as the result of
the diminution of forest growth, especiWhether
upon our higher lands.
the aerual amount of rainfall is growing
h-.-s or not. may be an open question, but
that ltie destruction of great forests upon
t lie tops of our mountain lands is produc-

ally

tive of changes which affect the farmer,
there can be but little doubt.
It is true
that most of our woodland is so thinly
covered with a low growth, that the sun
can easily penetrate to t he surface of the
ground, and dry out the natural woodland
moisture, but if the forest growth were

ativeiy

grew tiled ol waiting.
lie shouted up the garret stairway :
"Hunk tdive Liiei e, Hetty 1 Do von mean
to lie all day ?'
Hut no answer came, lie ran up stairs
to find Hetty lying senseless on the Jlttor,
tt ith one leg broken, just above the ankle.
Nou you'll hav e to get some one to do

—

■

the moi k," said Hetty, not m ithout a spice
I tmiliee. as she la v on the calico-covered
settee, with her pour ankle duly set and
■

bandaged.

without cutting auytl tig
make valuable tiaiber
The
let grow.
fanner should look ti])Ol his woodland as
a
part of his farm, to l treated in the
best or most profitable I aimer. And lie
as

to

each pay
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alt Skins—Ida 1 le pet lb.
l.uigtle 0\ i.
sheared ''beep 'kin
1
skills4dr each.
ll.
Wool Sheep ■■skil*'—.*? l.Od/j !? I •
The supply of Western Cattle iou. it in ;
alily about tlie
past, week has been light, ai 1 the
same upon an average as those
roughl in one
been costi:;.’
week since. Western Cuttle as ha
as tin* siij
and
at
Chicago,
|y brought in
higher
has been light theeail for heel ( att opened more
active than that of last week, prices * retail being
lrom j. g’4 c higher, beeves suit able : <r the butchei s’
trade ranging from 7-k -j*.:^
per li*. live
<

—

<

■

weight.

weather often lias a d< pn
The
ng and
debilitating effect. Hood’s mo-apariHa ovreoines
lassitude.
and
all languor
warm

"There was counticss millions of mos:.|jtoedown on the mar-h e* day,” said Johnny. "Jo ny,"
said mamma, “don’t exaggerate.” “I don’t
gger
ate, ma; there was countless millions, for •htniny
Brown and me counted ’em.’’
30 years is a long lime, hut for that term 1>R.
GRAVE’S HEART KEGl'EATOK iia> been
before the public as a sure cure for lit art
Disease in all its forms. Free pamphlet ot F.
E. Ingalls. Cambridge, Mass. $1.00 per bottle
at

druggists.

"Only one man In one thousand can wills!I'’.”
A'"
says a Writer. It is different with boys.
Am',
one thousand boys in a hundred can whistle.
the worst of it is they don’t conceal the fact from
the

public.
A

M. K.

Walking Skeleton.
ot Machuuicsburg, Fa., writes

Springer,

aiflicted with lung fever and abscess ot
Skeleton. Gol
to a
free trial bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery lot
Consumption, which did me so much good that I
bought a dollar bottle. After using three bottles
found myself once more a man, completely restor
cm I to health, with a hearty appetite, and a gain ii
llesh of 48 lbs.” Call at Richard H. Moody’s Di m
Store and get a free trial bottle of this certain cun
for all Lung Diseases. Large bottles, f»0c and $1.

“1

was

lungs, and reduced

walking

“Shall 1 play this pretty German wait/ for you ?’
she asked, ns she ran her fair lingers over the ivory
keys. “No, thank you,” he replied; "play an Ameri
1 do not understand German.”
can air.
Thousands

Nay No.
Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:

hesitate to recommend your Electric Bitter*
to my customers, they give entire satisfaction am
Electric Bitters are the pure.**!
are rapid sellers.”
and best medicine known and will positively curt
Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify the hlooi
and regulate the bowels. No family can afford h
he without them.
They will save hundreds of dol
lars in doctor’s hills every year. Sold at fifty cent*
H. Moody.
Richard
a bottle by
never

"There is some difference in Bangtree’streatmcni
of you since Hue election, eh?” asked Brown. “Oh
no,” replied Bass; “he doesn’t treat me differently
he only treats me indifferently now.

|

nearest

neighbor’s twenty-year-old

“1 take it all back,” said Mr White.
"I lower my colors, Hetty.
Your work is
harder than mine, i’ll lie everlastingly
blest if it ain't. Why, I couldn't take
care of the milk and cream and cheeses
for the wages a girl would ask. i never
realized before bow much a woman had
to (10.

“Are yoi quite sure you realize
f* said Lett), niischievouslv.
“Well. I've got a pretty fair idea

it

no vs

on

that subject,” nodded George.
“Hut y ou should he here on washingday,” said Dotty, “or on ironing-day, or
on the day when we chop sausage-meat,
or

make soft-soap, or”
“Stop, stop!" shouted George.

“Il
you say ano.her word. I'll go to Mahala
Links too.
Haven't 1 said that 1 take it
all hack i \\ hat more would you have !"

“Wal, squire,” said Alary Ann, who
had by this time removed her hat and
shawl, “wbat'll I do lirst
“Do!” echoed Air. W hile.
Do (-very
me get olV to the hay-tieh!
as fast as I can."
“.It s* as y our orders is,”said Mary Ann.
“And I say. Letty,” he added.

thing, and let

“Yes, George.”
“Write-to your cousin Dora. Tell her
we'll he glad to board her, if she will assist you about the house.”
“Lut you've hired Mary Ann !”
“There’s work for 'em both," said Mr.
White.
And he sat down and took refuge in
last week's paper, while Mary Ann
wrestled with the charred remains of the
breakfast, and cut fresh slices of homecured ham.
In this world there are hi.Hess battles. and victories won without the clash
of steel: and in this category may he classed Mrs. White’s victory over her husband, in respect to the question of hired

help.

[Selected.

who'll want a dollar
week, and lie! board into the
to do the work of ihis house?
1
a

not!"

goingto do

?" asked

On Pine Island,

Florida.

"

Uu I.

Il'Vsci:, In tie sure,

\Vc made a trip to Pine Island, which lie*
wedge-like parallel with the outer key. lienwe found the cocoa-nut and the lemon tree*,
the branches laden down with magnificent
fruit. Here we came aero** certain diminutive
Robinson Crusoes which excited our sympathies. On this island, with a sud-Iooking and di-

lapidated father, lived four children. You approached the place through shallow* barely
navigable with a iight-draught boat at high
tide. A rain-shackle structure on rotten pile*
wa* the lauding.
This settlement was twenty
mile* from anywhere, 'file house, the si/e of
a *mall stable, looked as if built
y-airs before,
an i was open to all the winds of’heaven.
A*
the winds, however, arc never cold here, that
perhaps was not important, but from April, a-*
the very flood-gales of heaven are open, that
family must have been drowned out for month*.

time before, as we learned, while the
father was absent, the mother died, and these
poor bairns with their own hands dug a grave
and buried their mother. How that, family
managed t<> eke out an existence God only
knows. Shells of the gopher, the laud tortoise, were *tre\vn around, suggestive of mi*
erable food. Fish, though, might have !>*•<• n
plenty. Two grim dogs, lean and lank, slunk
around the house. The master of the*e surroundings told us the dog* were only in good
condition when alligator* were plentiful. The
hou**1 contained scarcely anything. There wa*
a grimy table, and a
few boxes serving a*
chairs. We saw not a cup or saucer; there
were no beds.
A tame cram*, that did n< t
seem to heed our presence, flopped around.
That bird was a convincing proof that those
Some

him*-

gui'

n.:«i

in 'Nimi'ii

mu

iuu‘

oil

niiiii-

llall ill)

■

Letty.

“And what next ?” demanded George,
(iercely tugging at his moustache.
“Why, set tlie table, and then clear it
away and waslt the dishes.”

harness a man has lifted 350 pounds, this
result having been achieved only by allowing
every muscle to act simultaneously to its fullest
capacity, and under the most advantageous circumstances.
In

About the Mind

Cure.

IIOW IT FI.Ol KISHES IN BOSTON AMONG THE
FIRST FAMILIES.

Transcendental medicine” is a term not easy
grasp outside of Boston. Here it and other
inexplicable kindred phrases are on everybody’s lips. The “philosophy of idealism,”
to

“Christian

science.”
psycho-therapeutics,”
“psychical virus,” “phrenopathy,” “the sympathetic sense,” all interlard table and parlor
conversation as plentifully as weather opinions
in N w York. They are all different names for
the “mind cure” which now holds Boston, so to
speak, in the hollow of Its ideal hand.
This is not merely the craze of a few fanatics; it is a plant that has taken root in intellectual and aristocratic, soil, and nourishes to an
would cause any ambitious greenbay tree to hang its head in shame. So powerful a hold has this new science taken on the
'•if} that “regular” physicians are looking to
both their laurels and their purses with alarm.
I beard one >a\ lie was certain that half, if not
more than half, the practice of the city was in
extent that

the hands of

“irregular” practitioners, phrenopalhic, magnetic and every other shade of departure from the old established code. I don't

doubt this assertion. It sc ms to m«* that every
house hears a doctor’s shingle, and the
“ifTegular*” certainly take the h ad.
Bill about thi.* mind cure and its dispensers.
They don't hang out their shingles—at least,
not often.
I don't think they are given to
other methods of advertising either. It is one
of those tilings that gets talked about to such
other

practitioners arc overrun
with patients and pupil-. It i- so new, so
mysterious and so fascinating that everybody
extent

an

that

it*

wants to know something about it.
adveriisement which read thus:

“.Metaphysical lleiling

1

saw

one

hod dispenses with all materia! aid or will
power and is
known a- the ‘mind cure.'
Those who are unw tiling to give up drugs are not in a condition
to be belli li:• d.”
The mind cure i* taught in a term of twelve
le-son*. usually one every day until a class
graduates. 1 he pupils obligate* themselves not
to teach until tie \ have had two years practice.
mi
Meantime tie
-cut forth to operate on
themselves and others, for good it
may be
since
a>
they bava naught to do with
supposed,
drugs tin \ are not armed with the power for
harm which makes the new practitioner of the
Tegular school a creature to hold in fear until
he has demon-ira ed hi- competency. Prices
for the twelve ;• »ons vary. 1 am told’, trmn $10
to Son, according to the means and needs of the
pupil. So potent a power is the mastery of
mental cure -aid to !»■ that the natural supposition is no one posse*** d of ample worldly
ne an* would hesitate mi $f»u.
h does not stwp
with curing bodilv ills, bill promises alluring
tiling* in flit* way of correcting inherited tendencies Sat.inward. improving uncertain disposition*, eliminating ignoble thoughts and
making the subject no; only lord of himself,
but ol hiin a soi t of

in

This met

surroundings, in short, it ushers
mountain-moving era of faith, very
have been putting

to such of u-as
time on mole-hills

fascinating
our

with

our

brilliant

success.
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faith in one's self, as wvi; as faith in higher
jM»\vers. -To desire ami lo deserve is the sntn
of it," said one ol its disciples.
He declared in
a public meeting \\ here 11 was under discussion
that in 'To lie 1 ad cured himself of rheumatism
of an aggrava ted character and long standing.
Having read 1 >r. \\ F. Kvans' hooks (l In- greatest mi ml cm
exponent), Ik* went lo his "room
o.a
Sunday determine*! lo stav then* till lie
was cured or proved phrenopathy a failure.
<>.. the following Thursday lie left hi" room,
walked down stairs and out in the street without crutch's -nay. forgetting nis crutches altogether until he returned to his room and saw
tie m standing in a < orncr.
Tin* audience heard this statement with apHere and there a pair ot eves
proving nods
burned out far into space, indicating that.’to
tii ir owner, mind cures were new sensations,
hut the majority seemed to have been previously saturated with recitals of a similar
kind, which had left them in a condition of

receptivity.

who said he had eUceted this rehimself also s;tjd he couhi put
himself to sleep in live minutes at any time,
no matter what torments, mental or
physical,
beset him.
I asked for practical directions, lie
said That on Bing down he put his head in a
position to turn I»i" eyes f.tr hack, and then
painted an imaginary spot cn his forehead or
on the ceiling, tit which lie forced himself to
look with his mind's eye. The slight effort
necessary to concentrate his thoughts on that
took hi> mind from anything else. After four
The

man

markable

or

tliing. and tlii- was their pet.
Fancy a lad of twelve having for a toy a
li- ni' every illuming ami hall an hour squirming alligator some three fee', long! Not
a very lovable companion, nor one to be mi ine\cuing might to l.e enough to timate
terms with.
But it was tie only tiling
sijUare ii[i accounts."
the bov could find. Evidently it was some.said
.Yi
rs.
“I
"Weil."
shall just thing not to be fooled with, for the ’gator's
White,
like to see \uu 'in it 1"
jaws were bound with a bit of rag. At our re‘•Then you’ll have your wish!" said quest this ligature was loosed, when this ugly
brute at once made for the boot of one of tin*
her husband.
party, and fastened hi* teeth in it, and would
lie rose early the next morning and not let go until bis mouth was forced
open.
'Hie children could read a little, and, strange to
lighted the kitchen file.
"I’shavv !” said he, as he piled on the say, the Vicar <•/ }Vabjic(d had been th**ir hornbook. It was the only bound volume the
slicks i-i wood, “what does a woman’s
father possessed. There were, though, as adwork amount to, anyhow !
What’s the ditions to the library, a few tattered numbers
next lesson, Letty ?”
of children's magazines of years long gone past.
••I always skim the cream and strain There was a slate, and at once the artistic
fellow stacked his gun, droppt d his
the milk," said Letty, who, bolstered up young
Abruzzi manner, and drew for the children
a tin
lounge, was combing bet hair with pretty and funny pictures, until that poor miserable house echoed again with laughter and
more deliberation than she laid practiced
cries of delight. The lad, instead of marbles,
for a year.
with the ugly fangs of the’gator, and
"Well, hen- goes then," said George. played
was himself tin* slayer of saurian*
To judge
And a jieri.nl of silence ensued.
from a miserable tire-arm we saw, belonging
“I haven’t got milk-pans enough!”
to the father, 1 should think tin* risk the boy
“Of course you haven’t!" said Letty. ran was greater than that of the alligator.
Then the
of the
who often
“You must scald out yesterday’s.
You wonderedmisanthropist ever party,
wrote books or
why people
know you said you couldn't set up a tin- magazine stories, and was
always amazed w hy
shop when 1 asked for a dozen more last people read them, made up bis mind that that
on
Fine
Island
should
be increased, and
library
month.”
if the mail facilities have not quite gone wrong,
They smell like a fat-boiling factory. it is supposable Unit before this
these children
What ails ’em f’
have a supply of juvenile literature sufficient to
"You should have scalded them out last last them for some time to come. [Harper's
night.,’' sighed Letty, wishing that she Magazine.
laid wings like a dove, that she might
soar into tlie milk-room and restore order
“Proven” and “Gotten.”
out of chaos.
A “clerk" in Lowell writes thus:
"Here's a go!" said George. “There
“Should 1 say "they have proved beneficial’ or
isn’t ant hot water.”
have proven beneficial?’ I find a difier‘they
"U George, you've forgotten to put the
euce of opinion in the office on this subject and
kettle on !"
"So I did,” said her husband.
“And have no books of reference.”
Proved is tlie correct form, and the nn'v corthe sticks, hang ’em, are ail burned out!”
“You know I wanted you to get a ton rect form, unless very recent usage can be reckof coal,” said L-'tty. “but you said that oned to have made prove,, admissible. The latter is no legitimate word, prove and all its comas long as v.uod costs
nothing hut the pounds being ‘‘weak" verbs. We say approved,
and
wood
it
hauling,
should
not approve,I, etc. A few years ago proven was
chopping
in the old Scotch law
never beard, except
"Have | got, to wait for that confound- phrases “not provenand the best dictionaries
do
not
recognize it, except as a Scotticism or a
d waiter to heat " groaned George.
poetical word.
•i don’t know anything else for you to
f,'often is another archaism which recent afWebster and
fectation is restoring to use.
do," remarked Letty, dryly.
both call it
as
it
Worcester
“Humph!" observed her lord and mas- seems to have been even“obsolescent.”
in the Elizabethan
ter.
“Wlmt’s for breakfast ?”
uses
it
five
times
only
(and
age. Shakespeare
“Ham and eggs," answered Letty.
three of these are in the second and third parts
"Well, I'm up to that part of the pro- of Henry 17.,) while he has yot as the participle
in more instances than we have patience to
gramme, al least," said lie, cheerfully.
count. >fi!ton does uot use it once in his poetlie
dickens!
What
is
the
use
of
"Oil,
try ; we can not speak for his prose. Tennyson
keeping your knives so sharp? I’ve nearly has well yotten in Aland, but elsewhere yot; as In
cut my thumb oil'!
Where do you keeji the familiar lines:
“Most can raise the flowers now,
tlie oat-meal ? I can he attending to your
For all have got the seed.”
oid milk-pans while the breakfast is
It is equally rare in all the best modern writcooking, i suppose. There is nothing
ers. so far as we have noted; but nowadays the
like economy in work !”
“schoolmanns” have got into the way of saving
Hut it was a mortal hour before the
yot ten, and the young folk seem to suppose that
milk was strained and the pigs fed, and it is the only correct form. [Literary World.
by that time tlie house was blue with a
A CIIRK FOR PIMPLES!
smudgy smoke.
My face for the last few years was covered with
“Hullo!” shouted George, coining iu.
pimples so bad, that I used to be ashamed to go
"What’s all this? is the house on lire ?"
anywhere. I took two bottles of Sulphur Bitters
disappeared. I use them every
“No." said Letty, calmly; “only the and the pimples
spring.—C. A\ Dow, Fall Hirer.
breakfast lias burned up.”
American shoe manufacturers are making
George uttered a long sigh.
■Who'll have thought the lire was so rapid inroads into the shoe market of Cuba, a
which is causing shoe manufacturers in
fad
hot f” said lie. “What am I to do now ?”
Spain and the Balearic Islands considerable
“Hook another, I suppose,” answered uneasiness.
1

Cattle Market.
Tt ksi w, -Imil'
I
Amount of si.>* k at market Cattle,
; sheep
■un! lambs, 11.>2(1: lat -ovine, j.'jjm; horses, 17*-,
number of Western Cattle, nos
J’ri'-e> *? beef cattle T i'"'
live weight, extra
!i:-(.c
jtiality, $n uOy(. ::7
i^.'t s7'a, second,
$ t 7‘iaa :>7 2; third, i-‘> 7-‘> j, 1 *•poorest grade'
of coarse -• x*• n. bulls, etc.. f.J on ; >\ > >.
7< tr tb.
Brighton Hides, hea\
Brighton Tallow—Tie #• H>.
Country Tallow- * per lb.
Country Hides—lleaiy '■1 <l~1' 1 r!1’. I k-' ones,

Nothing bothers a modest Imt hungry o11 hen so
mueh as when she has made a hearty bre;.^fast <• ll'
old shoe lace and linds the uufortunati -lioestill
at the end of it.

hall

a

it,” said (ieorge White.

woman

Lett...

Brighton

an

and

lazy

"Hut whut tire vou

as

..

a

guess

Fann-

The supply f sheep and
siihKi- AM* l.AMItS.
lambs from the west was large, no vly all being
mi 4k ""V*
mviH’d by butchers, sheep costing
Hoill had in one
per ll*.. live weight. Mr. E. A
lot of 179 New York Stale lambs, whir were very
line ones
Western Fat Hog
are c. dug from
swim..
4\t«4
per lb. live weight landed at he slaughIn our number we inel n> all the
ter housea\ >-t* rn h at It-’-- brought in over t
different
railroads for the week, all being owned by butchers. More Pig- sell at $1 .'*u«.»* .’>() per he:
or from
per Ih, live, weight.
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garn i, my dear, aud get me my

of the beams
As she reached up, a loose hoard m the
garret linor tipped: het
font slipped
through on the laths and plaster below,
and with a groan she sank to the Hour.
The time passed on, and (ieorge W hite

they need among the inferior

a

■

on one

farm.- call often lind mi

tho

daughter.

k." said

,ii an overalls, thele's a good girl.”
Hatty olie .ed, but the teats were in her
yes, am! a big, lomid ball was rising up
m lierihio.u. and she could
hardly see
die jean iveiidls. as tin y
hung up high

usual proportion nfwodlaiid lound up-

large

ei

blue

till the y oung trees a tain some height.
The time has eonie w en it will pay to
take a little pains in the care of out
woodlands. Farmers ho want to keep
wood tires in part, aid who have the

should endeavor

-s

alto tin

ami [ it under cover.
proper
Hitches grow very real ly from the seed,
il it is merely scattered on the surface of
old pastures, ami it e ltie are kept out

K:.gland

•.

il .dimes,
wlii"
he
el) t
And I
\
it',! man age to get along as well
1111) a:; a. Hetty.
Now run up stairs

a.s

season

New’

.a

■

White, author"W. must earn ail the money
th re is a chance. .Make
a

m\

gttc

lands which they inn
set to pines,
wlii d have now tieeoi e large a:nl x;iiUabie trees.
Ibeii Ur white
•in-h is
wortiiy ot being encoui geil in it.-growth
upon thin, sandy land : lat x- not wauled
for other uses. U bite I rch grows quickly, an l make- c.v Hen fm 1. if cut at the

on

e.,ii

e

little white pine seedlings wet,- pulled
up by hand, before the ovner would believe that nature knew mre .ban lie did
about what -nidi land vas best adapted
to.
There is now a ha! isome grove ol
trees over tile whole ot it, l uge enough
for saw-logs, and worth several tunes a
much pm acre us mhe laud adjoining,
from which ;hc buelir have been kept
down, iitie'i men in he viemuy ha•> e

e

tion

li'.e do'iai.-

“With this cut finger ?” complained the
husband.
“I was obliged to do it all the weeks 1
had that sore felon on my middle finger,”
remarked Hetty. “The young turkeys
and geese ought to have been let out and
fed long before this ; and the three calves
in the barnyard must be attended to.
And then there are the kitchen and sitting-room to be swept and dusted, ami
tbe beds to make, and string-beans to be
picked, a id bread to bake, and the huckleberry pies to make, and your white
vest to be ironed, and potatoes to be
peeled, a id the preserves to be scalded
over, and tbe cheeses to he turned, and
the dinner to get, and the tabh to be
clean d, and the dishes to be washed'’
“Hold m !" ciied George, “\oti’ve said
that once.”
“Very likely, but it has to be doin'
three times a day—and the chickens to
he looked after, and the linen pillowcases to l:-e put bleaching, and the south
windows to be washed, and your trousers to he patched, and the stockings to
he darned, and the lire to make up again,
and tea to be prepared -you know you
a'vvays like something hot for supper.
And then the night’s milk to lie. brought
lit and strained, anti the pans scalded,
and the geese and turkeys fed and shut
iuto their coops, and- oh, d:ar! ! entirely forgot the churning! That, will take
an hour at least.
Hut, dear me, George,
I atn getting so hungry ! and I don’t see
the least signs of breakfast.
George!
where are you going, George ? 1
want
!"
—my -breakfast
For George had disappeared in the
midst, of her exordium.
In twenty minutes or so he returned,
and by his side trudged .Mary Aim I'ult,
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Louisa M. Alcojt asserts that after
thirty mind-cine treatments she was forced to
consider tin system a failure. I men’ioned this
to one of tin* faithful.
"Oh, \r>,'* lie said, “I
have set n that statement in print. But did you
notice that she says sin* left homeopathy and
massage in tin* hope of finding a short and easy
way to undo in a month tin* overwork of twenty veals? Would sin* have expected any other
system under the sun t<» licet a cure from such
ills in such a linn !
We do work what look
like miracles, but ;l;ev are perfectly natural
cures, after all.
Our fundamental doctrine is
that t♦» think and io exist an* one and t he same,
and that every disease i- the translation into a
bodily expression of a li.xt <1 idea of tin* mind,
and a morbid wav of thinking. If, b\ any de\ ice, therapeutic or otherwise, vou remove this
morbid idea, which is the spiritual image alter
the likeness «>f which the bodv is lormed, you
cure the malady.
Fvvrv tiling in the universe is
an idea before it is a fact.
Of course, the idea
is not always easily removed.
“The subject treated acts in conjunction with
the healer toward the removal ol the disease,
when lie can. If not, tin* cure is made, if matin
at all, as in the cast* of children, without Ills
assistance, possibly without his knowledge.'*
1 asked if all external aids were dispensed
wit li.
Miss

“it you mean by ‘external aids’ prope r air,
food, temperature ami care. I say no. When
you employ a regular physician you don’t depend on the potency of ills medicine alone, do
you? Neith-T would my sane and honest physician umlcrtakc to cure you of a fever if you
lived in a damp and mouldy dwelling."
“Christian science” is another name for mind
eiire.
The ecelcsiasts have taken up the subject and are wrangling over it. .Some are hostile to it, declaring, perhaps without knowing
much about it, that its tendency is atheistical.
Others believe in it and practice it under the
name oi
the “prayer cure” or “faith cure.”
Ke\• 'los‘ pit < ooke is said to uphold it.
It isn't easy to get practical rules on psychotherapeutics. 1 heard both men and women,
who assumed to know ail about tne mental
cure, talk hours thereon without being able to
seize* on a point 1 could make practical.
II a
lo begin, that's the question nobody answers.
Perhaps the harbors tell when tin \ instruct
their classes; the talkers do not. The fog about
is quite as dense us the regular medical code
could desire.
Mrs. A. M. Diaz, president of the Woman's
Educational and Industrial I'nion, is an enthusiastic believer in the mind cure. She declares
it has opened a m w world to her.
From her I
gleaned the 1‘oilowiug principles of the sy stem :
“in spiritual healing the Itible assertion that
(iod (good) has all power and ail place must be
clearly understood; also that the person is spirit, not tlesh. (io.nl is the all. the real. Evil is
the nothing.
With (iod all tilings are possible
to us, and we may dominate tlesh and sin.
The
little word
comprises the whole matter. In
our oneness with (*»»d lies our salvation—not
merely our future salvation, hut salvation right
oil'. now and all the time. We must he receptive. seeking; must, harbor no fear; must recognize and feel the perfect love that easteth out
fear."
In short, Mrs. Diaz’gospel of healing
sounds very much like the Christian religion
brought down ft) every-day application.
Another leach rof the transcendental philosophy. who draws his lore from Dr. Evans, asserts that there arc within the inclosure of our
inner beings certain dormant, unused spiritual
energies and potencies that can save the soul
and heal the body of its maladies, ami that they
are only
now being discovered and utilized.
Anyhow, our ‘‘inner beings” figure quite conspicuously in the mind cure. Those who are
not sure that they have inner beings are likely
to make slow progress in this branch of idealistic

philosophy.

Dr. Evans puts it down as a basic assertion
that all life consists in cither thought or feeling; that thoughts arc t!<m<js, the only real
tilings in the universe—substantial realities,
transmissible entities. That the more direct
and spiritual way ol transmitting them is by
sensation, not words, cither spoken or written.
A thought imparted to another may he made to
inclose a feeling, and that thought has in it a
creative force.
Jle also asserts that thought is an interior
speech, or inward word, the proper language
of semis, the universal language of spirit, lie
says: “We ought to ascertain, as far as practicable, the precise nature of the disordered mental state, or tixed mode of thought which is the
spiritual root of the patient’s malady, and
which has crystallized, through the law of correspondence, into an organic expression in
the body. This should he attacked by the
psycho-therapeutic force (thought medicine)
from every point of approach.
What is called
magnetism, which has proved itself one of the
most efficient means of the cure of disease,
owes its efficiency to the fact that iu its iumost
reality it. is but the sphere of our thoughts and
feelings. This subtle spiritual principle continually exhales from u* and forms an atmosphere around us charged with the living forces
of our minds. The secret of the influence of
magnetism is the influence of the thought and
will of the operator over the mind, and through
the mind over the body of another.
“The human body is the external world
which the soul creates for its manifestation and
as the theatre of its activity.
All outward
things arc hut the exteriorization of ideas.
Ideas are the images and inmost reality of all
created things, and always tend to an external
If the mind forms
or material manifestation.
an idea of a change in the bodily status, and
holds itself steadily and tenaciously to that idea,
it originates, or at least intensities, an effort of
nature—that is. an unconscious action of the
mind to express itself outwardly, and to form
the body after the pre-existing idea.’'
Solomon’s assertion that, ms a man thinketh
in his heart,.so is he, has been given a fresh
We are told that we
start by the mind cure.
can think ourselves into every good, bodily and
spiritually; but the thinking must be a steady
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thing. There must be no flagging, uo dropping
of stitches in our thought robes to ravel into
unsightly rents; no despairing, no fearing.no
doubting. We must never quit our bolds. We
must, in short, learn the power of thought aud
rely upon it. Then, as the scriptures have
promised us, we shall “be as gods.”
Gertrude Garrison.
The

of the Yacht “America.”

Early History

Prior to 1851 the English yachts were believed to be, aud were on the Eastern continent,
the fastest vessels in the world. In 1850 Mr.
George Steers, who had already built from his
own designs several boats that bad shown considerable capabilities as to speed, built the

yacht which he named the America for Commodore Stevens, of the New York Yacht Club.
Iu 1851, at the time that the first “World’s
Fair,” as such international exhibitions were
then called, was held in England, under the
patronage and supervision of the Prince Con-

sort. Commodore Stevens sailed in the America
for Havre, where he arrived after an exceedingly quick passage, although careful not to carry too much sail lest he might strain his yacht.
On her arrival at Havre she was thoroughly
refitted, and sailed for Portsmouth, where she
was docked and cleaned of the barnacles and

weeds which during the voyage had attached

to her. On the 22d of August a race, open to
the yachts of all nations, took place, which is
described in the following language by the correspondent of the London Times:

Cowes, Friday, 10.30 r. m.
“The XlOO rup for all nations was run for to-day,
and after a most exciting contest was won by the
America, which beat all her competitors with the
greatest case. The day was line, and at starting
there was not much wind.
Eighteen vessels entered for the cruise, and went oil' beautifully at ten
o’clock. At the Nal> the America shot ahead, and
at the Needles was seven or eight miles ahead of
the nearest yacht.
“The Queen went ofl' to the Needles to see the
race, ami the royal steamer ran part of the way
home with the America. She rounded the Needles
at eight minutes to si\ o’clock,
i'lie America was
loudly cheered by all ashore and afloat.”

Perhaps the description given on the same
day by two old sea-dogs will best describe her
performances:
“D’ye see that ’ere steamer? I'm blest if the
Yankee don't, beat her out of sight around the
island!”

And the signal-master of the club-house said
to a gentleman who asked for information as
to whether the yachts would not catch her
when they came to beat to windward, “Pshaw,
sir! catch her? you might as well set a bull-dog
to catch a hare.”
In the Illustrated London Journal, a few
days after, appeared a cartoon which showed
the interior of the cabin of a royal yacht, with
the Queen at lunch, waiting tiie return ofl' the
Needles of the yachts. Her Majesty says, “Sig-

are the yachts in sight?”
“Yes, mav it please your Majesty.”
“Which is first?”
“Tin* America.”
Wiiich is second?”
“Ah, your majesty, there is no second!”
T in- Queen’s t up was hers.
An objection was made that Commodore Stevens varied a little from the prescribed course;
but bis explanation to that, which was accepted. was that his variation gave him a longer
sail than the rest of the yachts had.
Another cup, valued at one hundred pounds,
given by the Queen, to be sailed for by the
yachts of all nations, at llyde, 1 de of Wight,
was to be sailed for on the 25tL of
August.
Commodore Stevens declined to start, owing to
the almost entire absence of wind on the dayappointed. This determination of the Commodore was the subject of the following doggerel,
written by one of his foremast hands:

nal-master,

•'.ij

n

ni,

-u\

iu.mju-

luni,

1 ask one iavor, it you please:
Do not start me to race, my lord,
t'nless it blows a breeze
six-knot breeze at last, my lord,
Or else L Is no test,
I'nless to show, not which an sail,
lint which can drift the best.'
A

v

The A me rim having, however, a eruising party on board, subsequently got under way, anil
beat the whole fleet by upward of an hour, not,
however, winning the cup, because she had formally withdrawn from the race.
R. Stephemon, JM. lb, challenged her for a
race on the 28th of August, forty miles out and
in. in competition with the THa'nla, an English
iron schooner.
They started at eleven o’clock,
steering south-east, with a strong wind from
the north-west, and at live o'clock the Anuria
returned in sight from Portsmouth, when about
ten miles outside of the Nab, but nothing could
be seen of the Titan la at that time.
Commodore Stevens sold his yacht to Lord
Dc Blanquiere. Before she sailed, another English gentleman challenged her to race, which
• ommodore Stevens
declined, being anxious to
come to the I’nited Slates, and invited his chalto
come
to
New
York and try his speed
lenger
against some other of our American yachts,
which, however, the Englishman did not do.
The subsequent history of tlie Anuria has
almost been a romance. Her English owners
altered her rig somewhat, cut down tier masts,
and used her for cruising until 18(51, when her
name was changed to the Camilla, when, deeming her the fastest vessel in the world, an American gentleman, who was then living in the
South, and who has every qualiticatiou now to
represent his country abroad, purchased her as
a Confederate cruiser, put on her a
heavy gun,
and named her the Mnnyhls: but he soon found
his mistake, for although with a good wind she
could beat most of the steamers even yet, without wind she was no match for the slowest tub
of the Northern blockading fleet. Thereupon
lie took her up the St. .John’s River, Florida,
am! sank her in the mud lor safety, where she
remained for several months, until she was dug
out and sent by the American frigate 117/W/. to
New York, whence she was taken to Annapolis
and retithd, and nominally used as a training
school)* r for the cadets at 111** naval academy.
Her actual use, however, was a pleasure yacht
for the otlicers.
Afterward Admiral Porter had her brought
to New 'l oi k and refitted, at an expense of some
twenty-live thousand dollars, to sail in the race
against the L<> ■nla, an English yacht which
came over here to contest the possession of the
Queen's Cup. hut being tilted up like a manof-war, and sailed by a man of war who knew
nothing of yachting, she only came in third in
that race, and it was wonderful that she did as
Well.
in 1871, being found by the then Secretary of
the Navy. Mr. Robeson, to be simply a useless
burden and expense for the navy, she was sold
at auction, a in 1 bought by General
Benjamin E.
Butier and Colonel Jonas II. French, of Boston,
by whom, taking off from her the man-of-war
absurdities, she was put in the order in which
she i» now represented. [General B. F. Butler,
iu Harper's Magazine for July.

A

Sousing Temperance Speech.

THE REV. SAM JONES DISCOURSES ON WHISKEY.

Rev. Sam Jones, the new evangelist who is
doing good work in the South, recently addressed a temperance convention in session at
Atlanta, Ga. The following report of the
meeting, which was published in the Atlanta
Constitution the next morning, gives an idea of
his force and manner. Ilis style in vigor and

Tradition;: of the Elders.
In Dec. 1783,

27.

The Editor's Note Book.

ttie

British evacuated Fort
George in Penobscot, now Castine, and in the
hurry of departure left behind them, locked in
the S. E. bastion a Irummer boy who had beeu
confined for a petty theft. The poor boy when
he found he had been left beat his drum, hoping that some of the citizens would come to his

In December 1805 the writer was a passenger
on the steamer Mary Him*, which was
snagged
and sunk in the Red River on the trip from
New Orleans to Shreveport. The boat was
run into shoal water, and so near to the bank
that it could be reached by a gang-plank, but
many of the passengers were much frightened*
and no one more so than the clerk of an Internal Revenue Collector, whose performances

relief, hut in vain. Superstition sealed his
directness is not unlike that of the famous Tar- fate. When his drum was heard the people
son Bro willow:
shrugged their shot dors in fear and trembling were the source of great amusement to the
I rejoice to-night that in more than two-thirds
and said a ghost is in the fort. Left to his fate cooler ones. No sooner was the boat
fairly on
of the counties of this State whiskey can’t be
sold at all. [Applause.J I am glad the Legis- he died of starvation. Then indeed, his ghost bottom, with her main deck mostly under watdid return nightly to haunt the old fort and vex er, than the
lature is going to give us a general local option
newspaper man got to work at the
law. [Applause.] If we don’t turn whiskey the
people of that ancient port whose miserable clerk's desk writing up the accident for the New
out of every county in this slate at the first
Orleans Times. A sketch was given of the
election we will try it again. [Cheers. | I had fears left him to so dreadful u death. Every
a great trial not long ago.
I have been a poor j night his drum could be heard sounding with
clerk, who had capered about on the bunk,
man all my life, and when friends In Nashville ! mu fried heat the n
arch of death, and dimly after
everything was quiet, with two life preoffered me a house and offered to stand by me
and back me up, it was a great temptation ; but could the stars be seen to twinkle through his servers strapped on; and when the whistle of a
I looked down here and saw my old mother,
j shadowy form as he paced the ramparts at- descending boat was heard the letter was tied
Georgia.
tended by the unearthly forms of his comrades to a
piece of wood and thrown on board as she
1 never loved her so in all my life before.
I
said: “Brethren, no; 1 can’t take it. Not that who had been slain in tin* siege. This was a passed, and so speedily reached the Crescent
I love you less, but 1 love
Georgia more.” nightly occurrence until the 31st of August, City and was duly published. In the winter of
[Cheers.J When I die I want to die in Georgia, 1814. On the first of September of that year 18(i!> or To the writer was in the room of a
and before I die I want to see every inch of her
the British returned and took possession of the Texas Congressman in
soil rid of the curse of whiskey.
Washington and was
[Cheers.J I fort
am not mad with the men who*sell
again. Since then Ids ghost lias never introduced to a General B. In the course of
whiskey. I
am not mad with the men who make it.
I am been seen and his drum lias forever ceased to conversation the accident to the
Mary Him*
mad with whiskey. [Cheers.] I am mad with beat.
was referred to. and it
the demijohns. I am glad they haven’t got legs.
appeared that two of
her passengers were present. Gen. 1>. was the
[Laughter.J Those that have wicker work
around them haven't got legs, but there are
In March, 1703, the inhabitants at the head of Internal Revenue
Collector, and it was bis
plenty of old red-nosed demijohns walking Northern Bay were i a state of utter
prostra- clerk who had been written up for the New
around Atlanta. [Laughter.] Ain’t you sorry
tion for want of food. For many days they bad Orleans Time**.
for a poor woman who, every time she
Subsequently tin* writer met
goes to
church, has to put her tender arm In the handle subsisted on clams and the bark of trees. All Gen. B's wife and learned from her that she
of an old demijohn 'i
1
put it in
[Laughter.]
had become so enfeebled that exertion was a
had formerly lived in Belfast. This is somethis way: The liquor traffic ought to be made
burden. In this extremity a whale came up thing of a coincidence, but would be more re*o odious that
nobody but an infernal scoundrel will sell, and nobody but an infernal fool the river and was stranded and died on the markable if it bad happened elsewhere than in
will drink*it. |Cheers.] Separate these liquor sand bar that
makes out from Stover's point.
Washington, where one com* > in contact with
dealers from their liquor and they will be all
right. The church that will house a man who The people subsisted on the whale’s Ih-sh until people from all parts of the world.
sells whiskey is a detestable fraud.
[Applause.] a vessel came from Boston with supplies.
The church that will house a man who rents a
Their deliverance from death by starvation
The report of the court of enquiry in the case
house to sell liquor is a hateful hypocrite. [Apof Paymaster 'General Smith of the Navy is
plause.] Some of these churches in Atlanta was regarded as a special interposition of
arc doing that very thing.
[Laughter here.] Providence in their behalf, and a day of thanks- very severe, finding that the bureau was badly
If there is in this vast audience one man or wogiving was hold accordingly. At one time Mr. administered, and it will be followed by a
man who never had a relative or loved one
hurt or ruined by whiskey, 1 want him or her John Winslow’s family was reduced to lowest ! court martial. Aside from this investigation,
to stand up, right now.
You have all had a condition for want of ood. They had taken to ! however, it is stated that the Paymaster Genbrother, or a son, or a father or a son-in-law their beds witli the ex ><-elation of never
rising I eral would in any •■vent be deprived from this
ruined by whiskey. My goodness! these sonsagain. The children, a little better than Mr. present position which in* obtained on bis
in-law!
I'd rather have a boa constrictor
around niv neck, than to have a drunken sonWinslow and his wife, went to the brook to merits, to make room for a favorite of the
in-law! The devil can't do any worse than
and found it literally full of alewives Cleveland administration. Gen. Smith, it hardplay
that. Some of you oid hypocrites that are dilwhich they caught in t letr bands and carried to ly need be said, is a Republican. That be has
with
the
are
lydallying
whiskey question,
going
to get caught just that way. The devil is
going the house. They were roasted on the coals, and been guilty of any wrong doing, or that lie i*
to slip up on you with a* drunken son-in-law,
eaten without pepper or salt.
After tins good deficient in ability no one who lias known him
and I’ll bet he’ll make you a prohibitionist, witli
meal, as Mr. Winslow called it, he went to the from boyhood, will admit. He i- a native of
a vengeance.
1 look around your city and sec the bar- brook and took all t nit he could care for, tin's State. It looks very much
though Gei..
rooms as tbi.-k as stars in the heavens.
Lacli evaporating sea water for tin4 salt to cure them. Smith is to be made the victim of political pr rone of the 800 bars in Atlanta
at
represents
The following from the Boston
He then took his log canoe full and went to secution.
least 10 confirmed drunkards. 'Three thousand
men in Atlanta across the line and
Fort Pownall and exchanged them for Indian Journal, is significant : ••Paymaster General
gone to ruin !
You can stop it, if you want to. There arc meal.
During ihc summer he and his family Smith was one of the oiii r- of the Kear.-arge
church members enough in this town to turn
lived on lish and meal. Good crops that season at the time that vessel «: >troved the Alabama
out any day and vote liquor out of it.
[Cheers.J
You are afraid to do it. You will let some bar- gave abundant food for the ensuing winter. off the coast of France. If delivered a very
keeper witli an old rusty pistol cuss and rear Mr. Winslow became quite wealthy and is said graphic account of that naval battle. His
friends insi-t tint that lecture Inn given offee.ee
to have owned the lirst wheeled carriage in the
don’t want to make a fuss. [Laughter.]
Well. I'll tell you ( Very good mall dreads a
present limits of Hancock county. Many tinu-s to some of the Southern leaders, and that for
fuss, but In' doesn’t fear anything that walks were the
early settlers reduced to dams, and that reason political intlu* nee has been exerted
on the earth.
[Cheers.J The church lavs hack even had to he sparing of them for fear that against him/*
on the idea that it must have
peace. <>hfJoshua
this last resource might fail them.
went out one day and fought all day long,
lit*
was crowding the enemy when lie looked
We wen* much interested in the account givup
and saw the >un going down.
He said : ‘*Loid,
What is now known as Winslow's stream, en us last summer hy Dr. W. II Winslow, of
it you will ju>t give me three or four more
hours of suusbine. I'll dean these fellows up cove and pond were ealied by the iirst Fugiidi the u>e made of natural gas, for manufacturotl* the face of the earth." And the Lord just settlers the Frenchman's stream, etc., and the
ing and domestic purposes, in tin city of Pittsmade that old sun rack hack on the dial, and
Winslow farm as the Fn nelnnan's farm. Thor*
burg. The Popular Science Monthly for June
-Joshua won a victory the fame of which has
was undoubtedly a settlement of French at a
contains an elaborate article on this
last' d until this day.
subject,
"Great cheering.] Go-1
despises a coward. I had rather die at the very early date, as the foundations of an old under the title of ••The Fuel of the Future,"
mouth of a cannon doing my duty than to run mill and what must have been the sites of fl'oln Which We
quote as follows;
away from it because I was afraid.
God InTie- practieal :i|ipli*-a'ion of natural gas, as
dwelling houses were found here by the Iir>t
trusts all the noble causes on this earth to men
an article ot fuel, to tiesettlers In led.
purpose of manufacwho are game. [Cheers.]
iron, and steci. promises to work a
One enthusiastic, brave man in each counTrees of considerable d/e were growing on turing giass,
revolution
in
the
industrial
interests of Ametty in this state can carry prohibition In
these foundations at that time. In the year h-a -promise.* to work a ievoiut :<*n; for. notGeorgia. 11 you haven't got one in your count v
the fact that, in many of tii
Ison
Tiiouias
(irindal
was
a
of
withstanding
one.’
yoke
driving
import
[Applause.] Talk about high
license for whiskey. I'd as soon have high oxen for a man plowing on the Frenchman'.' largest iron, steel, and glass factories in Pitt
ami its vicinity, natural gas lias air c!.
license for smallpox.
[Laughter.] I don’t farm, and the plow poin tune d out a copper burg
been substituted for coal, the managers <>!
want liquor at any price.
| Olieers.J If you kettle. Thomas,
some
*uc!i works are shy <d tiie new fuel,
with a -ox's curiosity, began
fathers who have sons, who are your pride and
mainly tor two reasons: I. Tle-v doubt the
your count ry *s hope, will give your enthusiasm, to dig and soon found another kettle of the
and regularity of its supply :
They
your money into this cause, the day will soon same material and under that the skeleton of continuity
do lift deem 'III ditl't-r* O'-r III ween tile price of
conn* when a mother can kiss her boy when be
natural
and
coal
as
sullii'-nt.
to
what
must
ha\
been a
gas
B\
yet.
.justify
haves her side in the morning and know that
ry large man.
llm xpendilure involved in tie t«iri«a
euaiigehe
safe.
[Applause.] I want to see the his side was the silver hiF of a sword. It had necessary
to the substitution ,,f iIn-oi.c for tiegood people of Atlanta go to the polls and been buried so 1
mg that the blade was only a
other. i'hese tvv
objections v\ i I d"iibti» >s
work as they did in ( artersv ilk* and this Plighting curse will In* lifted from your fair city. line of rust. Besting on the boues were a doz- il’sapjiear with additi uiai "\p< rienee in the
production and regnla!ion of the ga- upply
en French crowns of an old date.
'The money and
[Long and continued applause.
with eiilargcil eonip -tiiion among the ramwas paid away for goods nul lost.
To the stu- panics engaging in it- ti aii-mi--ion from lie
vv* il- to the works.
At present tie- use of irt
dent. of the history of Aeadia they would
Bill Nye at Bunker Hill.
ural gas a- a -tio-fiiule for eo.ti in ih- mannhave been almost of priceless value as tixing
facture
of
iron,
and sled.
gla-s,
in ii- in[ I lost on Sunday Globe.]
the date of tin French settlement here. The fancy
Last week for the tirst time i visited the
skeleton was that of some big sachem as ev incgranite obelisk known all over the civilized ed
by the unusually large amount of propertv Some Character? at theworld as Hunker Hill monument. -Sixty years
Exposition.
interred with him.
ago, if my memory serves me correctly. GenFrom an iiliist rated pap- r on the
w < Uic; ns
In 1*41 ( apt. Stephen (irindii found on
eral La Fayette, since deceased, laid the corin the < enFxposition, by Fugem- \ -m aC
Johnson's Point old silvei coins to about tiener-stone. and I>aniel Webster made a few
value of six hundred dollars, principally the j lury. we quote tie- following aim* dote- of soum
desultory remarks which I cannot now recall.
of the typ-.- at the fair:
The odd char-act u s
coinage of F aiiee in the reign of Louis AiY.i
Eighteen years later it was formally dedicated,
at lie- fair arc the n-rrur
!' cxhibiiors.
A
dated from
to ltir.s. Though most • >!' these
and Ihiniel spoke a good piece composed most< iilcimmfi funiiture-niakt r discovered a councoins were sold to a silversmith in Poston
ly of things that he had thought up himself.
tryman from Arkansas whittling a handsome
many specimens are still extant in this vicinity.
There has never been a feature of the early
mahogany cabinet *io sec vv li.o the woo l was
A story has been current from the earliest
1 ik•
'i’lie man's knowledge ot li.initun- was
history and unceasing struggle for American
whim could n<>
freedom which has so roused my admiration as settlement that an Indian chief was buried oc evidently limited to .»iti--•
be damaged by a reasonable n-e "f the jaethis custom, quit** prevalent among congress- Young’s I'land in Bagadtee river, and with
kuite.
Another exhibitor, vv ho had lilt- <1 up a
men
in those days, of writing their own
him a large quantity of silver dishes and Frcm-a
room with the finest specimens of hi-ar'. wits
speeches.
horriti< <1 to find an old la<lv eating her ium h of
but
the
main
have
searched
for
coin,
though
Many of Webster's most powerful speeches
find ciiicken sealed in oie- ot hi- satin tq
were written by himself or at his
suggestion. treasure, so far their » if rts have not been holster -d chair-. *\Vicr’- ; In
i.. ;• go.,.| for
He was a plain, unassuming mail, and did not
crowned with success.
il ain’t to set down in?'-h"
it
i;v
niai k
feel above writing his speeches.
I have alAnother story is that th pirate I)i\y Bull ed. in reply to his earnest rvqimsl ; hat -in
ways had the greatest respect and admiration
-t
vi
would
go somevv heie
als.
for Mr. \\ •-lister as a citizen, as a scholar and sometime about l'lirj stink a bar;**-! of coin oil'
The same exhibitor one day touml that -one
as an extemporaneous
speaker, and had he not tie N. K. point of the same island.
visitor to hi- alcove- had left’ a tok* n ot approv d
allowed his portrait i<> appear last year in the
on the jiolislu-d surface of aco-n\ manb I, a.
June 15,1**5.
Hoska B. Waia»\v 1:1.1..
Century, wearing an air of intense gloom and
the words -Tins is pretty good*
rateied vv h
a plug hat entirely out of
style, my respect and
a knife.
admiration w mid have continued indefinitely.
-The
Turks who sell o!ive-w..od. beads, an i
Fish and Kishim;.
Tin Bangm' < mumcrHunker Hill monument is a great success as
other trinkets ‘from Jerusalem’
a
mail,
a monument, ami the view from its summit is
cial says : Ii is interesting to wat*h the \ arhmParia v
jiicture-que addition- i<> llie perm
said to be well worth the price of admission. I
kinds of lislt at the foot of the dam in their efm il! p< r-onm-i of ihe tail*, though their gem; he
did not ascend the obelisk because the inner
that of heir w ares, w ill not alw
ness, lik
stair-ease was closed to visitors on tin day of forts to get up the river. Schools of alewives
l>ear ui.-pcc!ion. An amusing scene oc-ii.r-d
Hit about the pool dodging restlc»lv here and
my visit and the lightning rod on the outside
one day at om of rOri- ntal bazaars.
\
looked to me as though it had been recent I v
lln re. Huge saimon calmly inspect the imped- tall man. with a rurai air. stopped in-fop the
mm,!
stand and appeared to take a lively interest,
in
iment
the
of
a
solid
stone
wall
that
On ill** following da\, however, 1 engaged a
shape
not in the goods, but in tin features of om of
man to aseenu tin* monument and tell ir*r his
har.s their progress, while the repulsive looking
the salesmen in scarlet fez and baggy trouser-.
sensations. He a*>ur» <t me that they were eel
each crack and crevice. IF* surveyed the Orvni.d in from and in j r«<carefully
inspects
lirsi-iate. At the feet of the spectator Boston
tiic. ami
the s|
|er,
This hitter lisli ha> a peculiar way of retaining
hen, slapj g dm
and its environments an* spread out in the
exclaimed, ‘Hello. Jake, win n did y u «>me
glad sunshine. IB ry day Boston spreads out a dcsir d position in swift running water. He from Indiana?’ lie- lurk from Indian
a<
her environments jiM that way.
settles on some sharp rock; faces up stream, knowledge,} his oid a quaintaiice and b.-gg, d
Bunker Hill monument is 22! feet in height,
he
that
would
not ‘giv« Inin aw ay .'
and, making a hook of the head and forward
and has been entirely paid for. The speetatoi
may look at the monument with perfect im- part of the body dro. it over tlie upper side of
The Wheat Crop.
punity without being solicited to buy some of t he rock and lakes his ea-c.... A Pro\ incetown.
iis first mortgage bond*. This adds much to
Mass., despatch of the i711 in-t. -ay-. Arri' -d
1 UK ,M(»S1 1 >1 s.v *»TlH.»r >
11.1 UK Mil: \ !; \,; | \
tin* genuine thrill of pleasure while gazing
10- day steam whaler 1 >olphin, < '•»l',inan. I*»:>11_. r.
I w i:s v vi'. A its.
at it.
She report- that whale- arc scattered alonu the
i'h" »hi-> State board < ! a^r uUur- ha- .-omThere is a Bunker Hill in Macoupin county, coast teedilig quite wide out in deep water.
Illinois, also in Ingham county. Michigan, and Steam whaler Fannie Sprague. Nicker-on, low- pletcd a comparative Mabmimit
rh. wIi.• .t
in Bussell county, Kansas, but Genera! Warren ed in one small tinhack whale to-day,
lot
-horbigi ba-< d -i» 1 i< i;ii id.--mo- .od p! i\
was not killed at either of these points.
Saturday. The tinhack whaling licet now on source-. of the M> .-cut
On*? hundred and ten years ago, on the 17th
;i>
|»; •»b:j •.; I j»j,
the New England coast, compos*. -i\ -team* r-.
t*mpat
lay of Dm* present month, one of America's .The Fish Commissioners of New Jer-ey ed with the ki i\vn aVe i.
n\t
vrais a-.
most noted battles with the British was fought
have turned 100,(Hip Penobscot -aiinoii fry into c.-timated
trhnt ut «.f
hy the I'niteii S; e.
near when* Hunker Hill monument now stands.
the Delaware River, below Uiishkill. Pa.
Tic!'■»r ill*- pi-r
agricii11ure. 1‘lie totai n\
In that battle Hit* British lost 1050 in killed and
stream was stocked with California salmon a
live years in tli> l'r.it• *l m r- was 41 j
*
wounded, while tilt* American lo>> numbered number of years ago, and several tine specimens
'-v. j> *j:a>.T7*•
bushels, white the estimate
but 450. While tlie people of this country an* wore subsequently caught—one in the Bu-hkill non
I mis I iei s. showing a -iu*r:i_.-..f i>l,."»7t; t.:'9
showing such an interest in our war history 1 Creek that weighed!) pounds. The California bushels. The board
gives a list <>t twmtv
am surprised that something has not been said
tisii did not thrive, however, it is believed that States and assumes
that, it tliose not mention* d
lie* Federal forces from
about Bunker Hill,
liie lVnobsc- t saimon will do bettor.Judge
have a full averag* crop, there vvoii'd -till he a
Boxbury io Cambridge were under command McCue, Solicitor of the Treasury, lias given an
piobable shortage of iso.ooo.OdO bu-hcls, or
of General Artemus Ward, the great American
opinion to Secretary Manning that shadine or over -40,000,000 bushels a> compared
With last
humorist. Win n the American humorist really
herrings caught in Canadian waters by Ameri- v* :ir*> full crop. Michigan and \. vv Y k
nuts on bis war paint and sounds the tooiu, lie
can fishermen in boats of less than live tons
seem to bo the only two Stabs showing
*
full
can organize a great deal of mourning.
burthen cun be admitted to the United States wheat
I’tie shortage i> in t>ni«>. Indiana.
crop.
General Ward was assisted by Putnam, free of duty. The question as to whether these
Illinois,
.Missouri.
Kati-as and California.
S \
Starke, Prescott, Gridley and Pomeroy. Col. ti-h were dutiable under the general laws of the
William Prescott was sent over from Cambridge country arose from the fact that the Washing- great winter wheat stations of these Slate- only
provide fora yield of 9u.ouo.ooo bushels, whi !i
to Charlestown for the purpose of fortifying
ton reciprocity treaty of 1 >-7L will xpire on the
is a shortage of lis.nun.uou hiishe!.- ova r the i;ve
Bunker Hill. At a council of war it was decid- 1st inst-The spawn of Penobscot salmon.
years
average. The report com-lmi*"There
ed to fortify Breeds Hill, not >*> high but nearLake Sebago land-locked trout, and the common
eati he no longer any possible doubt that this
er to Boston than Bunker Hill.
So a redoubt
American brook trout have been east into Kngyear’s wheat crop of lhe I'nited Mates, j>
was thrown up during tin* night on the ground
11- h waters, and Knglisli sportsmen are anxioushe tin* most disastrous failure for nearly a
where the monument now stands.
ly awaiting the result.\ (Houcester, Mass
scute of years, and there is nothing t** he
gainThe British landed a large force under Gendespatch says of the cod ti-hery: The season ed by denying or striving to
mitigate the' f;,.-t
erals Howe and Bigot, and at 2 p. m. the Amerlias been mole successful than the last. The
or hy li ving to let the
down
pubiir
genllv to
icans were reinfoiced by Generals Warren and fleet this year numbers tw * less than last and
lhe knowledge of it.”
Pomeroy. General Warren was of a literary includes two three masters, oue of which, the
turn of mind and during tin* battle took bis hat
Lizzie Mathe-on, lilted with f»00 hogshead of
Midsummer on Mount Desert.
off and recited a little poem beginning:
salt, and will sail direct for Lisbon and market
from the hanks. The prospect is brighter this
Stand, the ground’s your own, my braves!
Mrs. Frances E. Mace, Maine’s -wcti*-t
Will ye give it up to slaves?
year with the duty on Canadian lislt taking
efleet JuIy 1-t.. -The Wyman Lobster factory singer, has added another chaplet toiler laurels
A man who could deliver an impromptu and
at Millbridge, to June 1st, this-< ason had put
in the sweet poem in tin July Harper entitle.1
extemporaneous address like that in public,
100.000 cans of lobsters. About thirty-live
and while there was sii *h a bitter feeling of up
"Midsummer on Mount Desert.” Those familhands employed.
Lobsters have been plenty
hostility on the part of th»* audience, must have and
large size. One day A,300 cans were put iar with that beautiful spot will, in reading it,
been a good scholar, in our great fratricidal
the bc.-t days work < f the seu-oii. The cans live over again the
enjoyments of the seasons
strife twenty years ago, the inferiority of our up,
are made in the factory; the painting is done,
amid its ••harms, ami those to whom it is
generals in this respect was painfully notice- also the labeling by girls, say- the Maehias spent
ns
a
will he anxiou- to enjoy
yet
We did not have a commander who
able.
Union.
for themselves the beauties so delightfully
could address his troops in rhyme to save bis
painted by Mr-. Mace’s facile pen. The poem
neck. Several of them were pretty good in
is divided into seven parts
A clergyman in Central Illinois startled his
a "S mg of Seven”
blank verse, but it was so blank that it was not
a
few
—under the rcspeetlve heads of Flying Mounthe
Sundays
!
congregation
ago
by
making
just the thing to fork over to posterity and
| following announcement: “Remember our com- tain, The Sea Wall. Mermaid’s Cave, par
speak in school afterward.
munion services next Sunday forenoon.
The Harbor, Eagle Lake, Sunrise on (ireen MounColonel Prescott’s statue now stands where
Lord will be with us during the morning tain and Echo Lake. Mrs. Mace was fortunate
he is supposed to have stood when he told his
indeed in having an artist catch the inspiration
service, and the bishop iu the evening."
men
to reserve their lire till they saw the
of her song ami transmit it, in five beautiful
whites of the enemy’s eyes. Tbos who have
illustrations, as has been done by Hurry Keiin.
are
tlie
value
of
estimated
some
the cast iron tlint-lock weapon used in those
Following
days will admit that this order was wise. of the more noted public properties In New fBangor Whig.
Those guns were injurious to health, of course, York: City Hall Park and buildings, $22,000,000: Post office, $9,000,000; Union Square,
when used to excess, but not necessarily or
One Exception.
$2,800,000; Madison Square,$4,500,000; Central
immediately fatal.
A good story is told of Mr. Ilovvells’s father,
Park, $87,7o0,000.
At the time of the third attack by the British
the Americans were out of ammunition, but
who was until recently I'nited States consul at
A New Hampshire court has lately decided
they met the enemy with club muskets, and it
Montreal. The father of Novelist Ilowclls’s
that a physician's horse and buggy are “tools,”
was found that one end of the rebel tlint-lock
father was a very pious man. He had passed
and as such are exempt from seizure for debt
was about as fatal as the other, if not more so.
Boston still meets the invader with its club. when they are necessary to enable him to through a severe illness, and was not expected
The Mayor says to tlie citizens of Boston:
practice his profession w ith reasonable success. to live The family had gathered around the
bed, and the sick man was comforting them
“Wait till you can see the whites of the visitor’s
for
and
then
Buddensick. tlie reckless New York builder, with kiud words.
him with your clubs.”
eyes,
go
was found guilty of manslaughter in the second
"Everything in this world is good,” he said.
Then the visitor surrenders.
There was a pause, ami then hi- sou broke
I hope that many years may pass before it degree, for causing the death ot Walters by the
the
silence with:
be
of
bis
to
ten
will again
building, and sentenced
necessary for us to soak this fair falling
"Everything, father, but the Ohio legislature,
land in British blood. The boundaries of our years in Slate Prison and $.">00 tine.
and
that’s Democratic.”
land are now more extended, and so it would
It is easy to see where the novelist’s store of
take more blood to soak it.
Leading New York physicians say that the
Boston has just reason to be proud of Bunker morphine habit, particularly iu the form of humor comes from.
bill, and it was certainly a great stroke of en- hypodermic injections, is fearfully increasing
terprise to have the battle'located there. Bunker there, and that deaths from such habit are
Captain Benajah Dudley of Rrattleooro, Vi.,
Hill is dear to every American heart, and there continually occurring.
the oldest native resident who was a captain iu
are none of us who would not have cheerfully
the old state militia aud a popular school masThe last deal of tlie Illinois legislature turned ter many years ago, died in Brattleboro, regone into the battle then if we had known about
it in time.
Bill Nye.
up a Jack.
cently, aged 94 years.
—
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An

American

Aristocrat,

From

an ar'n le by Eugene V. Smalley, on
Kuiispcl < '•-uutry,” in the Century, we
quote the following: ‘‘There is a mistaken
notion among philanthropic people in the East

“The

that the Indian is a much abused person, who
is entitled to the lively sympathy of mankind.
Unquestionably there have been plenty of
instances of broken treaties and individual and
tribal wrongs; but, looking at the matter, not
the historical hut from the actual point of
view, it must he admitted that the aborigine
on a reservation has more rights and privileges
than a while man enjoys. ‘If I could have the
privileges on this reservation which the Indian
has,’ said Major Honan, the Indian agent, as
we were driving through the lovely Mission
Valley, *1 would resign my office at once,
settle down n one of these streams, build a
hor
fence in all the land I wanted, and get
me
big herd of cattle.’ The Indian or the
half-breed, explained the agent, can inclose as
much land as he pleases, and use as much more
as he wants for a stock-range,
lie pays no
taxes, and rides free on the railroad.
If his
of
toots get out
repair, or his horses need shoeing, the Government employs a blacksmith to
work for him. lie takes ’his wheat to the
agency Hour-mill, where it is ground by the
Government, and his logs to the agency sawmill. to he made into lumber of the dimensions
he wishes. If he is sick, the Government supplies him with medicines and a doctor. The
missionaries educate his children in a hoardingschool, and furnish him with the comforts of
religion without charge. If too idle to work,
he knows that the Government will in no event
let him starve. If he tries, he can become a
rich man by the mere increase of his cattle and
horses. Now, how does it stand with the
white citizen? Instead of thousands of acres,
he can get from the Government only one
hundred and sixty, and on them he must paytaxes and ‘rustle for a living,’ as the Western
phrase goes. The ludiau is our American
aristocrat, lie owns the whole landscape; he
toils not, save in a fitful way as it suits his
pleasure, and he spends his time in hunting,
fishing, horse-racing, gambling, and loafing.
It will he argued, I know, that the Indians
once owned the whole country, and that their
reservations and the privileges they have upon
them are after all hut a compensation for what
they have lost. This, again, is a mistake. No
people own a country because they roam over
it before others come to share its occupancy.
If a hundred white men should chance to be
the first inhabitants of a teriitory large enough
for a great State, who would say that they
owned all the land by reason of that circumstance?”
from

Paragraph from

a story in Chamber’s Jour“L may here state for the benefit of the
uninitiated that throwing one’s hand up is a
sign throughout America that one doesn't intend to draw a pistol and shoot.”

nal:

A despatch from Stamford, Ct., announces
the death of Ben Mace, brother of Dan Mace,
recently deceased, on the farm at that place.
Ben Mace was a trainer and driver of trotting
horses.

Butterine is imported into England in vast
quantities. During the first four months of
this year $5,820,000 worth was imported, chiefly from Holland, Belgium, Deumark and
France.

Attorney General Garland decides that an
Indian cannot hold a post office. It does seem
that a man who can bold a buck-jumping pony
cau hold almost anything.

>

<

Allen, by the owner, A. Sewall, esq., announcing her a total loss on St, Andrews Island, May
27th. The erew was saved. The schooner was
valued at $30,000. There was no insurance.
She w as built by Sewall in 1883, and was 520
tons. She was out a week from Aspinwall for
Bath for repairs and was light.

Maine Matters.
NEWS AMI

dossil* FROM ALL

OVKIi THE STATE.

The National G.

R.

A.

Poktland, June 24.

Encampment.

session of the National Encampment began
this morning at 11 o’clock in City Hall. There
was a full attendance uf
delegates. After callSCHOOX E It L41: NC H E1 >.
ing the encampment to order the CommanderThe three-masted schooner City of Philadelin-Chief proceeded to deliver his annual adphia was successfully launched at Bath. June'
23d, from the yard of the New England Ship dress. Resolutions of sympathy with General
Company. She hails from Philadelphia. Her Grant were offered by Department Commander
dimensions are: length. 137 ft.; breadth, 34ft.;
of Ohio, and adopted by a unanimous
depth. 102; tonnage, 380.(;i. Phillip Eitz-Pat- Hrowu,
rick and others of Philadelphia are owners, al- rising vote and great cheering. A copy of the
so Capt. Burton of the same
place who is the resolutions was telegraphed to the distinguishcommander. The vessel will load ice for the ed sufferer.
Remarks w’ere made by several
South.
comrades eulogistic of the sick soldier at Mount

BOW DOIN' COLLEGE.

But nmmck, .June 24. The Phi Beta Kappa
Society held its annual meeting this morning.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President. Hon. J. \Y. Symonds;
Vice President. Rev. E. C. Cummings; Secretary and Treasurer, Professor F. <’. Robinson;
Literary Committee, Prof. II. L. Chapman.
Prof. ,J. B. St wall, lion. \Y. L. Putnam, Rev. E.
N. Packard, Hon. Daniel <
Einseott. In the
absence of the President, Edward P. Loring of
Mass.,
Fitchburg.
presided, and Edward P.
Ivoring, *01._\Vm. E. Spear, ’To. and Prof. Geo.
I- Little. ’77. were appointed delegates to the
Phi Beta Kappa convention, which meets at
Saratoga next September. Eleven of the graduating class were elected to the society class as
follows: K. W. Alexander. B. Bartlett, W. It.
Butler, E. W. Davis, W. Donnell. E. N. Whittier. L. B. Folsom..J. F. Libby. .J. A. l’uers,
M. H. Puningtou. C. 11. Farr. The graduating
class numbers twenty-eight. The following degrees were conferred out of course: D. 1).,
Rev. Sylvester Burnham; LL. D., Chief Justice John A. Peters; LL. 1>.. Associate Justice
Clns. \\
Walton; Ph. D., James A. Burns,
*b2: A. B.. Win. Baker, *47. deceased. A. B.,
Fhilip G. Brown, *77; A. 31.. Dr. P. 11. Ingalls,
*77.
Both hoards unanimously elected Rev. W.
D. Hyde of Paterson. N. .1.. president and prof«>s«»i of philosophy.
It was voted to take
£.'>000 for a gymnasium from the permanent
turn! of the college,provided £.*>000 more can he

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
PILSBURY.Editor.
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.

CHARLES A.

any service even the most humiliating.
Does the Age really believe that it was

such

an

maimed in their country’s service, ponder
this quest ion.

Cleveland’s Recent Appointments.

Benedict as Surveyor of the Port, has for
three years been deputy county clerk, and is
one of the most active of the
younger DemoU.

been, the

Democracy leader in the
Thirteenth Assembly district.

:

county

Silas W. Burt, who succeeds Charles K. GraNaval Officer, although long
ham,
Renubli|; can,
supported the Cleveland and Hendricks
as

a

electoral ticket last year. He is a well-known
! citizen and a graduate of Union College. In
| 1870 President Grant appointed him deputy
Naval Officer, and in 1878 be was made Naval
| Officer by President Hayes, and held that posii tion until removed by President Arthur, lie is
examiner of the New Y ork Civil Service Board.

now an

uems iii

j

|

Mass., Wednesday.

:

>

There is quite

an

interest manifested here

now in the hen business.
A gentleman, not a
thousand miles from here, told his wife she did
not know bow to set a hen right. “The time
to set a hen was when the hen was ready,
Armed with twenty-seven eggs, he proceeded
to set the hen
After getting about a doz-

right.*

under her, he slipped

few which he had
Judge Foraker, the Republican candidate for
accidentally dropped on the ground and falling Governor of Ohio, has, it is said, a law practice
the barrel, smashed it flat and killed the worth from $25,000 to
$30,000 a year.
hen. [Aroostook Republican.
en

on a

across

A

BATH SCHOONER DESTROYED.

Bath, June 27th. A letter was received Fridiy from Captain White of the schooner Blanch

*

*

*

*

Delicate diseases of either sex, however in-

duced, speedily ami permanently cured. Consultation free. Book three (3ct) stamps. World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

The Norwegian bark Nat Is Iving off Delaware Breakwater, with
yellow feVer on hoard.

j

I'.ior attempts to jump from the Brooklyn
bridge have been made since Odium’s fatal leap.

\

Kensington, Cl., claims the oldest soldiers’

j!
j

uiument

m

in the country.

1303.

It hears the date of

Harvard college has received a bequest of
tfod’OOO from Hubert Treat l’aiue of Brookline,

Twenty-one persons have recently been
! poisoned in Meriden, Ct., from using flavoring
extracts.

double white rose flowering on a red crab
apple tree is one of the sights of So. Framingham. Mass.

j
j

Three

men were

killed and

by a (roller explosion
Wednesday.

ed

a

at

woman

wound-

Mobile, Ala.,

A life size oil portrait of ex-I’resident Arthur
has been hung in the main corridor of tire
White House.
raui of a design to
iuiiiiK'apons accuses
include in it* census, circus companies and the

,

accompanying animals.

The seventeen-year locusts have made their
! appearance in Central Park, New York, and in
various
parts of Kings county.
j
!
A stay of proceedings has been granted in

ilie Buddensick case in New York, the counsel
! claiming an error in the conduct of the case.
\
Mrs. Krelinghuysen, wife of the late ex-Sccretary of State, is still in a dangerous condition.
j Her sickness has been caused bv a eiot of blood
in the heart.
i

j

The strawberry crop of the eastern shore,
Maryland, is more profitable than the ovster
This region promises to he the great
crop.
trucking garden of the Atlantic coast.
A committee of the American Medical Association met in Chicago, June 21th, to make
arrangements for the International Medical
Congress to he held in Washington, D. C., In
1887.
The work
roof of the

of placing lightning rods on the
Washington Monument has been
completed, and it is thought that all danger to
the monument from lightning will now he

averted.

George W. Dent, Gen. Grant’s brother-inlaw, has been suspended from his office as appraiser of the Custom House at San Francisco,
Cal. Thomas Beck, recently appointed in the
Custom House, succeed* him.
The ushers who acted at a wedding held in
Baltimore two years ago were the pall bearers
at the funeral of the bride
recently, and invitations to attend the funeral were sent out to all
who Had been invited to the wedding.
Mr. W. 1{. Smith, superintendent of the
Botanical Gardens at Washington, who lias
been seriously ill for several days, is In a critical condition. He is probably the best authority
upon trees and plants In this country.
The rumor has been started that Secretary
Bayard is about to resign. Mr. Bayard will
not deny or confirm the story.
He says that
the Cabinet belongs to Mr. Cleveland, and all
inquiries had better be addressed to him.
It was a mischievous Boston girl who, in the
the ciergyman’s
solemn line, “Promising to love, honor and
obey,” in this novel form, “Promising to love,
honor and he gay.” lie wanted to smile, but
didn’t dare; neither did he dare insist that she
say it right. [Waterbury American.

marriage^ service, repeated

.llSU

service views.

Secretaries Manning and Whitney wanted the president to appoint a> collector
Herbert O. Thompson. the boss of the corrupt
Board of Public Works and the County Dem-

oeraey, and even the President himself was
favorable to him. but dared not make the appointment. The President, however. informed
: Thompson that while he could not give him
i the appointment he would give It to any one

|

that he might name. Thompson suggested
Hedden. ami hence the appointment. The appointment of Hedden and Beattie is a triumph
of the County Democracy over Tammany, and
is particularly displeasing to the latter, while
the appointment of Burt, a renegade Republican, is a sop to the Mugwump element.
The selection of Mr. Hedden b\ Mr. Thompson is accounted for on the ground that he is
the father-in-law of Mr. Worthington, who was

|

associated with ex-Commissioner Thompson in
the
contract scandals, and supplied the
water meters which were introduced hv Mr.

Thompson.
The New York Times, (Mugwump) says of
the appointment of Hedden:
The President has made Mr. Hedden Collector of the port of New York. This puts upon
Mr. Hedden the task of justifying the appointment.
It is not one which justifies itself. It is
an appointment which will be criticised more
severely than any other the President has made,
for it is not naturally and conspicuously tit, but
one requiring explanation, elucidation,
and
even excuses and palliation.
Into the most imoutside
of
the
Cabinet,
which
portant office,
the President has been called upon to till he has
pul a man not only almost unknown to the business community of the city, and absolutely unheard of outside New York, but so far as he is
known, a man who represents Mr. Hubert O.
Thompson and nothing else.
The Boston Journal says:
ik isor uas necii

A

1

of the diseases that tlesh is heir to, and which make
lite burdensome, such as consumption (scrofula cf
the lungs) ami other scrofulous and blood diseases,
find a complete cure in Dr. R. V. Pierce’s "Golden
Medical Discovery” when all other remedies have
failed. Dr. Pierce’s pamphb t on consumption mailed for two stamps. Address World’s Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

Loss, $15,000.

,i;rui;nt'u 10
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the President in the estimation of the country,
and arc not in accord with his professed civil

..

Al'ta si a, Jum* g.">. Wednesday night
be-j NKA\ WiKK, dune 27. dames I). Fish, iate
the hours of 11.T.o l*. M. and the follow- i President of the
Marine National Bank, was
ing morning a burglar, by crawling through a
transom, ( iii- n d the chamber of tin* proprietor | sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment in Anof the Hotel North, lioyai <.^uimI»\, F-q while burn Prison this morning by Judge Benedict in
thut g< nth man was aslei p and secured from j the Fnited States
Court.
hi- clothing his pocket hook containing stf.oo m |
.Mr. Fish cairn into the court room at an early
ca-li, a d.amond pin valued at *150, a valuable j
gold watch and chain worth *1.5i', and a set «>t I hour, accompanied by his counsel. He was
costly (Ull- buttons. Mr. (piiinhyV keys and j dressed in dark colors, and his face wore its
formula for safe combination were also obtained. Proceeding to the office the robber took $7 1 usual stolid expression. Judge Benedict enin change from tin* money drawer and opened ter'd the court room shortly after 10 o'clock;
the safe, but was unable to unlock the small
this was an hour earlier than the court usually
steel chest therein containing *70u. a- no key
would tit it. This was aecoiupli-bed while the opens, and there were few persons present. As
watchman was lighting the tire in the range. I soon as the Judge seated himself. Assistant
The watchman returned and wa- summoned to District A tor lie v Foster moved
for sentence
an unoccupied room in tin* upper story about
Clerk
tive o'clock in the morning by the ringing of a on “the prisoner, James 1). Fish.”
bell, when the burglar i- .-opposed to have es- .Shields called the name, and Fish walked firmcaped.
Thursday night Augustus. Gove, is iy to the bar. He placed a band onlne rail and
years of age, was arrested iu Whltelield. 20 lifted his eyes to the Justice, who wiped his
miles from Augusta, for the robbery.
The eye-glu-ses carefully with a silk handkerchief
prisoner had stoh n a watch which was found ! and said: ‘‘Janies D. Fish, you were charged
on his person and several othe r articles,
lb* by the Grand Jury with many offences against
acknowledged that he was tin* robber, but up the laws of the United States.' After a fair and
to this time denies taking the money, and it can
impartial trial you were found guilty of the
not be found. Gove was formerly watchman
misappropriation of the funds of the bank of
which you were President. You were also
iu the hotel.
found guilty of making false entries on the
NEW REMEDY FOR DYSPEPSIA.
books of the bank while in that position. The
An old gentleniau from Yassalhoro was in j verdict of the jury was that you were guilty.
the city yesterday, and happened into one of The evidence clearly showed‘that there could
our grocery stores.
He had been in the habit be no doubt as to your guilt. A more shameful
of drinking saleratus water for dyspepsia, as In- or a more lawless abuse of the powers of a
stated. Finding a dipper in the .-tore, unob- President of a national bank can scarcely be
served by the proprietor, lie proceeded t<* mix Imagined. It is proper, therefore, that tit punishni'-nt should be meted out to you, and in orhis saleratus and liquid. Suddenly, after be lmd
drank nearly the entire quantity of the mixture, dor that others may be deterred" from similar
he began to spew it out and mak- wry faces, j ofb nce.s it is necessary that the full penalty of
‘•Was there any thing in this dippi 1?" he exclaim- the law be pronounced upon you. A merciful
ed in a di-tre.-sed condition,
i'h*- dealer eom- consideration foryour age forbids a cumulative
menced an investigation and was somewhat sentence. The sentence of the court is that von
surprised to lind that the gentleman in-tead of shall be confined in the prison at Auburn‘for
taking water from the pail. a> usual, had visit- ten years.”
Fish did not change color or alter bis expresed th<-kerosene pump and till* 'l the drinking
vessel with oil, and alter adding the >alcratus, sion when be heard the judgment. lie showed
drank it oft' a- before stated. At the last, ac- agitation in no way. He walked from the court
count-the patient was alive.
leisurely and was returned to his quarters
[Kennebec Jour- room
in the Ludlow Street Jail, whence In* will be
nal, June 24.
taken to Auburn in a day or two. The senPUBLIC BEQUESTS.
tence is not considered to be severe. The comMrs. Amanda F. Jones of Skowbegan died mutation for good conduct will reduce the term
at
the
Maine
General
a
few
to
six years and six months.
suddenly
hospital
Fish is now (i.'»
months ago. In a letter written a few days be- years old.
fore her death, to her daughter, Mrs. Itoseoe I
Bean, of Florida, she requested that in the j
James T. Fannig, of Boston, familiarly
event of her death, the following sums should I
known all over the country as an impersonator
be paid to these objects that were dear to her. I
of “Uncle Tom.” but now a broken dowu old
She gave $300 each to the Old Ladies’ Home j
man, was, at bis own request, sent to the House
and to the Orphan’s Asylum at Bangor; $200
for six months on a charge of va1j of Industry
to a society in Bangor whose object is to furnish
wood to poor people during the winter; $200 grancy. The old actor asked that his dog be
allowed
to go with him, and the request was
each to home and foreign missions; $200 to the !
home for Little Wanderers in Boston and $200 granted.
;
to a friend in Skowhegan, to be used at his dis- i
“All Men are Liars,”
eretion, in aid of the needy poor. Her gifts to 1 said I»avld of old. He was
probably prompted to
tke»e various objects amount to $1000.
make the above remark after trying some unreliable catarrh remedy. Had he been
IN PURSUIT OF SPANISH TREASURE.
permitted to
live until the present day, and tried Dr. Sage’s
The schooner Austin I> Knight, of Camden, Remedy, he might have
had a better opinion of
Capt. Berry, lately sailed from Philadelphia for mankind. We claim that no case of catarrh can
Vigo, Spain, where she will engage in raising withstand the magic effects of this wonderful medithe Spanish treasure Galleons sunk in Vigo bay cine. One trial of it will convince you of itsetlicacy.
In 1702. Capt. Berry has been a submarine By druggists; fifty cents.
worker for 30 years. He will take six expert
The entire Chinese collection at the New Ordivers with him. Fifty thousand dollars have
already been invested* by the company. One leans Exposition has been presented to the art
museum
of the University of Michigan.
quarter of the spoils will be given to tlie Spanish government. The officers and stockholders
of the company are very sanguine of success.
A Prize in the Lottery
They say that, there are enough brass cannon of life which is usually unappreciated until it is
on board the sunken vessels to
pay all the ex- lost, perhaps never to return, is health. What a
priceless boon it is, and how we ought to cherish it,
penses aud a dividend besides.
that life may not he a worthless blank to us. Many
HOW TO SET A HEN RIGHT.

up-

cratic politicians in the city
He is secretary of
the county committee of the New York county
Democracy and also sub-committee on Ways
and Means. He is, and for some years lias

amerenani, mu neisKuown
business men of the city ami

very few of the
lias never been numbered among prominent
merchants. His selection is accounted for on
the ground that he is the friend and candidate
of ex-Commissioner Hubert O. Thompson. Mr.
Thompson himself was a candidate and one who
bad claims upon the President, since lie did
more to secure Mr. Cleveland the
support of
the New York delegation in the Chicago Convention than any other man. Secretary Manning, and, indeed Secretary whilnev. ‘desired
Mr. Thompson’s appointment and the President
would have been pleased to have recognized
bis able supporter, but lie knew that it would
array against him bis independent supporters.
to

Business in the Maritime Provinces Is dull
and declining and in Nova Scotia a considerable portion of the population attribute the

present unsatisfactory condition of affairs to
Confederation, dating the beginning of their
troubles from the liourin which llieir Province
joined fortunes with Canada. These are the
Anti’s. They are not only opposed to the protective policy of the Dominion Government,
but

are

out and out

free traders.

Some of

boldly declare for annexation; others say
they would like to see all commercial restrictions between our country and their own
them

swept away.

Halifax no longer imports for
the whole Province. The Canadian runner
infests all the small towns and secures orders
for goods which used to he supplied by the
wholesale houses of Halifax. There lias unquestionably been a great shrinkage in the
volume of business, aud the remark of a Canadian paper that Halifax is drying up is often
quoted. The fact that wooden shipbuilding
has fallen off in this Province, as elsewhere,
would account for the loss of some trade, hut
the Anti’s hold Confederation and a protective
policy responsible for all their troubles.

slowly

1

a

time

j
!

seaward.

A

goodly

contingent

at

the

Big

Mill

some able and sightly crafts
among them, to
delight the eye of the lover of things nautical.
and a natty schooner standing up the harbor

>wer.

a hotel across the
street, jostled,
hustled, pulled and pushed through that crowd
of hackmen, and reaching the office door, fell
on the floor in a dead faint,
completely ex-

hausted. Ah! little do your readers, who sit in
their comfortable New Fngland homes, know
of the perils that beset the visitor who comes to

water

The

her

new

There are now established on the coast of
Great Britain 2*4 lifeboat stations. In the
current year there were 3654 casualties to shipping around the British isles: 633 lives ami
eighteen vessels were saved in addition to ISO
lives by shore boats ami other means, where
rewards were given, being a total of 702 lives
saved through the agency of the society.
Dining the year lifeboats were launched 252 times,
and not one man of their crew was lost.
June 25 was Commencement day at Harvard.
In addition to the usual guests there were presVice President Hendricks and James RusLowell.

ent
sell

This country isn’t half big enough for the
man whose wife is chasing him around the
block with a chair leg. [Fall River Advance.
The New York World lias secured #7!),Jin of
#100,000 fund for the Bartholdi pedestal
fund.

its

for, and we trust may prove the winner of, the
America's cup was not visible. A land breeze
followed us down the harbor bringing with it
the heat of the city, aud the shady side of the
deck was generally sought.
It was not until
we had dropped Boston light astern and were
fairly at sea that a cooler atmosphere made
itself felt, and thereafter overcoats were in demand.
This i-

perhaps

good a place as any to
-ay something of the steamship line to which
the Worcester belongs, and of the ship and her
as

officers. The Boston, Halifax and 1\ E. Island
8. S. Line was established some twenty y« ars
ago. Tie* pioneer steamer was the Commerce,

originally the blockade runner Pet—iron, and
Clyde built, of course—and she was followed
by the Alhambra, Oriental and others. The
service is now performed by the sister -hips

be greatly varied, and it is perhaps well to mention that excursion tickets are good until used.
Bib to return to our voyage. The Worcester

j

had nearly two hundred passengers, the majority of whom were natives of Nova Scotia, who
had been employed in the shops, stores and
homes of Massachusetts, and were returning to
astonish the old folks with the latest fashions
in ‘‘The States.” There were a dozen or so of
tourists on pleasure bent, a small party bound
for Cape Breton to angle for salmon and sea
trout, some two or three dozen babies, the
youngest two weeks old; and, indeed, all classes and conditions in life were represented.save
the ubiquitous “runner.” If one of this class
was on hoard he was so unobtrusive as not to
have been recognized by his fellow-passengers,
and must have found it difficult to recognize
himself. Of course Maine was represented.
You find Maine men everywhere. A College
Professor, who with his wife and daughter
was taking a vacation trip to Nova Scotia,
proved to be a native of t he Pine Tree State, although now a resident of Providence, R. I.,
and genial Captain 1). N. Hall, a retired
ship-

master, who now has his home in Boston, is
only a Maine man but is well acquainted
with most of our Belfast and Searsport captains, who will he glad to learn of his welfare
and whereabouts. Capt. Hull does not share
not

the antipathy to the sea usually characteristic
Jackson. TIic heavy rainstorm of Monday and of veterans in the
service, in proof of which he
Tuesday caused the farmers and almost everybody was making the round
trip merely for recreaelse to rejoice, a.- crops of all kinds were suffering ;
tion.
for want of water and the dusty roads were becoming almost intolerable, nearly equaling “camp-

meeting dust.” It is thought by many that the
crop of hav will he doubled by this rain_Many
miles of road have been repaired in town with the
new road machine, and a much superior road to
that made by the oJ.l method. The time is near at
hand when these machines will he used in every
town, and that too with a great saving of lime and
labor—B. F. Chase has sold a line four year old
mare

to I. F. Grant for

#200.James A. Dodge

bought the Ashley Snow farm of F.
W. llastey has re-shingled his

II. Brown.

>

speed was something .'remarkable.
sloop Puritan, which is to contest

Carroll and Worcester, able and staunch propellers of 1400 tons. They were built for the
Baltimore and Ohio railway company and for a
time ran between Baltimore and Liverpool.
Each ship has its adherents.
One will tell
Fisii ani> Fishing. The Bangor Whig and you that, the Carroll is the fastest and pleasantCourict of June 24lh, says: In a few moments' est ship of the two, and that her officers are
conversation with Commissioner Stihvell last simply perflation; and another will be just as
evening, that gentleman gave us briefly some enthusiastic over the Worcester. The general
idea of the amount of work that the Fish Com- public will thus be left to infer that the traveller
missioners have been doing this spring. Some who selects either of these ships will not go
two weeks ago they finished placing :lO<>,<M)t) amiss, and speaking from
experience on board
land-locked salmon iu Penobscot waters. La>t th»* Worcester the inference is
fully warranted
week thev put 200.000 sea salmon into the head
There may iJ(. better ships, hut a finer set of
waters of the Kennebec, iu Franklin County,
officer.- it would be hard to find. A week on
and also placed 30,000 land-locked salmon in
Weld Pond. In addition to these lots they have shipboard in fair weather and in foul atlbrds
co-operated with the New Hampshire Commisample opportunity to judge of men. whether
sioners in placing 1 no,000 sea salmon into the
Saco river in New Hampshire. To-murroyv they be fellow-passengers or those in command,
the Commissioners will go to Kangelev and pm and we think it is the judgment of all who
20.000 land-locked salmon into these water.lytve sail' d with them that the officers of the
and that will finish their labors for tile season.
j
They have done very ellicienl work this spring j Woree-ter stand the test. Capt. Geo. 1). Allen
and the sportsmen in the State and those who is every inch a sailor, and although still a young
visit here should feel much indebted to them. man has
seen much service.
The extent of his
-'I'ln* Secretary of the Treasury of the l nil- !
ed States has issued a circular to customs voyaging may be inferred from the fact that
officers, instructing them, that in view of the one of his children was born on the Pacific
termination of the provisions of article 21 of
another in Liverpool, England, while a
the Treaty of Washington of 1871, on and after ocean,
the 1 >t day of July, 1885 “fifth-oil and iDh of all thiid was usln-red into this world during a gale
kinds” the produce of the fi>beries of the Do- oil ( ape Horn.
The pilot, Capt. Matthew
minion of Canada, Prince Kdward Island and
Hiller, has also had much experience, standing
Newfoundland, yvill he liable to duty under the
well in his profession and six feet or more In
says :
Capl. Leauder Marshall of the schooner his stockings, and is an able seaman in all reLizzie Bradley, while on his last cruise fishing
a- well as a very pleasant
gentleman.
from Port Clyde, caught a fish ami upon hi> spe.-tthrowing it upon the deck of his vessel the li>h -Mr. Sawyer, the purser, is polite and attentive,
threw from iiis stomach a five cent nickel_ the steward is a good
provider, and the two,
An agreement lias been entered into by the
Italians who preside in the galley skillfully
United States and Luglish governments whereby the privileges of fishing, which would have prepare the appetizing meals to which passenterminated the tirst of next July, may be con- gers arc summoned morning, noon and night.
tinued throughout the season of 18s'» .Tim With
the early clip of eotl’ee, obtainable by all
Bangor Whig of Saturday says: Yestenhu
forenoon K. M. llersey landed a fine salmon who wish it, and a ship so steady that in
and U. W. Ayer two* with fly hooks. 'Phis i ordinary weather there i> the slightest
possible
makes half a dozen caught within a few days I
to sea sickness, life at sea on board
by Mr. Ayer, who was fortunate enough to provocation
catch the iirst salmon with a fly on our river. the Worcester cau hardly be other than enjoyHe has thoroughly demonstrated the fart that
able.
there is no better place in the world for salmon
This company sells through tickets by various
in
the waters of our own noble Pefishing than
connecting steamboat and railway lines, and as
nobscot and below the dam in our own city.
this is the season for excursions, the reader
lti the United States some 150,000 miles of may be glad to know of some of the routes.
railroad track are now laid, and this rests on Take the nearest point—Halifax. Leaving Bos306,000,000 ties, the product of 3,060,000 acres, ton at noon Saturday you arrive in Halifax
an area larger than the States of Connecticut
and Rhode Island. Thirty years are required early Monday morning. At four p. m. on the
to grow trees of suitable size, and the average
Saturday following you can take the same
life of a tie is seven years; therefore 10,071,420
steamer on her return trip, arriving in Boston
acres of growing forest are needed to supply
the annual demands of the roads that now Monday morning. You have nearly six days
exist. 'Phis forest area is larger than New in Halifax, two Sunday- are spent on the watHampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts. And. er, and but one week is lost from business.
inasmuch as the miles of railroad are growing
Bound trip tickets are sold at reasonable rates,
every year, this calculation shows in an impressive way the demands which our forests and for a short vacation we know of nothing
will be called upon to meet for this one Item more pleasant. Halifax is worth
seeing, the
alone.
summer climate is delightful, and there would
be opportunity to visit the gold mines and othA Washington special says that the payments
or points ot interest, or to
Indulge in trout and
for pensions during June amounted to $10,000,sea fishing.
Of the Cape Breton trip we shall
000. In April $6,000,000 were* disbursed, and
later speak in detail. A longer voyage may be
for March $0,000,000 were required. 'Phis gives
had by extending the trip to Prince Kdward
a total for eleven months of the fiscal vear of
$60,500 .000. The pension payments for the I Island, going and returning on the same steamcorresponding period last year were $68,000.- er. which lays two davs at Charlottetown, thus
000.
The increase of $l,o00,000 is accounted
the tourist to “do" the island, which
for by the law passed last winter granting an enabling
increase of pension for the loss of an arm at is yearly resorted to by an increasing number
the shoulder-joint and arrearages on old claims. of Americans. There are no fogs here and the
For the entire fiscal year tin* draft on the climate is said to be
very beneficial to those afTreasury for this account will exceed $7,000,- flicted with
pulmonary troubles. These are tin*
000.
three principal excursion routes, but they may
Hon. S. L. Phelps, ex-l’.. S. minister to Peru,
S. A., who died at Lima on Wednesday, was
about sixtv years old. He entered the U. S.
navy in 1841, serving with distinction In the
was
war,
afterwards connected
with the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, was also
Commissioner of the District of Columbia, and
was appointed to Peru by President Arthur in
1883. He had been relieved, and was awaiting
the arrival of his successor.
Mr. Phelps leaves
a widow and one daughter.

j
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under full sail excited the admiration of all.
|
ll'T white hull sat on the water like a gull, aud ;
!
the
breeze
was
and
she
made
though
light
!
scarcely a ripple as >he parsed through the

Barnum has agreed to pay the Monarch line
of steamships $135,000 to transport his circus
and menagerie across the At lautie ocean. Fort}
elephants are among the items of freight.

has

Cnder steam and sail and over a smooth sea
the Worcester sped along and at 2 o’clock Mon-

day morning

was at her wharf in Halifax.
lear weather had prevailed during the voyage,
but fog followed us into the harbor, first in fan(

tastic wreaths and curls that flitted over the
water and then, rising, obscured as they passed
the buildings which mount tier upon tier from
the water’s edge, and the Citadel which overlooks the city, and then settling down into a

...(i.

barn with
the finest lot of cedar shingles we have seen for
some
time.
lie bought the timber from which
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work of nature it is, and he feels his head
fashioned for t!r m Tin) tied a vaM railroad
swell, and he unconsciously takes oil' his hat iliahiuery n 1
gc by a man who hates them
out of respect to its greatness—the falls 1 mean, i
like all Indian. I a v>ult is we tir*■ a wav plu<
not the hat.
in1 i a miiriiT
-mallaue at tin;. Our incivlianN
I here are three fails, two on the American
-at •lewn ale!
ptvitli folded hands whip Bosside, and one on the C anadian. Above tlm ton foiled tin mj.ements for their
hamlicapfalls on our side, and extending to the edge •>!
|>ing. Afl.er 11-* wok Was ;htu nplished theu the
the fall, is Goat island which divides the riwr
Beard : Ira' o l and waiied. Thev resolvand gives us the American Fall, which is ItH
,j uad filled the Mr with vapor
and
feet high, and a smaller fall, about, fie- -am
n tinally havt settled down to
nothing
height, -ailed I believe the Middle fall. This the crow pi
le for them. 'I'he press of this
latter is a sort of a baby fall, and for a cer- ei
ha\e K<
t, with om
'I’he
..

■

*'

last

Fred S. Sweetland

v. as

engaged in Unity

week, setting the line granite monument cut in
South Thomaston and erected by Joseph Farwcll.

The Methodists of London, Knglaud, have
undertaken to raise $100,000 for mission work
in the neglected portions of the city.

p.t

;

of currency, one can go down
an
elevator, pass under the fail and then
back in front of it, to the elevator. Front
tain

amount

Gland to the Canadian side !- the big fal!
which is called the llorse Shoe Fall, from the
fact that it p-nobles a horse shoe, about umut-h as it does Penn's treat} with ;m* Indian-.
There is an inward curve to the fall, while tie
American i-

as

straight

a- a

stork

s

|e<r. hut

n

>

enough so that a blind man would see anv resemblance in it, to a hor.-c -hoe. Thi- t o iabout 2500 feet wide, while the Ameri-an Is
some 1100.
The color of the water on the two
fall- is quite different, on account, of the thtekthe water at the place w here it take- itthe edge of the precipi -t. Tie- H >r-<
Sine i- mill h greener, as there i- a much greater volume of water passing over it.
Our first
view of the falls wa- from the bank at 1’ro-jM t
ne.-s

of

leap

over

Park,

("Fifty

cents

ail around j a-r."
As
brink of the fa I, if,
all, hut more resem-

the water passes over the
does not look like water at

bles partly frozen water. A- you stand close
it. it i- hard to believe that it is not ice that
is just dissolving.
Following it down in its descent, it is lo-t in a cloud of spray, pure ami

to

white, that

I can only liken to white smoke
sometimes sees earning out of a burning building. One's idea of spray usually i-,
that it comes and goes, but here it i-. ami always has been, and ever will he, a -olid l-uid.
At the base of the fall on the river's hank wathat

one

huge pile of snow, formed by this mist fr. /Ing last winter, and here t will be till Ion:: into
mid summer. In the winter this pile grow am:
grows, till it readies an enormous height, am!
is called the Snow mountain. At this point we
a

an elevator and descended to the hank <■*'
the river, (“fifty cents please”), where it wails cool as a cucumber on ice. As the
spray w aso dense, we did not make a
long call, but ascended to the bunk again. The descent i- mad

look

In

a car

which

runs on a

track down through

a

tunnel, cut in the solid stone. It is not quite
perpendicular, but is much more hair raising
than if it were, as you can see where you would
go if the breeching should break, but I presume
the car is really safer than a bed, for when you

house.
There is

a class of industrious, modest artisans here, to whom I would like to
pay a tribute, and that is the photographers. They will
take any kind of a negative but a negative an-

exception.

pi

dedaily that

r-

had

tin

ota- rs

haidi\

iiterprise enough to look into
this matter
Th Truth Is man} promoters of
this
henn -ro jrouimcnt men in 1’ortlami and
s range
ji may appear.
I'he
pe; t.
d a to t li i matter and here is the
Kxp-t'S'
We eop\ from the Maim Inworking "I
dustrial -Je ima a paper that is doing a good
w
; k t
our S ite ;
iook

Goat

___

Unity.

■

—

e

..

In Evergreen, Ala., lives a man who is the
proud possessor of a wife, a baby and a cat.
Between the eat and baby an affection came up,
and whenever the cat caught a rat she would
kill it and bring it to the baby.
But, unfortunately, one day she brought the baby a
lizard which was not quite dead, and while
the baby was playing with the lizard the lizard fall, aud by that time this so-called reform adbit the child. F’rom the effect of the bite the ministration will collapse like a bouse built of
child is now lying dangerously ill.
cards, or one of Ruddcnsick’s buildings.

j

Niagara. There is something here more wonROM ps
HAILM AIX K.
derful than the famous cataract, and that Is tinLliab s. stevciis vs. Joseph LaiTahee, ueith ?r
road consolidation \ni> i?ow it works.
party.
organized band of pirates who infest this town, i
James E. Jackson vs. Inhabitants of
Belmont,
of tin Journal.J
[Correspondence
in the shape of hackmen, and whose cheek i>
motions and exceptions overruled
conse
by
it, judgPortland, dune 3o. The treat event of a
more colossal than the Bartholdi statin-.
ment on erdiet.
life time in c ur city has becorn* historic. From
The visitor who comes here, comes to see the
lin; Lower Bridge. The workmen ou the
every visito\with hardly an exception, there
halis. and unless lie sees them, his visit is a |
'•wer bridge last week found that atructu *e
comes nothing but expression' of
more
gratitude for
failure: and if he does see them and takes in all
"at of repair than at first
j
supposed, and tli outlay
tin- side shows, he is liable to meet with a tinau- ! courtesies extended by our pi pie. It has done
wil11" -ia ater Ilian at first estimated. The
'omu.lt
more to mate our
city populai ,ts a pleasure n
ciai failure. 1 should judge that Mr. Vandertcc did not feel lik**
making a large outlay .vlthoiit
sort than coiumns of advert n*..
And what
tiie knowledge of the city council. On .Saturday a
bilt might come here and stay thirty days or so
j
one section of our State
u benefit b> the
special meeting of the city council was hdd and
by which time his pile would be reduced so. \ helps
whole.
the following order
passed: “Ordered t iat the
that his income would not be more than five
The orderly behavior of <
isitors
the j committee on roads and bridges be and I icy are
hundred dollars a year. It may be quite untheme of -or vernation. But u ,t else «■
,| be ! hereby authorized and directed t<» proceed and
necessary for me to slate that my visit was very j
make all necessary repairs, as soon npracticable,
expected from men who ha. their
ordf i
brief, but 1 stayed long enough to see all 1
up<*n th" lower bridge.”
Tlie truth I-. certain parties, w u> have In little
wanted to.or rutin r to st e ail the point- I cared
discretion or brains, started a rq.ort that there
GliANGK FES I IV AI, AT NOIM'HI'OK'I.
W
have
to visit, for one cannot see all lit- wants to of !
was to be a carnival of drunk* unes* and
i»-«i-l\l t mm .i. w. Lang the decision of iiu; cxecu.
rime
the falls, unle-s In- can see then; ew-rv dav.
live committee of the state Grange In regard to the
1 1 heir impudence in assuming
1 ir« * tii- rnnSeeing the fails is not like “seeing” a “hand.” a
amand un-cilng and the annual festival,
lie -ays
agement met with a stinging
buke trow Gen.
brief look will oftimes suffice In tlx tatter ease,
James A. Hall, Departmu t omnium! r <>. die annual meeting will be held in Augusta 1 I»..
but that look Is sometimes quite a- expensive |
enoer.
File state Grange festival will be held at
A. H., an active
man, btr a ho i
tempera
as Niagara.
But the' have got ju ices quite eleNorthpwrt, probably about the second week in Sep
could not be led into so ii
hii \niis
r- as
vated here. Talk of the C harge of the Light !
'ember, under the auspices of Waldo
requested. Mayor I>eerii«. iikewi**.- pit his ! Grange. Howard Murphy. Oscar Hills an I County
Brigade, I’ll hack Niagara with my money,
Arthur
ioor
the
move.
II- -Aim Mar-ml Anupon
1. Brown have been appointed a local committee «d
hut the end is soon to come. On July loth'all
dn vvs (U serv „• praise for 1h
and
xcelleir
namxr
all
local
arrangements,
on the American side will be thrown
arrangements will he
open t>>
in which the large police for- was handlel. But
under the direction of the patrons of WTaldo
county.
the public, free. The State of New York hareally there was no need of \tra poli- eave to
> t e \_M1.1; Sort s.
The Katahdln still retains the
purchased Prosj>eet Park, (ioat Island and all I render assistance
to visitor-. The (iran1 Army
the islands on the American side, and will n ar
confidence and regard of the travelling public, des
of the Republic are gentli men and hav
ft an
her newer rival,-, and we doubt It she cut
down all the stores, mills and
buildings that are impressiou favorable to t; m by theiroonduet pi!*looked better than this season.
She has had a
now standing on the land, and throw I he whole
| while here.
tin 'rough overhauling ami with her new
paint and
open as a Park, for the benefit of the public.
We saw in tile papers of last we, kthat Mr.
new carpets is as good as the best.
With purser
I here ought to he a general
Thanksgiving all ! Blaine was to return to
public lify that Mr. Hanscome in the office and steward .smith in
through the land, over tlx event. Pd he willing : Hal*' was to be a candidate for
charge (d- the culinary department, the pa.--euger
govruor and
to attend church half a da\ my-elf, for a- tlx
Trie ( ambridge n
Mr. Blaine to take his place as viator. We is sure to he well eared for
is
now
it
is
a
Ihe
thing
managed,
disgrace {.. th
trip from Boston Monday night, had Hum igh
said. ball! \V don't l.*eiiiI in
c:> r t !iotight
There is
est experience of the season, thick weatlu
no established
rate of
country.
and >n
of such a thing,
l! has n-*t th ,o 1 : of btdug
!
uglv chop .sea prevailing. Sue landed her Beit a.-1
hacking, or if then1 is, the law is a dead letter. a feeler. The
ui,i
Maine
republicans
trry
The visitor is told nothing of the fee- and tolls :
passengers a little after twelve o'clock, Tuesday.
and Mr. Hale will he his
w
fU -’cssor. and
Hie Cambridge is in apple-pie order, and under
when he starts out, and a- they are gradual!}
ought to be. IP* i> a praeti,
who
hatlit*
t.h command ot C'ajit. Ingraham Is a popular boat.
njfii
drawn out of him, by the time he has drojqied
wishes
of nearly eu-ryhot.V in his party
good
Regimental Reenign.
The second Maim
ten or a dozen dollars, in about as many minand deserves it. Mr. B!a no s
source of
Regiment, tminy of whose mem m rs are from this
utes, he begins to surmise that there i- sometrouble to certain gentieiuci
V" assure t!e-m
vielnity, held their reunion in Portland, Wediie-thing rotten in Denmark, as i: were. 1 met a j that he can take cue ,f
day, .1 line 21. Capt. F. A. Guernsc' \va-elected
himsel.
victim who was full of wrath and things, and
■hairman pro lem. it \v:i, vote 1 to have the tir.-t tall
.Speaking of < nr n
ee 'lection reminds
he thought he would feel better, 1 sii|>j>ost if i
reunion at BungoHu September. Charle- M. IVi
uk* that our opponents
anguine that behe talked it over with some one, sort of hailed eaits,kill-, of Rockland, Me., 1.- the present secret,no
j
they possess fhcoili ejonr will) they ate
the regiment. Several members
himself out. and he said, “Have you taken this ;
recently met at
going to turn t iis Ma’v through the intiling all in. friend? and did they stick it to vou fluence of office holder-. rius is an error of Ca-iinc and voted to have a reunion at skowhegan,
hut
thi.lias
been
hanged by genera! agreement.
too? Why, bless my soul 1 wouldn't hav belarge dimensions. Tlx nijublieaiis a- a party Meion-rs
tin- r« glmcnt will confei a fa\--r by
lieved it, if I hadn’t come right here and
were not engaged in oflie* holding in the past
Liiclr mime and post-office addre-s to
bought my knowledge and jiaid for it too. by as business. \\ sp. tK fi»m observation and forwarding
harles M. Perkins, secretary, Rockland. Me....
thunder: Just think of it. friend! Why.
have had some mentis -t‘ moving what we are At a gather; :g «»f a few members of tic
Me.
near as 1 can find out, a man can't conn* Ixtc
writing about, fix- nuiiber of di-ith-cted in Reg’t at * amp l s. Grant, Portland, a t> mporniy
on the American side, and even get a
glimjis> tlx- party on this
organization was formed, and a meeting appointed
r-unt .«r«* few and far Inof the Balls, without paying for if, unlt-.-s he
tween.
I he sot
lx id- went long ago and are at Grand Army Hail, Belfast, Aug. J'l, 1 >> •, „i
owns a balloon!
M
It isn’t as had on tlx Cana- a source of troiibi1,
to make a permanent organization,
omc,
t> the democrats. They
iet us uidian side. Of course if you go under tin- falls, have receive'’, a -m
a reunhui. Fred >. W alls, secretary
,1 ■mount of recognition bv
pro tern.
or take in any of tlx*
wliirijiools or rapid-or them but they a
io k' d upon with suspicion
that sort of thing, or let
them dr;
you i mixed with disgust* W- warn the democracy
Pi.us n vt,
G. W
c. writing to tin
( hrlslian
down an elevator. Why you expect. to pay. but ^ that
th**y will In -l : tough party to beat in he Register concerning the M- adville. Pa... Divinity
you "lit walk along the hank of the :;v. r and Bine Tree State. I v ry republican turn* I mi; of school, h is the following iioti -e of a Belfast boy
the falls all you want to, witho
I n the ordinary
some
olliee will with ii-s‘ >isters, <• -iisins and a mts’* w ho 1- a in.■•ub. of -aid school
hotly sailing up to you and saying lift} cents, 1)- an oflensiv-- part sin. Tlx successor w!i! be render <-f church history Martin Luther stands
forth as the chief personagi <*f the Protestant
and that you can’t do on our si le,” and from
int* r e* nee by him with politics
muzzled, a:
Reformation; hut we were forcibly reminded by
all I could learn lie was rigid. Aii tlx ;.. ailahle will be ad-.
lised
d.ieform will i,e hi- portion, .Mi. w (
Moon-, •»! Meadviile, that in -ome re
places on the river, from where yon can see while tic- hungr mm silting where the m< rh<- was not so broad, liberal or magnaui
-11
the falls, are so guarded, that a fee i- xa- t.-d j
ir
m- is as the noble Swiss reformer, I'lrieh Zwingll.
before you can get there.
eders wlx- promised ?! mi Mr. Moore’s essay brought eU-arly to ligiit the
groan- ipon thl'lier- is hut one Niagara in tlx wore;: tlx n
Bost-«'ilics and «)istom House-. W.cn -nstrong eliaraeteristies of the early reformer, and
are other falls that are greater in lieLdd. but
will be fed one ! nlred wii b< gaunt am. ugiy
showed a .-enoiarly appreeintiou of tin- controverfor the volume of water Ni igara stand- a!
sies and discords which at that lime distracted the
with famine. A
a
'appointed lum-crat
head, and to u-e a classic e\- j.rossioti “tak» the
thinkers of Kurope."... .The ,-ame paper says that
poor subxct f-.-i rti-i- n and plxc igruphy. let
In- Rev
cake.” It has all the water ot Lake Krh wiih nx adil to tlx1 n s
Henry F. Junks was in-tailed pa-o-r of the
main patient watchi}
First < nngn gationall-i chureh at Caulou, Mas-..
it.- feeders, to hack it up, in it- pas-ag-* to Lake el*s
■«: >aiem. Mass., made
The lle\v
>|
J ily l»t. Hi.- wife was l.avinia Angler, "f Bcifa-t.
Ontario, and there is no evidence of an} inten- hi'
uppointnx n'- f un a it lass who attended ....Mr. Will Ross, who lias just
graduated from
tion to scrimp or economize on water, n.
Immoeruti, « net-/ -<-* n ol-l times. They
Vale, arrived home on Sunday_Mr. Frank Math
account of dull times. The river y irs over
were of (lie \
!•!•&■11. ime.s '*ia.ler who use.!
ews, a graduate from the Roehc-t.-r Culver-tty, Is
the falls, as if it had all the water In tie word
to wear an
ei
Their names also at home....Mrs. John Hayden, of Kastp.nt, Iguy
at its hack, and that there was also every indiwent before 1* ’Tuning and
It
very mother’s vi-iting triend- in Belfast ...Mr. and Mrs. U
cation of a wet season. I think the majority son
llowar-l are now in Belfast, having been on a short
of them was
cans*- they u ere over
jt-t ed
of visitors are disappointed at the first view of 4‘»
Jr. ha- l.eeii assigned
I’ re. my ant* -ieiuvian spec- bridal tour... J dm A. Ma<
years of ug<\
the falls. They expect too much, and don't
Maine
imen of file six vi of the wu-st. uist paste as conductor to the local wa-tern train
1 entral-V:
a
seem to know what they do expect either.
meeting of the Maine HistoriIf that in
your hai. low this will I dumb the
cal >oeioiv at Portland last week, Joseph W'ilthe falls were narrower and higher, and a
oilier scek».Ts.
baui-oi
a Belfast, wits chosen biographer,
much less amount of water was used, it wan'd
t in are M that cla^s who
Nine-tenths
and William H. Smith, of Portland, an active
have satisfied the public just as wed. Thai is,
si
s
•«! for I *atia
aiul hissed at tin* Hag member.Mr. and Mrs. Albert Colburn. of
a
less expensive and more economical fall when the late llo:. A. d. .Jewett hunted for
I
t'
Ohio, are in town, on a visit to Mr. »
would have filled the hill, and given better th* !:1 with that eml I'Ul Tied around his hodv.
burn’s parents.Will Manner and wife, Ii. F.
satisfaction. But tlx* longer the visitor gazt
W
Arnold and wife, Merge Thomas and wife,
a:- having a retty t !)<•• oiigh taste of couf
at it. and the more he take- it in, the more he
polidarimi in thi- to.n.Th averag- Pori I under "'•liuyliT. V-.., in! Frank V. ('onant, of Mali.if,
begins to get it int«» him, what a stupendous brgii to feel tie tl iiiiIn niv- that Boston has n. \ are at BHinst, the guest of Mr. and Mr-.

dense, drizzing mass that made the few hours'
sojourn in port anything but pleasant. Soon die you will probably be in a bed, unless full
justice is done you. From here we drov» across
we arc oft' again bound for the Gut of Canso.
they were manufactured of VV. II. Collin of Thorn- It is thick as mud outside, the fog whistle Is the upper suspension bridge, which is only for
dike.
A large number of the members of Star of
sounded at the usual intervals, and our careful carriages and foot passengers. The drive i- So
At the White House they say that the Pres- Progress
Grange attended the Penobscot County captain keeps the lead going. In the course of narrow that two carriages cannot pass, and the
ident is considering the names of several ot the
Grange last Saturday
first on the bridge has the right of way. I
.Very interesting meetings the afternoon it breezes up and
Augusta democrats for the postoffice aud one
many succumb
neglected to remark that a sound was here
of them will be appointed. These men arc not are held by Geo. E. Brackett Lodge, and a good at- for the first time to sea sickness.
Occasionally
wafted to my ears of (“fifty cents all around”),
applicants, but the President has obtained tendance is maintained, even at this busy season of the
fog lifts, hut only to shut down thicker than which made me feel at ease again. This bridge
llieir names and will give somebody a surprise. the year....With the beginning of this month a daily
Col. Morton will not lie successful in bis appli- mail from No.Monroe to Brooks via. Ea. Jackson
before, and at 2 p. m. Tuesday the Worcester was built in 1808, and is about i of a mil* below
and
the fall, and from it i think one gets the best
cation.
Later the fog rises slowly,
Jackson was instituted. Japheth Grant is the car- comes to anchor.
view. Here you can see both the falls, and the
first
the
loom
of
the
land and then the river running beneath you, 200 feet down.
rier— Services were held at the Cong’l church last revealing
Gen. l.ogall was banqueted in Boston Mon- Sunday a. m. There will be preaching next Sun- land itself, clear and distinct, and the eapstau Tins bridge is over 1200 feet long, ami cost
bars are manned and the anchor catted and wFe 8175,000. Looking down on the river, we saw
day and received an ovation. Gov. liobiusou day a. M.
a little steamer, the new Maid of the Mist,
only
mode the opening speech and Gen. Logan hapsteam into the quiet waters of the Gut. Fisher- it was made of
wood, and it runs across the
I8LK8HOKO.
Oilmen coombs, who died on erineu’s houses dot the shores. There is a back- river as a ferry boat, and
the
Capt.
In
to
almost
conclusion
lie
pily responded.
up
very
expressed
foot of the falls. One would naturally think
his confidence in the successful future of the Saturday last, aged 87 years and 2 days, leaves a ground of hills on either side and fishing crafts
that it was not very safe steamboatiug In these
widow nearly 8f> years old. This couple had lived
of all kinds, from the dory to the two sail boats
Republican party.
waters, but It illustrates the old saying, that the
together nearly seventy years within half a mile of in use here are seen in all
directions. Port nearer one Is to a kicking horse the better, for
birth place and the plaee where he
Coombs'
Capt.
above
All the signs are propitious for Republican
Hawksbury and the sail through the Bras d ’Or be as the falls, or a little lower down, it would
died, and had raised a family of thirteen children.
dangerous as a New York tenement
victories in New York and Ohio the coming
lakes will be described in another letter.

Col. Morton’s chances for the Augusta postoffice are not particularly good according to the
Washington correspondent of the Portland
Advertiser. He says:

As vcu drive along at a slow* trot, and 1 NEWS OF
BELFAST AND VICINITY.
he horses here can trot slo wer than anything
•
wearing legs, a photographic cow boy will dart
Now the graduating girl
^ut, .seize the side of the carriage and shove a
With her hair ail nice in curl,
picture in your face, of a fello w and a girl sitComes in view;
ing down holding hands, with the bridge, or
•She thinks, with her pretty face,
die rapids, or the whirlpool, or the falls for a
And tier white dress trimmed with lace,
background, and he will let the language run
That she’ll do.
out of him all over you. and till the hack full of
words and tell you in his diffident, retiring way
Now the graduating
boy,
In whose heart is grateful
“Now. gont, here you are, have your picture
joy,
Makes a dash;
taken with your lady now—won’t detain you
’tis such a cruel case,
But,
live
only
minutes—give it to you all finished.
He has ou a youthful face,
Better stop, gout. Perhaps you’ll never be here
No moustache.
again with your lady, (Perhaps 1 won’t) better
stop, take you both just like tills for only’'Barn urn to day.
and here he look?*
you over, and sizes you up,
and quotes
prices ranging from $l.bO to $3.00,
The new postal cards are to be
pink in color.
according as he thinks you will bear it. He put
me at
Swan A Sibley Bros, are building a small coal
usual price is $1.00 but I had
$1.50--my
a new hat on which raised me a little l
suppose. shed on their wharf.
He hangs to
your carriage till he meets one
It is time mackerel were In the bay
You should
coining the olher way. w hen he drops you, and
lights on that one. and another one drops on have your lines ready.
I
rather liked it, for it sortjof breaks up
you.
The next reunion of the 14th Maine will be held
the monoton} of the ride. Of course when one at
Northport, Maine, in August, 188(5.
comes here, f e cares
nothing about seeing the
falls, and gating at the scenery- that is (lull
Henry W. Colson, .James VV. Harris an I O. \V.
work
but when he can be kept busy :til the B'1
per, under Indictment for defrauding tl e public
time, lighting hackmen, and driving oil photoga pretended produce commission business In
raphers, and refusing to buy guide books and b_v
pictures, he i> happy and contented. Perhaps •Somerville, were before the .Superior Court at East
he may come
away without having < v i, had a Cambridge, on Friday of last week. The vidence
chance to get a glimpse of the falls, but that is was against them. The trial
adjourned to Monday
no matter.
II- can wander back -<mn- dark forenoon when it was
continued.
night, and w ion every one is asleej. he can get
a dark lantern and
Law Corin'. Mr.
perhaps see th* bills before
Berry, Clerk of Courts, has
one of the fiends can
pounce on him.
received the following concerning the db position
OUK (*KORGF.
of Waldo county cases from the law
courElijah
L. K nowlton vs. Ebenezer Hall,
exceptions overLitter from Portland.
ruled f°r a ant of prosecution. .John C.
flnrkness,
libellant, vs. Laura A. darkness, mot! ms and
T11K GRAM) ARMY KN
v.Ml'MKM. GOOD OR- •
overruled
for
•xenptiuns
wan!
of
edition.
pro.*
1>I.R.
Fill RK
IN

Privilege.

bee line for

of

the Boston yacht licet lay at anchor on the
South Boston fiats, and as we passed we looked down upon their white decks set off by
darker woods and polished brass.
There were

over-reached iu the Halifax award and that tie
$5,500,(MX) paid ought to give our fishermen tie
rights enjoyed under the treaty in perpetuity.

President Cleveland’s appointments for the
Port of New York are Edward L. Iledden, i
Collector, 11. 8. Beattie, Surveyor, and Silas
W. Burt, Naval Officer.
Mr. Iledden is a man but little known outside
of the >u-iness circles of New York. For manv
years be bad charge of the Custom House business of the firm of Wetmore,
Cryder & Co., !
which firm the New York Times says went out
of existence last May because of “dry rot."
;
II. Stevenson Beattie, who succeeds James

...

tween

occasion would not voluntari-

on

--

travel at

|

Sheridan and rend the air with shouts for Fitz
Hugh Lee. Let old soldiers, battle scarred and

*■

sea

j

neces-

ly and instinctively cheer for Logan? To do so
s
only to express the patriotism of his own ($33552,000) is added the net export of silver,
heart. John A. Logan, with his heroic record $1,523,000, the balance iu our favor was $4,made in two wars, where he fought as gallantly 875.000 and the balance after deducting the gold
imported in excess of that exported was $4.as any man the nation has produced,for his country’s existence and honor, more than any other 046.000. During the past eight, months (In* < xman at Portland, represented the patriotism, cess of exports of merchandise over imports
sacritici s and grand deeds of t he 25,000 old sol- was $158,626, and of silver bullion $9,259,000.
diers there and their hundreds of thousands of while the excess of the imports of gold during
the same period was $12.618,(KM). [Boston Jourliving and dead comrades. Yet the Age wonder-, and grumbles that he met with an enthu- nal.
siastic reception and calls it political. Did the 1
Yesterday the tariff on Canadian fish went
Age then feel rebuked by those shouts? Did into effect, through the lapse of the treaty, and
the editor of that paper feel that they were a steamers
arriving at Boston Monday and Tuesrebuke to the party with which he is affiliated
day were laden with mackerel, codfish and canand from which he hopes for something out of
ned lobster, this being the last, opportunity for
the official flesh pots?
free importations. The shipments would have
We did not hear any complaining from the been still larger hut for the fact that the ProAge when recently the entire body of Demo- vincial markets were poorly supplied. The
cratic representatives in Congress while they Canadian Government has on the other hand
received Gen. Sheridan in cold silence, a few conceded to our fishermen the right to continmiuutes later made the air ring with their ue fishing in their waters, as under the regulashouts for Fitz Hugh Lee.
tions of the late treaty, until tlie end of the
Was it a “political turn" that was given on present year. This is a generous but also a
that occasion? It was the instinct of loyalty to politic concession. Canada wants a new treaty,
the Union in the hearts of the people that sent and trouble would surely ensue if the attempt
up shouts for John A. Logan, What was it in was made to exclude our fishermen from their
tie- hearts of the representatives of the dem
customary grounds. What Congress will do
oeraev of the country that
inspired them to in the matter is purely a mat ter of conjecture,
meet with stony, forbidding facts Gen. Phil. hut our people generally feel that they were

|

Two thousaud miles of

George

Niagara, June, 1885. I bad made three pilgrimages to this American Mecca before this,
but I little imagined that
my present visit

124,004,357
(partly es’d).0,115
33,(570,900
7i>,190,ooo I Katahdin we left the wharf at Belfast and saw
While the number of failures during the last I the shores of the beautiful Penobscot bay resix months is largely in excess of those of any ceding from view. A good supper and a good
corresponding periods, the amounts involved night's rest, aud we are in Boston, where the
beat was oppressive, and after rattling over
arc less than the first six months of 1883 and
1884. Of late the number of business disasters the. streets for a few hours in a herdic it was
is decreasing. The exports of merchandise dur- I with relict that we found ourselves on board
ing May were $49,012,000, and the imports $45,- the steamship Worcester, ready for the voyage
660.000. This is much better than the trade of und eager for the hour of departure. A little
May, 1884, which showed a balance against us j past noon the lines were cast off, the propeller
of $7,341,000.
If to the balance in our favor! began its revolution** and we were moving

give a political turn on that occasion to
inspire cheers for John A. Logan? Where is
the old Union soldier or the patriotic citizen,
on

Our

1884

sary to

who

Over Summer Seas.

VOYAGE TO THE COAL REGIONS OF CAPE
BRETON.

1

soldier, that drew bis sword in defence of
the life of the nation when it was attacked
by the party which the Age just now so much
admires, and to which it is willing to render

1

—

Slurs the Union Soldiers.

The Prog. Age attacks the soldiers and people for cheering a brave Union Soldier. It says:
A political turn was given to the occasion,
as was to have been expected, by
having Gen.
Logan exhibited at the opportune time. He
appeared in a carriage with Congressman Reed.
By arrangements the shouts commenced when
lie was several blocks away and the hurrahs
and yells continued till after be bad passed.
The Hunky ism and subservience of the Age
to everything that is ex-rebel and anti-union is
wel illustrated in the above mean slur upon the
soldiers and people for cheering at the Portland
reunion of the Grand Army uf the Republic,
one of the bravest, most devoted and patriotic

..

..

Prog. Age

Sailing
A

when, winter having long since been dispos- would awaken the
enthusiasm that it did. On
sessed of the lap of spring, summer comes well
stepping from the car, I received such an ovalo the front with its burning days aud mosquition as is seldom accorded even to me. From a
to infested nights, is something delightful to
hurried count, (I didn’t have time to be very
think of, aud yet more delightful iu the reality.
seven hundred and eighty-six, or
It is of course understood that the traveller is particular),
seven, descendants of the late Capt. Kidd, each
fond of the sea, and not one of those who
shortage
armed with a whip and wearing a
badge on his
being estimated at from 150,000,000 to 180,000,- shudder al thought of the rolling deck or of
hat, cordially, urgently, yea, frantically, coax000 bushels. Prices are kept down,
however, the narrow limits of the stateroom iu which ed, urged and insisted on
my accepting the hosiu spite of this fact, by the large amount of their voyages are usually made. One must be
pitality of his hack, herdic, barouche, clarence,
wheat iu sight. Money continues to accumu- “on deck,” literally as well sis figuratively,
late in large cities. The New York hanks hold prompt at meals and able to sleep the sleep of ambulance, hearse, etc., etc., village or dog
cart.
And the modest, unassuming, gentle$62,400,000 over the lawful surplus, au increase the just while the fog whistle is blowing and
manly conduct of those hackmen, will remain
of over $20,000,000 since
January 1. The num- frequent soundings are made, to thoroughly with me, and hang over me like the shadow of
ber of failures the past six months of 1885, ac- enjoy a life on the ocean wave. And the
a great, crime, or the seven
years’ itch. Their
cording to Bradstreet, exceeds that of any cor- writer is just “that kind of a hairpin.” It was flow of
language was even greater than that of
for
as
tin*
responding period
years,
following ; therefore with a good deal of anticipatory the gieat river on whose banks we were, only
figures show:
pleasure that he packed his valise for a vaca- the stream was uot as
pure. Placing a cork in
First six mouths. Failures.
Assets.
Liabilities! tion of twelve days, eleven of which were each ear, to
prevent the drums from being
1*0.3,25(5 $19,783,523 $39,533,705 I
be
to
on
the
salt
water.
The
spent
trip began burst, and holding on to my
1882..3,019
27,329,70.5
.52,383,289
grip sack with a
1***. 5,290
39,887,202
73,59-1,205 j Friday June 19th, when on the good steamer
grasp that only death could unloose, 1 made a
!
1*0.5,444
70,730,078
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The

Matters.

There are no changes in the business situation
for the better to report, and there are no general indications
upon which confidence can be
based of a -evival during the fall. The labor
trouble in the iron region being at an end, there
is a better feeling in the trade circles of Philadelphia, hut the manufacturers of cotton and
woolen goods see no indications of better things
in the immediate future. The reports of the
wheat crop are no more favorable, the

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 2, 1885.

IN GENERAL.

The report that the government has rejected McGregor.
The Committee on Credentials reported that
the proposed site of the new post office on
account of deficient title is all bo-h. The title
724 delegates were entitled to seats as follows:
to the property is all right, and the government
is only waiting for the completion of a few National officers and Past National officers, 31;
formalities. [Maine Farmer.
Council, 29; Arkansas, 6; California, 150; ColFrancis Gray, the oldest resideut of Madrid, orado, 1; Connecticut, 18;
Dakota, 8; DelaFranklin county, died June 21*»|. at the great ware, 10; Florida, 8; Indiana,
22; Iowa, 24;
age of 101 years, S months and 20 days.
Kansas, 27; Kentucky, 8; Maine, 73: Maryland,
The acreage of potatoes in this county will 15; Massachusetts, 31; Michigan, 20; Minnebe less than that of last year, says the Aroos- sota, 112;
Missouri, 14; Nebraska, 17; New
took Times.
Hampshire, 21; New Jersey, 21; New Mexico,
Work on the llouiton water works is pro- 7; New York, 41; Ohio.
30; Oregon, 8; Penngressing fairly, says the Republican. The con- sylvania. 51; Potomac, 17; Rhode island, 17;
tractor hopes to have them completed by Tennessee and
Georgia, 0; Utah, 0; Vermont.
August. Thus far something over a mile of 10; Virginia, 10; Washington Territory, 8;
pipe has been laid.
West Virginia, 7; Wisconsin, 20.
IHxtcr's Fourth of July is announced by the i
raised by subscription.
It was voted to hold the next National enEastern State.
It includes a trial of tire ! campment at 8an Francisco, California deleCOMMENCEMENT WEEK AI COLBY.
engines, bicycle, foot. log. tub and boat races gations pledging $100,000 as an inducement.
si ni>a v. .1 une 2s.
Baccalaureate Sermon by and an evening’s entertainment in the town
At Thursday morning’s executive session of
tin President, at 2.Jo 1*. >i.. at the
Baptist hull.
the National Encampment, a resolution was ofChurch. Annual Boardman Sermon before the
The
is
now good for an unusually
fered by Comrade Bennett, of Illinois, providprospect
j
Young Men's < hristian Association, by Rev. O. ! large hem
crop. The blueberry fields in the ing for the suitable recognition of Dr. Benj.
P. Gifford, of Boston, at 7.45 l*. M.
Monday. 1 eastern part of the State promise a verv large Stevens as the founder of the Grand Army of
Ivy-day Exeivises et the Junior ( lass, at 2.J0 yield.
tlie Republic, and recommending that National
D M.. on tb* Campus. Junior Exhibition at
Governor liobie has appointed and the Coun- subscriptions from the National
Encampment
7.45 at the church.
Meeting of the Board of cil lias confirmed Gen. A. !*. Shepherd of be requested for this purpose. A resolution
Trustees at Chamolin Hall at <».J0 p. m. Tues- Skowhegan. Trustee of the State
was adopted adverse to the consolidation of the
Agricultural
day. < 'la.-.—I > iy Exercises at 10.45 a. m. at the j College, and Rev. George S. Hill of Bexter. Sons of V eterans with the Grand Army. A telchurch; at J p. m. on the Campus. Annual Trustee of the Normal Schools of the State.
egram was read from Geu. Grant thanking the
M
ling <>f the Alumni Association at Alumni
The Industrial Journal says: The enter- Eneampment for its resolutions of
sympathy.
Hall at 2 P. M.
Memorial Address on Ex-Gov. prising shipbuilders of Bath are making an
Comrade Patch read a communication from
Coburn by Col. X. A. Smith, (class of 1N52), of etlbrt to secure the contract for
building one of Comrade Bruthany. of Massachusetts, presentBoston, at the Chapei. at 2.Jo p m. Anniver- the steel •misers for the Government. Bath ing an
accompanying portrait of Geu. Grant.
sary Oration by Hon. Thus. B. Heed. M. {
of
has excellent facilities for wot k of tills char- It was unanimously moved that the
portrait be
Portland; Poem by Mrs. Franet E. Mace, of acter. and it is believed, or at least
hoped, can received, appropriately framed and sent to the
Bangor, read by Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D.,at successfully compete with the builders on the family of Gen. Grant. A resolution was adoptthe church, at 7.45 p. vi.
\\
aiesday. Com- i I telaw are.
ed, appropriating $500 for “Mother” Briekerlip-neem* nr Day.
Exeiei-esof the graduating
Paul Pinkbam of Millbridge, a blind man. <tite for her faithful and kind services duriug
Class and Confi rriug of Degree-, at the church
has followed the lobster business for ten years. the war. A recommendation that Memorial
at Jo.JO a. M.
l he procession formed at Mej His boat is guided by his wife, but he does all Day be observed on ibe Sabbath was adopted.
morial Hall at 10.
(. ommeuc* nn nt Dinner at i the work of handling the nets, etc.
He has
The committee to whom was referred ComAlumi.i Hail at 1 p. vi. Lil.rarv and Cabinet caught a ton a week for three weeks. Mr. rade
Boring's resolutions in favor of the $8 per
open to vi-it.p- Irom J to 5.
President’s Re- Pinkhum makes his own traps and builds his month
pemdon bill reported adversely.
ception in the evening. Wednesday evening, own boats. In tin* blueberry season he picks
During the session Pension Commissioner
“Merchant of \ nice.** at Town Hall.
berries for the canning factory nearly as fast as
Black, Governor Rooie. of Maine, and Governthose w ho can see.
or Alger, of Michigan, Bast Commander-inMAINE ST \ 11. COLLEGE.
Miss Edith Leavitt, M. 1>.. of Auburn, who Chief Robinson, of New York, and CongressORoNo. Jui.’ 25.
tun. li. B. shepherd of,
was graduated
from
the
of
medical
school
man Reed, of Maine, made brief addresses and
'■dvow began. -ticn .is to*1 late Gov. Coburn as
Boston l niversity. has begun the practice of were enthusiastically cheered.
trustee <*! ih- 'slate (.’ollege.
The annual meet- ; her
in
Boston.
A series of resolutions of thanks to Congress
profession
ing of tin A mini occurred yesterday after- ! Four
of the graduating class of Bangor
fur having placed General Grant on the retired
Boon, quit' a iarge number of members being
are to be ordained pastors in ihB
list of the army were adopted.
1
pi' s* lit.
tojMiwing ••Hirers wt re elected: Seminary
Slate: James Lade, at Eliot: S. I). Tow in. at
The following were elected officers for the
Pr<*fe--or.
H. Hamlin. Phono; President.!
North
John
L.
at
Ellsworth;
North
Evans,
ensuing year: Geu. Samuel S. Burdette, of
Pro!. U hi. : I*..: mine. (>n*n -; Seen tary Prof.
Anson, during this month. Rev. James B. Washington D. C., Commauder-iu-ehief; Gen.
1
II B* j min. < )r<>no.
1 h*
chose a commit- i
Hawes will be installed pa-tor at Winthrop, in Sheldon Connor, of Augusta, Me., Senior Vice
lee to a
the oiganizatiou ineoi \ orRev. F. A. W ilson of the class of
September.
Comrade Lewis, of Atated under tin law-.
Today occurred the ex-j 's2, i> said to be installed pa-tor at Bilerica, Commander-in-chief;
lanta. Ga. Junior Vice Com. The usual vote
animation
.-undidat*--, fo, admission to the I
Mass. James W. Strout, *s4. has a call to of thanks was given.
collet*
.-and
day x- rei.-e- at 2 p. m. Warren. Me. [Commercial.
The National Woman’s Relief Corps elected
asday X'-rcj-i-". ended Me commencement
sergeant Winsor IL Smith of the 1-t Maine the following officers for the National organizaIds afti iwion.
\ targ*1 aii-ii- n«*<• w a- in aliendied
of
\V»
due-- tion during the coming year:
suddenly
apoplexy
met
md «\a ryth ng a--. U ml' in an xeelleut Cavalry,
had
day evening, June 24th. at Portland.
President. Mrs. Sarah E. Fuller, of Massain iiiii'
'1'!m- oration, (> •*». L. llatiscom: hisbeen in poor health from exposure in Ander- chusetts; Senior Vice President, Mrs. Lizzie
tory. Henry T. Ferald: prophecy. F. E. Man- sonviile
!
prison. IL rode in tin- procession. D. A. Kinnie, of C alifornia: Junior Vice Presitel; teldp 's to ih*' uiidi rgradti-t-A. H.
dent. Mis. Kent, of New Hampshire; Treasurer,
Kev-;
a:* dietor
Gen. < hamb- ! i:dll ; class' Tuesday.
An agrii ultural neighbor w ho has abundance
Mi". L. A. Turner, of Massachusetts; Chapode. L. G. Paine. Andrew** orchestra oi fourof leisure to try experiments, set- his bean- lain. Mrs. Annie
Wittemeyer, of Philadelphia.
teen pieces turni-h-d
x--client music. In the
this
at
an
of
about
45
poles
angle
The principal thing Friday forenoon was the
spring
degrees.
evening the faculty ga\ a IVcrpti a, in M« ilior- 1
He i-. of course, bombarded with questions grand excursion and dam bake at Little Cheiai Hail t-> the graduating -las-, alumni and
from passers, hut stand- it good-naturedly, beague island, a fesv miles down the
friends of the college.
bay.
saying "It is only a w him.” ( Wat^rville Sen- Steamer Lewistou took over a thousand peoMAINE ro.M
>FKI< ES.
tinel.
ple, including Gov. Robie, Gen. Kountz, ComWhile workmen were engaged in excavating mander-iu-Cblef Burdette and Gen.
1 lie annual readjustment of the salaries of ]
Logan, topostmaster*, lakes * Hd-t Juiy next. 'There are j m front of the Kineo House at Moosehead gether with a large number of citizens of Portseveral diung*
in Maim-. The bo-in
land. They spent the day at the island in varof- Lake, they came upon two Indian skeletons,
and in the grave with them was a tomahawk
three office-. Bridgton. M adda- ami South
ious amusements and returned late in the afterBerwick has fallen oil* so much that these of- j ;>nd pipes. The skeletons were of a man and
noon.
M<- are relegated to the fourth da--.
At the dam bake one hundred bushels of
The fol- woman, and it is thought that the remains
dams wen* consumed. Before dinner speeches
lowing offices sutler a reduction of £b<o each | liiu-t have been there200 years.
E.
M.
of
in -a ary :
is
\uburn. Bath, Belfast. Biddeford. j
Horse}
Bangor
making extensive were made by Gen. Burdette, Corporal TanBuck-port. Camden. E:;-tt".rt, Earmington, I Improvements at his poultry ranch on the ner. Gen. Grosvenor, Gen. Kountz, Chaplain
lv* nm bunk. Oakland, Richmond. R-»ck and.
Hogan road in the suburbs oi Bangor, and will j1 Steward. ( otnrade Norton of Texas. ex-Gov.
re long have one of the largest and tinest
>aeo. >kowiiegan. Thoinaston and Wa’doborFairchild, C’apt. Jack Crawford, and General
oiigh. Tin* fob .w iug I .-e £2oo each : 1! dlow-II establishments of the kind in New England. Logan.
and Eairli-a 1.
No office make.- a gain.
The Ih has now from boo to 700 liens and upN< > ITS.
following i- a complete li-i ut pre-m. ntial po-t wards of one thousand of chickens, the latter
Gov. Robie say> tint the receipts from the
office. in Maine with the old salary and the number being rapidly inert asi <i by an incubator
Stale, the eit\ of Portland, the G. A. R. and
which is in vcr\ -ucccssful operation.
nt w :
Mr. Pn ntis.- Preble, who ha- been connected the citizens amount to $21.<KK). IF expects to
New.
<>M.
live or six thousand dollars more from the
get
with
the
House
as
Bangor
Auburn.
book-keeper for railroads.
..$2,lb"
$2,200
This will be sufficient to pav all exAligu-ta. :i,M0
IL
;;.0*o -e\«ral years, died Thur-day morning.
was a man who was well known to tie
Bangor.
-2,7* hi
2,7*10
public penses.
Bath..
Commander-in-Chief Kountz says that the
2,1*H»
2,200 ; and will be much mi-sed.
Be If a-t. 1,7oh
1 ,so!!
parade Tuesday was the largest Grand Army
'Llie dwelling house in West (. ardiner. owned
Riddetord. -2,100
2,goo ! by
Joseph M. Wak- field, was destroyed by tire parade since tin* formation of the order.
Brunsu i- k. I,7oo
l,7oo
The Silver Fife aud Drum Corps, from PlvThursday night. 'I he loss on the building and
Bucksporl. l.loo
l,2**o
mouth. Mass., accompanied by South Berwick
turniture i> $1500; insured for $700 in tie*
Calais
i,f»oo
l,o*>o
Post,
serenaded Gen. John A. Logan at the
Hartford In-uraiiee company. The cause of
Camden. 1,I«h*
i,2o0
residence of Congressman Reed.
Dexter..... 1.P-0
l,t"0 the tire was a defective flue.
East p- 'it. 1.4oo
J ,5u0
B. Waile of Cartilage, ihe mail carrier from
Many brilliant receptions to distinguished
K1 Is worth. l.r,. in
j ,;*oo >outh <
arthage to Berry’s Mills, wa- sitting in visitors were given Wednesday evening and
Kairlldd. 1,-tuo
1,-2* o
were
his chair asleep, when hi- wife awoke him sudlargely attended. Among them was one
Farmington. j,;>oo
1,0*0
and he sprung to his feet in such a man- gi'en at the residence of Lewis Brown to Hon.
Gardiner. i,soo
l.si-o denly.
Hannibal Hamlin. Every distinguished visitor
ner a> to break both bones below the kuei
acHallowell.. 1,0h>
1,000
paid his respects at some time during the evenII- 'Olt.m.
l.;,oo cording to the Wilton Record.
l.aoo
to this venerable statesman.
ing
Ivemiebtn k. 1 ,ooo
hi
Rev.
Ii.
i
C.
Gateof
Beer
1-lc
lias collected
I,
The Governors, the Generals and distinivcwiston
■.■,500
-2,51.10 slooo toward building a church to take the
Mechanics halls. l.lno
l,l**o plan of the one lately burned.
guished guests generally, with their ladies, to
l,:loo
Norway....
i,:>uo
Billing the war of the rebellion in 1*02. Mr. the number of two hundred, made a quiet exOakland.
],ooo
l.loo
cursion down the harbor on the steamer CimCharles
if.
of
Castine
sent
a
letter
Hooper
Portland...
:;,:;oo
:;,:{oo
home, which Li- wife never received until last
Richmond. l,:;oo
1,4 *o
Wednesday an aged, bronze visaged man,
Rock him I. -2,*hm
2,1"0 Friday. Twenty-three years were occupied by
Naecarappa. 1,100
1.M0 the inissiu- in coming from Washington to Ca- wearing a (i. A. It. badge, stopped for a morn*
Sa-’n
nt
to look at a draped portrait of (ien.
1,000
1,700 thie. [Bangor Whig.
(iron, exhibited in a window on Congress
£kowhcgaii. l,0oo
1,7*10
" I'tapi
w a<ic p
a bear huntquite
Tliona-ion.
*o
I ,:.i
l,2oo
lit* wa> joined by another aged veter*
II" has not kept account «»t the number lie street,
Waldoborouffh
l.ooo
l.loO
eran. attracted bv tin* same
has killed in his lit', time, but is pn tty sure that
object. 'I tie last
W.ate^ille. 2.o"o
2,100
* >m« r
glanced
n
N
over I2«.
Frank Staples of l'erliam lias
inquisitively at his neighbor.
Wi.-rns-et.
l.loo
l.loo
I lie look was mutual—the glance became an
within
the
few
weeks
>ix.
l.loo
Wintlirop
l,loo
past
trapped
I he \ssessors of (iardiner report again in earnest gaze—then swift mutual recognition,
( !!(>!» ICKf’OlM'S.
valuation ol s4s7bO since hpt year, and a gain an exclamation of surprise and joy, and a
heart v grasp of hands.
Tie* Maine Fanner last week published its of 1"| polls.
They were veterans of
review of the crop-, furnished by intelligent,
Nehemiah W ard and hi** wife Maty at Med- two wars, comrades under (arant in Mexico
and
his
followers
in
the
e.ircful ami practical correspondent- scattered dy hemps, celebrated their golden wedding!
closing campaign of the
civil war. Their earnest demeanor attracted
all over the State. As u>uul. the hay crop is Thursday.
W illiam Oyer, lii>t mate of the schooner tin attention of another old soldier passing by.
regarded as the leading crop. Iu many places
the grass was badly winter ami spring-killed, Oliver l>yer. of Saco. Maine, was seriouJv He too halted and gazed steadily in the face of
and I be crop will be less than an a\erag'-, much
stabbed bv a sailor at Bergen Point. N. -J.,-June one of the twain, and in him found a comrade,
whose fortunes lie shared some time in Mexico.
below that of last year, ltaiiis. wlihli we hope 20th;
t> come wi I bet ter it. but eannot stive it from
Presque Me p to have a 4th of duly eelebra- ! He could not help making himself known.
ti"H.
fading below the average. “Gras- on tie ids is
Fx-Speaker d. M. Haynes of Augusta! H*- was joyfully welcomed and the three old
heroes tarried by that window a long time
thin:** but that i- always tnn
The old hay will deliver ilie address.
One of the Kavmond excursions is to \ i>it
ha- been u-. d on the farm or -old. lined < ropinterchanging experiences and pointing out the
Bar
Harbor
In
are late.
first ,.f tiii- month, going from xars which tiiuy received in the service. It
Penj-i.- >»*ein to he coining more and
mol' to lie I i*
in di\« i-i !i< d tanning.
Boston bv Meamer. They will come up from " as the liist meeting of these men for nearly
A large
forty years. Their homes are far apart: but
breadth of con i- planted, wlnl*- potatoe- cn- Bar llarbm on the evening of duly 0th and r«
they will n member Portland and the nineteenth
tinue tin leading hoed crop in many localities. main in B.mgor over night
[Bangor Whig.
We an- i.» he favored with another liberally
dolm Km- of Korklaml, fell through the scut- annual encampment of the <i. A. R forgiving
tie
blessed privilege of meeting once
abundant apj.l* crop,
l'he sett ing of the frui'l
tle.of a lime-kiln to the brick hearth below. them
i- iii k't-{-;i• u wish the profusion of blossoms.
Friday, a distance of twenty feet, striking on more el l triends made dear by the participaPear tree- promised equally well. Stoek win- h«> head and shoulders and sustaining injuries tion in common dangers and glorious triumphs.
tered e\eee«iingiy well, and went to the paswhich resulted fatally. Aged about fiftv-tive [Advertiser.
ture- plump and iu excellent condition. While years.
the u-e of commercial fertilizers i- on the inA party of six young men left the (iurnett
Generalities.
crease. fanners are not relying chiefly
House, Brunswick. Sunday, for a sail. Winn
upon
tlne-e for manure, but arc keeping umie stock.
icarlhe West Bath shore the boat was struck !
McCullough, the actor, has been placed in an
The butter factory ha- not yet superseded the by a squall and ups* t. N. W (iiven. Assistant j
private dairy, l'he chce-c factories, in most Post master, and B. A. Lincoln were drowned. asylum.
Lincoln’s body has not been found
ease-, have pro\-d partial laiiures. On the
The Indian population of the United States is
whole, the outlook is not discouraging to the*
_'_
estimated at 300.000.
farmers of Maine.
A Sank President Punished.
A satinet mill burned at Charleston City,
I.ANPLOBD
1MBY KOBBl!>.
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it.
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K:i-h;i

< onant....

Henry I.each, of Illinois, twenty

yur-ago a resident <>f lieltast, was in t•»vv i> last
week ...Frank i_<»lley is at home from school
W. 1!. Mvati, of N iieh./, 1 .mi., and Frank Hull.
—

•'I

<

"l

*, 111., are in the eitv on a visit, the guestMay "r swan-Mr. and Mrs. (ieorge Parktr,
Mrs H <■. Robbins, **t Boston, and (».nrgi

air
a

:

1-riM
I

l'

i■

were
11'i-

in

Belfast last week-Mrs.

and Mr-. F.

W

Pratt, "f this

(

harleit y, are

B* 'ton *u a visit.Mi-.- Lizzie Knuty, of
Bm-kspurt, is in Belfast, the guest of Mi-- Lena
Pier* ••-Pr«*t. Tufts, of Acadia college, Wolfs.
was in town last week visiting ids
Mile. A.
rotiier. Rev. (». F. Tufts-Benj. W. I.othrop, of
Ivan a-, is in the city, the guest of his sister, Mi
-l ilniM'i).
ll. II
He lias hoen absent twenty tw-*
veir.s... .Mr. Win. Childs, of Lafayette. h»d.. and
J
F.i'hiM-, .*f Paris, Me., hrotlier- of Mrs. liar
rison Hay fori, are iu town on a v isit.Mr. I h
-■•ne Bu-t, of Kansas
ity. Mo., is ii Ihdta-t r, a
:u

visit.Mr. and Mr-. W. K
from tlie

Morison have returnc1

Wilfred B.

has been
Rich,
I'imitted to prnefice law in the court- *f Mimic-..Portland's Padiu•
•ug |"
!j< .-r-. made an arrangement wilh la. :tnd has taken an ml!••*■ with JitJgr Hollins, o|
dr 1 :-!• :•
J. o! ro*ni » » Ink' t heir | r<-duel o
Minneapolis, win n he w :il remain for tin* pre-enf.
Mr. Moulton, of < umberlaml, who i- t*> play on
Pfiilad-dphi.i :t $5o per ear. no cxpen.-i to
inning n til- wharf A fter the consolidation,
iin
Belfast Base Bid ( iub, arrived in town on
ra eS wa
i) to $’>b. ami 81 per car was charg.i.Q g on the
'd t
wharf.
I’he parties Wednesday.
\v< re oi ige« to accept these terms, ami supB vm; B vt i. Notes.
The Belfast team played
posed tin- .'right won id he transported at this .!- tir.-l matched
game of the season >*n Wednes
prim Bi a::er sending a few ears, tin y t'oin -!
lav afternoon of la-t week, with the Resolutes, a
tie y w. r bong charged all the win from $5i;
■'hired club from Massachusetts
to $ldn
w. re obligTon inquiring why tin
While the Bel
< d t<•
fast club won the victory with
j ;i> s.rh exorhiiant charges, tin s were
score of -jo to d
in;.'i nn ! t:,at said charges were not right ami
Ihi game was not marked
by any brilliant playing,
dni
Haney would he refund' d. Tic ofthe eontrary it was a loose game ns the large
m
th- load have been repeatedly asked
re lmliealcs.
F ine pkiying was not expected on
’" pay
u
the money : hut have never done so.
I’he ro el iiso informed the tirm that they o»u!d
the part of the home team for it was the lirsf game
transport no more goods b\ tin -ar. hut that all for the .-Cason and the boys have had but little
g>"" 1 put into the ear must he paid for at the
practice. Knowlton, tin- cuteln r, only arrived home
rail of s<-much peiiw*.
Tin* freight hu*im»
from school on the day of tin- game, and two new
of Jin f.u>e in question, over this line, has
aimninttd to about 82000 during tin* past six men, T. L. Warren and F. A. (.ilimore played on
tile nini'. The visitor- eaiue from Bangor where they
montiH. They, with several other merchants.
ha\* wiihdrawn their freight from this road
won a victory, and were confident of a similar re
md w ii, not ship over it e\.-» pt .n eases w in re
stilt, in tills city. The game was railed at four
d
tin
t".
obliged
o'clock and was nearly three hours in playing.
i hat tb»ur received from tin* West via P,u—
About two hundred and fifty persons were pres
ei con’s live cents more per ewt., or 10 cents
J*er barrel, than b\ ‘.lie Portland A < >gden*- out. The strangers went to hat first, but were
| o
bi rg or the Grand l'i nnk liaiiway.
That such while-washed, as they were on the second, third
!
irrangement is anm»\ing ’■> Portland im r- and iast inning,-. They scored on the fourth, fifth,
01- on ae<*ount of tin i< lays resulting from
sixth, seventh and eighth innings. The home team
«:l\ lies in the winter, on the latter roads, ami
were blanked in the first, second and fifth
it ;lie live cents extra i> a tax on MadnInnings,
scoring oi, tin- others. The toilowing is the d«
Aid-.
riiat Boston parties have sent corn at ii\• <•. ms tailed score:
r ewt. to Alton, N. II., and corn, un ai and
BEEF AST.
•it,, mixed, in one ear, for the same price.
A.B. U. 1B. I'.IE r.o.
V. E.
I'iiat Portland parties call semi corn for live Knowlton, c. »>
2
I
1
13
3
t
cuts per cwt., hut corn, meal and oats -t uf in
I
.;
4
i
u
i
Cottrell, F. F.,3b. »;
’ll- same ear costs them 7 cents per cwt.
3
o
i
0
Thompson, 1. f. 5 2 3
i hat a trader of Clinton. Me., visited Cort- Cottrell, F. \ s. s.
1
1
o
1
0
ii
o
u
2
land and Boston to price grass send. The rigim s Cottrell, 1. M., r. f. 5 2 2
ill!
0
Is
»;
given at both places were identical, but the Dilworth,c. p.
f.
I
o
2
2
0
I
seed could be sent through from Boston cheap- Warren,
0
0
o
7
(ilimore, II*. 5 3 o
er than from Portland.
Result, the Clinton Colburn,
o
2b.
4
3
0
1
l
2
man patronized Boston parties.
That a dealer at Norridgew<• k. Me., says
Totals .44 20 13 14 27 24 13
that a hale of mattresses purchased in Portland
KE8OECTK8.
costs him eight cents more in freight than when
A.B. U. IB. T.IE l'.O. A. K.
in* purchased in Boston. Result, he buys in
I
2
I
12 0
Purham, 11».
Boston.
I
1
0
I
0
3
Brown, 3I>. »
That before the consolidation the rates on sheldon. c. f. 5
3
i
0
o
I
I
0
u
canned goods sent to California were one dol- Williams, r. f. >
0
0
0
I
!»
1
u 12
lar per ewt. Present rates per ewt. $1.25. Smith, c.i 0
0
1
0
2
i
0
Difference ou a dozen cans, six cents. Result, Holmes, s. s. t
0
0
1
1
0
l'osv, r. f. 4 1
the goods are no longer shipped.
o
0 19 11
1
o
p.3
'I'iiat before the consolidation a furniture Jupiter,
3
1
2
2
2
I
Fowler,2b. 4
dealer received goods from Hartford, Conn., at
30
9 11
9
24 32 30
Totals
$38. Present rate $50.
That before the consolidation lumber was sent
SCORE BV INNINGS.
to a Southern point for $20 a ear. Present rate
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9
$22, $24 and $20.
Belfast .0 0 5 3 0 2 4 6 0—20
That since the consolidation charges on lum- Resolutes.0 0 0 2 4 1 1 1 0— 9
ber are 40 cents per thousand more than before.
2.50. Base on errors, Belfast 15,
Time of
The Express says the above are but a few of Resolutes 7.game,
1st base on balls, Belfast 5. Resolutes
the discriminations made by the consolidation 4. Struck out by Dilworth 15, Jupiter 14. Left on
roads, but they show enough to arouse the liases, Belfast 5, Resolutes 4. 2 base hits, Warren,
merchants of the city to the fact that some Sheldon 2. Passed hulls, Knowlton 2, .Smith 8.
Wild pitches, Dilworth 2, Jupiter 4. Umpire, Chas.
measures will have to be taken to rectify them,
and that at no distant day, if Portland expects M. Craig.
....The Belfast team will do better with practice.
to secure any Maine or other business.
Your readers can see what a grip Bos.ou has The citizens have generously contributed towards
the new grounds, ami have much local pride In the
upon our State. For years they have been perboys, and the club owes it to the community that it
fecting their plans to enjoy the trade of our
keep in good practice, and take, every means to
State. They have our merchants at their mercy
win victories.Tiie Bangor game advertised for
under this arrangement. Their only hope is in
Wednesday was postponed on account of the wet
steamboat service, that has not yet got under grounds—The
Colby’s will play at Belfast on the
the
which
of
about
the
the control
ring
brought
afternoon of July 4th. It will be a first class game,
railroad combination.
SlGMA.
as the Colby’s are fine ball
players.
Pi- -aid dta

■

■

|

Iasi tab

om*

of

west.

Next

Saturday

—July

will be the National

Tills Is the

anniversary

4th.

Pickpockets

Look

for them.

out

A

Miller & Dixie Comic Opera

of the

portion

went l>v -teamer.

way for the

The

pleasure

yachting party

of

Steamer May Queen,
Belfast, was sold at
Portland, on Friday of last week, at auction, for
She
was
$1,590.
purchased by Capt. Robert Tapley, of Brooksville. Capt. Tapley already owned
more than one-half the steamer and she was in
debt to him in the sum of $1,500, so in reality lie
takes the boat for the indebtedness. What he in-

went that

sail.

a

Mathews Bros., of this city,

are

making the

floors, sash and blinds and inside finish for the
large hotel building at Mi. Desert Ferry. They are
nl-o

furnishing

worth for Mr.

the

fora tine house

same

tends

Fils

at

We

are

Mr-. Inlia Chase, who is visiting her brothers, J.
and Kll t
‘k, In this city, left Council Grove,

Kansas, .lime 1<he
of tin*

grasses

lay

her

1'•

brought

with her

we

do not know.

samples

season

of 1885.

tion

well

as

as

on

live Hues of boats

through the

some

of

most reliable

our

>

The publisher intends to make
paper that will be appreciated by all and will
continue Its publication each succeeding season.
a

-hor.

last week was probably that of Mr.
Ho lg.ion. of < Mdtown, who was drowned at

>

Am
inr

last

:o'c.

j-

a

b

man.

Fast week

gentleman who had JJsimi in Ids
big belonging to Hodgdon. Hodgdon was
to tali through the railroad bridge and also
in -nrim-e of the water below the
bridge. He
■•v ..••■!
o. t.'i-e
a
-1 a n <■
>*ould arrive; bit the
wa- never ree' ered.
The gentleman when
d
ut tlie rocks f"Und on the body of the
a

s

In*

v

II
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brio

with

row

a

that

g
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range.}.
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let

He

*.ii.

trrie i. and
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times
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The following is a li-t oT the tax pny-it; who pay a tax of $«w» and upwards.
1-.
district and dclln.jticnt high-

vxt.s.

r-

I'hi-

The gra— crop is below an average; will comNew lields are good; old
pare with last year
Held- very poor. Mock has w intered well; came
nt in go..
midiiion; a ic.-.- amount ot stock will
be k’-pt do- winter. Not a large amount of commercial fertilizers have been used in this section.
Hav i- the leading --rop in W aldo.
I’he prospect
for a lanm crop i.f apple- i- not so good a- il was
two week- ago; treewintered finely, and are
-li.'wina a good growth liavi .-•■! poorL
No butter factories in lids .section.

taxes

u.<

Ai. »tl. Ni In-mi ll
mars.$-"'■* 1>
Adieu, Hiv:uii
h.-trs.
irm.iy
AH. II, Will, o
IHTti
A li x.tri'i.T, I * ivH..
Allan!, Mr-. Mary
1-..
ti2.nl
«.
Ann
I’..
17;i.2!<!
A mlrru
Mark
1.
.’*4 S'.*I
Ballet,
Bai
ti.’-'rav o.. 22*1 :;7
72 77
Baker.i .arl.--....
Bakei .V 'h ti>--.... 172.1’
Kra
.k
Banks,
-1.*12i»;j
Bank', -I W......
.77.7*-j
Bar’ll .t I ?:■.>. h..
Barker. Mrs. Sitsftn
II
■71'a2;
B. a:,. AtHn-w l>.. inT.sTl
■

—

...

km>wItoii, I. \
»k>
Lancaster, H V.
Lancaster, 1 >avhl, lh.LlG
..

Lancaster. Frank
M. 17 :>T»
GorLancaster,
ham.
Lane, Daniel. I♦►*».i::
Lewis,li i. ,heirs, M.i;
Lor,I, li 1.
u
Lowm*\ ,U eallhy,
heirs
Man-lie!.i, A I'
hJla
»

1

1 nomas,
.—

..

\--o« iation.
‘iiiy.du M ilhe s, >. W
M.tilie ws,
Belfast
Y'•■•nii'lrv
Sarah
< ..22i‘..4o!
W.
B'Ba.-t has t. 447.22 Matiiews, sanforM
U.
Bi last Nat’I Bank 1 •«1.4«
Mathew- Bros_
Belfast Shoe Kaetor v
1 .1 .an. MeClintock, •! V.,
< ...
estate..
Be.last l.: .a
1477.1.7
M• IhemM, L. I
1; <• I ! i-t
savings
M. in.hai l, II. F.
Bank. 271
L
Bicknell, > t,.. »W..4iJ M Donal
Blank, B 1. 1*7*.IB' M' Keene,.limaG.
a,.-.- M-Keenc,
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Annie
77.n*.
Blank, >e\vaii A
B animal), ! M
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'..mat
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il_
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!ira>, ( II
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-: 27 Mil'lie 5 A Thomlirown, Vrihur i..
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iturkett, <>eo. W.. 4U -,7 M itehell, W ni. L..
7Y -7 M.lv.it. II.
hurge-s, koheri.
I' urg*--. A. C. -J**Moo«ly, Mrs. fci. J.
iturnil, Wm.
iI.,
\i""le,Jwhn.
heir-.
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Mr.

Forbes,
for a long time a boot and shoe dealer in this city,
‘•.Veil
died at id- residence early Saturday morning of
7« .;t5 ! hear; di-en-c, aged (id years, live neuitii.- and .-lx
I day-, lb has been an invalid for a milliner of
,<J
years from enlargement <<f tile heart, llis la.-L di-

..

..

of

one

eompan
les ever in Belfast, and was deserving of hetter patronage.
The manager makes the follow ing
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"ij

wa-

money, alihoi gh loon persons were present at the
i’.'ie price w as then put back to the
opening night,
! standard.

..

.<

If

explanation ruaeerning the price of admission
"hit il w as le— at Gardiner than here, md which
operated disastrously in Belfast. At Gardiner
the opera played in a rink and as an experiment reduced their prices, but found
they lost

44J.J4
*17 :>•>
>,-j.;
7;! "4
»:7J

Dixie’s comic opera company, under
the management of f
\. Owen of Bangor, played In this city three nights last week to very
-mall houses.
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Mr. Forbes

Belfast when

He learned the

maker "f N.

E.

Wiggin

partner with him. For a
he carried on the same busi-

wa- a
-ar-

y ear ago, when lie sold out to
Portland. He had been a mem-

one

<d

ber of the Belfast city council, and in
was
president of the lowci board, and Alderman from
Ward one in isT't. In 1-72-71 74 be was treasurer of
the county of 'A aldo. Mr. Forbes was a member of
1 imoihv Gha.-e
the

now

In order.

eollege is to have a
of the finest in the country.

Bowdoiu

done

new

gymnasium,

ant

Prof. 1). A. Sar-

York, of Bangor, is driving and carrying
the Belfast and Bangor line, and yesterday Mr. Withec began to carry the mail on the
route from Brewer village to Bucksport.
on

city

on

H.

Lodge ef Masons, and treasurer of

Lodge for many years. He leaves a wife,
three daughterml one -on.
We learn that he
had a lite in-urn
lor £2,Ann.
He was
p<>

iv.

Morison,

cuy,

attended.

line concert which was largely
The flora I decorations were very elabogoing so far as to say that it surpassed
was a

rate, some
a!i previous efforts of tiie kind.

Next Sunday
quarterly services will be held at the Methodist
a m. will occur the Love Feast; at
cnurch. At
1.'* r. M. sermon by the Itev. C- K. Libby, presiding elder-The subject of Itev. J. A. Boss’ Sunlav morning sermon :>t tiie North church will be
“Ivuowli dge ol God leads to Acknowledgment of
Him”... Itev. T. It. Gregory, of this city, exchanged pulpits Inst Sunday with Itev. Mr. Little.
Tkan-i

i:ms

in

hkai. Ksjtatk.

The

following
are ilie transfers in real estate in Waldo
county,
f
the week ending J nee Until: dame-Curtis, Jr.,
M -croc, to Hannah Curtis, same town. Henry L.
lifford, Pro-pert, to J.y ta L. Johnston, Winterport. Maria A. Douglass, Monroe, to Dunbar Jack,
.-ame town.
Joseph Iv. Diekey, Searsmont, to
Leonard W. Luce, same town. Wakefield G. Frye,
Belfa.-t, to Lucy F. Itobinson, Searsmont. George
Linn, Pro-peel, to George U. Ginn, same town.
Fli/.abetli Lufkius A als., Newburg, to Jeremiah
< ilsou,
Winlerport. Martha F. Millett, Burnham,
i" Berq. M. t all, Troy.
Mary H. Smith, Prospect,
to Wm
1>. Hicliboru, Stockton. Laura J. Treat
Frankfort, to Caroline K. >prague, .-atne lowu.
> i'!\
Vim Treat, Searsport, t«» John W. Peavey,
Su.tn\ille. Mary K. Woodman, Searsmont, will,
to Pin iena Willard, same town.
Fred F. Wiley,
Lincolnvide, to Joseph Wiley A als., same town,
•loseph Wiley, Liueolnvilie, to Fred F. Wiley, .-ame
town.
Tin: Gkancks.

Last week

we

gave

an

account

of the

doing- of Messrs. Ham and Lang, in regard
to the holding of the Grange festival or annual
meeting in Waldo county. A correspondent sends
tiie following on the same subject to the Maine
1‘

ai mer:

La-t week, Brother- Ham and Lang of the executive committee, were instructed to attend to certain Grange matter- in Penob.-eol, Hancock and
Waldo <.unties. They met a goodly delegation at
Beita-t, Friday the li»th, of Waldo patrons, and
after due examination of hotel capacity and all
matters bearing upon the subject, it was unanimously eon,-i ip led that it would be unwise to atl> mpi to hold the meeting at Belfast next I>ccember.
They also consulted in regard to holding the next
Mate Grange festival at Northport in Sept.
It was
tound tiiat every needed Facility was at hand and it
i- quite probalde that it will be decided to hold it
there.
Bro-. Hum and Lang visited the camp
grounds at Northport the IStli, or the day previous
to the meeting for consultation at Belfast, and
looked over the grounds and consulted with .Mr.
Hiram Haggle-, the superintendent. Northport Is
I miles below Belfast upon the west shore of Penobscot Bay ; has a line location, grand scenerv, a
line water front, a good wharf at which steamers
land, and scores of cottages. There are upon the
grounds a commodious summer hotel, and several
good boarding bouses near by. The commodious
-oeiety cottages can all be liad'tor use at that time.
The camp ground i- connected w ith Belfast by a
line and delightful carriage road, and by water
'Plie patrons f Waldo, Hancock and
conveyance
Penobscot counties will make the occasion of the
festival, if neld at Northport. a matter of tiieir especial care and pride.
>
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some means
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and

escaped through an open window.
Any one finding a stray canary will confer a favor
by not I Tying Mrs. S.

in the well known insurance
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The

following is the report "f

the treasurer:
To the President, Directors and Stockholders of
the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad Company
viemicmen—i nerewun present mv annual
report
of the financial department of your Corporation,
showing the receipts and expenditures of the past
year ending this day, and an exhibit of the present
stale of the Company funds.
The total receipts for the year as stated are from
rental and income on investments amounting to tin*
sum of.y :i:»
Balance on hand at last report....
-it;,id 1
The pn> incuts of the past year for interest, charges, coupons and expenses together with an investment in f 10,000
bonds have amounted to.25,024.17
Leaving balance in Treas. of. .V2.C*o7.‘»:{
Being $1 o.ijyi.48 more than last year.
The exhibit of the funds of the corporation shows in cash and investments a
par value of. 04,040.07
Should the < ourt allow this fund to be used there
will be o difficulty in paying the city note with the
interest due thereon on the fifteenth of August
next, thus placing in the <at\ treasury towards the
redemption of the city bonds fallingdue at that
time some fifty thousand dollars or about one half
the outstanding loan, and forty thousand in bonds.
With this liability
moved from the Company its
credit would be ample to meet any liability that the
decision of Court in the suit pending might be, and
at a favorable rate of interest il a loan should be.
come necessary.
Ai d 1 would most respectfully
recommend that In due season, unless a decision is
rendered before August, that the necessary steps
be taken by your company to anticipate tin* pay
in* nt of the note at that time, which would relieve
(lie Company of an interest charge for
months,
and leave in the treasury sufficient lor
any present
liabilities.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
John II. (Jt iMin Treas.
The following is the report of the president
To tin' stockholders of the Belfast and Moose
head Lake Bailroad Company in annual meeting
assembled. Gentlemen
Wo have reason to he much gratified with the very
favorable exhibit of the finances of the eompanv a>
prescnled, to-day, in the Treasurer's report, lie
therein tells us that the cash ami cash-tun Is, at
their value now in his keeping amount t

$1H,*HIMI7

At

tlu ir market value those funds will
yield an additional sum of. 2,elo.no
And interest on them to Aug. 15, ol the
current year a further sum of.
1,20o.im;
Making the total available assets of the
company at that date to be.DS,l.r>o.n7
The amount of theeitv of Belfast note to
same date vvi!l be.
s'.i,21v.>o
And if it be then paid there will remain a
balance in the treasury of. y,U.‘>1.57
Tin* aforesaid note does not mature until Nov ember loth, lsSa, but we are informed that it will be
agreeable to the city authorities to have its payment anticipated as above; and as its payment at
that date will benefit the company in interest account, I most heartily concur in the recommendation of the treasurer, that it be paid at that time, it
the court will allow us to do so.
Should the final decision of the court necessitate
the return of the funds so used to flu* treasury of
the company, its financial condition is such that a
lo in to replace them (amid be negotiated at a lower
rate of interest than is now paid; and the result
would be that much more favorable than the pres
cut arrangement.
From the foregoing it will be perceived that no
decision in our case which had been submitted to
tne court at tin* date of our last report, has yet
been reached. We may be favored vv itii a decision
of it very soon; but judging from the number of
eases submitted previously t<> ours, and not yet reported, it seems much more probable that wo may
have some months yet to wait before we are favored.
I util a decision of our easels rendered bv the
court no line ••f policy for the pnvment of the in
debtednes.s of the company, at maturity, can be definitely laid down. It may be remarked, however,
that if the net income may be invested at a moderate rale only, and used in such payment, a sum,
amply and timely sufficient for that purpose may
be accumulated, and the company may thus be
enabled in May lstM, to redeem its road from
“mortgage or other incumbrance” thereon; and to
raise its stock to its highest value attainable under
the present lease; and to enable its stockholders
thereafter to receive annual dividends on their
stock tt) the full measure of the rental. It may be
a!.-o remarked that, seemingly, no policy more
fraught with benefits to all the stockholders of the
company can be devised. All of which is respect1. M. Boaudmas,
fully submitted.
President.
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Here will be a chance for all to
shako the fantastic toe, as be lias secured
first-class
music.
I'he admission will be very low.The
members of Dana B. Carter Post No. 128, G. A. R.

presented with a flag by the brothers and sister
<d Dana B. Carter for whom the
post was named,
i’he members of the
post extend their most heartfelt thanks to the donors for the
gift of the flag that

st. John la 14; sacrament of the
Lord’s supper. At 4 t*. M. Mr. Plummer gave an
“xcellent lecture to the young.
Theme—"The
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Mr. Clark and wife emigrated from
years.
Waldoboro to Prospect when first married, and
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of

number

enterprising descenProspect ...Our town

will celebrate the Fourth in
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erty pole is raised

a small way.
The libthe hill back of the village

on

the heroic dead gave their lives to maintain.

j

pastor in charge, Ib v. W. B.
been quite unwell, but hopes soon to
be able to put more activity into bis pastoral labors.
.Mrs. Ada Brown, from Lawrence, Mass., is
visiting at her mothers, Mrs. Ylexander_Mr.
Job. Cushman, is very feeble and failing daily_
Hay crop will be very light, ami other crops are
backward as yet.

Frankfort will

—

..

FustaceF French arrived Thurs-

average crop_
lias been improving ids resi-

lic....II. L. Woodcock and others

Capt. Jas. Pendleton
by painting and other necessary repairs. He
has put up a very pretty summer house which he
made on board his vessel while on long
voyages...
..Capt. Wyman has been repairing bis barn and
making other improvements about bis place_D.
Howe & -Son are shipping quite a number of lime
casks to Roekport.
We understand they have a
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having been

Victor road

spring and It lias done

on some

chines and

of

one

our

roads.

some

now

ma-

—

was

on

the

\

j

Wood

Stockton.

tell

one

centre

not

attending

been absent

receive

a

find it to their interest to communicate with II. S.
Camphor, 39 South Street, N. Y. He is so connected that the collection of such claims can be greatly

—

facilitated.Mrs. Alvali

Coleord, of New York,

...

are

and friends-Last week
made

Mudgettand Mrs. Frank
visiting relatives
Capt. Charles Harriman

in town

Hying visit of thirty-six hours with his family
years’ absence.Capt. Melvin
Coleord has bought, in Union, a line looking black
horse, and judging from appearances he will
make it lively for a fast horse on the road. A Capt.
a

after three

on

the land without

a

horse is

as

much lost

as

he

would he at sea without a sextant_Capt. Ilosea
Uostigan left Tuesday morning for Portland to
take command of his bark Augustine Kobbe, now
loading for Buenos Ayres.Two intoxicated
“drummers” rode into our town last Friday evening and we should judge they were thinking of their
childhood days, as they were trying to sing “Bye
lo baby.” In the evening they attended the
ball,
but lmd sense enough left to know they were too
drunk to dance
Fourth of July there will be a
basket picnic at 8audy Head. Ladies are expected
lo bring baskets well tilled.
Gentlemen will furnish clams and lemonade for a picnic dinner at *2.30 p.
!;». andcJam bake in the evening. Entertainments to
be base ball match, boating, swings and a general
good time on the beach and through the grove. All
—

j

J

iuvited.

|

•rp
are

I

to 10 p.

specially
m.

Friends in Searsport Harbor district
invited to join us. Picnic from 12 m.
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trading elsewhere,
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Market.

-FLORIDA.0.

BELLAIE.

J.

H. TAYLOE,
BKLLKVIKW.

OCALA,

arc

/>•/:/ i .ni;

commenced its destructive work again as tierce as
ever... The bay crop will be about an average, so
some of the farmers say.
The late rain will be

,i

j

MILLINERY!
Ladies in pursuit of Millinery trill
our stock T\l I( / as larye as

find

j

in

any

the

city.
a

It

ultrays

are

bit to show

1

AND TRIMMINGS
in all the

dijferettf tjutilities front

REAL ESTATE
OCALA,

tony experience in the business enus to correctly at!rise in n
yartl to size, shape tintI style that is
beeominy t<t the jutrchtiser.

ables

Please rad anti lottk
orer

ta yi.tm,

AGENTS,

Marion Co.

J. H. TAYLOR.

Winterport, M«.

before

our

stin

k

jut reha si ny.

Bonnets & Hats Trimmed
in

BELLEVIEW.

We have* for sale in Marion, sampler, Hernando,
and Orange Count V-.
I'own lot-, Lake front-,
Orange gn>\«-s. Improved ami unimproved lam!.iu quantities ami at prices t" suit all pureha-er-.
-Im2 !'
Correspondence soli' ite 1.
Address for full particulars until O, i. 1st.

a

Ji rsf-class

Mis.
Dollnst, .1 u 1

15.

inattnt

\\

/*

for

cts.

\\ ldldLS.

l>s;,in

!¥lillinerY !
Closing

MARRIED.
in Sandy Point, -Line 2dd,
Bev. I?. P.. M«
rill, of Brewer, Mr. Charles ( Hamilton, of Sear-porl, ami Mi-s Lizzie 7. Bice, daughter"!' C'apl.
B. IBice, id Brooklvn, N. 7.
In Boston, Mass., .Jum 1«• th. by tin Bev. II. W.
Winklev, Mr. Thomas s. onm :!, of |;■•-(«.
Miss Zelia A. Paul, of Morrill, Me.
In Caiuden, I line 2.7, Willis \ Nutt of Bock
it

Out, Sale.

<

and Miss Maud F. Arne- of Camden.
In Dies boro, dune 21. Ilohari A. 1 lodge a ml MisCnssie F. Wariam, liofh of Isle-bor>>.
In Maiinieus, dune is, Fred H. (barton of Yinalhaven.aml Susan M. Piper, of Malinieu-

ishintr

\\

!<> n.ist*

out her r.AUi.i: STOCK

of

^/xixJx_.xiNrE;ix y
f'*r

tin-

reituun'lor «»f the

oflVrs

1

Dl h_LJ
j
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In Belfast, June 27. Henry II. Fma-es, aged
years.
In Belfast, June
.mini Meek, aged On wars
and .1 ue>s.
In this cit' June !Sth, Lcllic, daughter of Wi!liam <1. and Emma We>t, aged lo ears,
mouths.
Slu* was a child of uncommon promise, sin- n'le.tred herself mall armind her by her lively and
amiable disposition.
<>li! can it be that sprightly form,
'I’hat pleasant, smiling ia» e,
That heart -<> late with friendship warm,
Lies cold in death's embrace

!
1

|

I
I

I

j

Why
Si»

are the hopes that are soaring so high
to be blighted and perished?
are the loved ones so soon called away.

soon

Why

Our hearts
In
years

so fondly have cherished?
M. it.
Northport, June 2!*, Annie Reeves, aged L

ami

1"

nn

At

Lotrest

Possible Prices.

HATS & BONNETS TBlltlF.I1
For ?.> Cents.
A.

1\
I S HVOIM I 1.
SOI
-2\v..t;
IKTGi'l, .lane

A Good Man Wanted
TO LEASE A GOOD FARM.

s.

In Uueoinville, June 2U, Sarah F. Hills, aged 11
years and ;> mos.
1 wish to rent my farm to a
In Liberty, J mm 27, Mrs. 1. A. Sanborn, aged 72
good, square, industrious man,
years, pi urns, and 20 •lays.
one who is willing to give his
In Camden, June 10, Miss Almira Puttee, aged 71
time and attend m to die farm,
years.
an t is
not afraid of work, for a
In Rockland, June 21, Mrs. Mary A. Mank, aged
of years. The farm is situi__term
8*2 years.
a led’’in I nil v, one mile and a hall from the railroad
In Rockland, June 21, Catherine, wife of ( or
•ration, and contain* one hundred and Ilfty acres of
nelius llanralian, aged 5S years, 0 months, 2 days.
excellent land with a good barn and lamil’ortahle
In Seattle, Washington territory, June i!», A. J.
house thereon. To the right man the most liberal
Drinkwater, of Rockland, aged 2 1 wai s, u mont 1m, terms will be given. Tin* place may la* .*«•»■ n and
1 day.
further particular* gained by railing on II A IdilIn Thomaston, Juno 17, Lucy J\, widow of Hen- j st >\
CHASE, at I'nity Village. Parties i|e*iring
rv H. Watts, aged t»*> years, 7 months, 5 days.
tof secure diis opportunity to engage in the business
In Vinalhaven, June P>, Watson V. Hopkins, a
of farming, are invited to correspond with die unnative of Farmington, aged >.'• years
immediately, in ordcrth.nl he may rail on
In Cape Elizabeth, June II. Nettie M., wife of dersigned
them when he visits I’nitv in Augu*t.
\ddress
Nathan ^ oung, formerly of Vinalhaven, aged 22
( W. CM
years.

In North Appleton, June li, Alden Wentworth,
>4 years, a months.
In Vinalhaven, June 12, Hiram Cjregory, aged 22
years.
In Rockland, June
Roderick,son of Henry and
Fannie Wilson, aged 2 years, »> months.

aged

Smith for Philadelphia.
Baida. Arrived May 20, sell. Helen G. Moseley,
Ilolt, Rio Janeiro.
Matanzas. In port June 22, seh. Herald, Gray, from

M7 Delaware St.. Kansas
."»w27

I'nity, .tune 2b, Is,*;..

ASK,
lit), Mo.

Farms for Sale.
Pleasantly situated at French’s
Reach, Llncolnville. Farm of 17

x

the Bay. Story and a half house,
ell, and barn attached. Fine location for summer resort or boarders. Also farm of
the late David P. Andrews, situated 2C miles from
Beach. Said farm contains 200 acres, divided into
tillage, pastures and woodland, story and a half
House, ell, carriage house, two barns, saw mill,
stave mill, cooper shop, all in good repair. Enquire
at the Andrews farm tor term* of either place.
KOHEKT 11 Mf’COBB.
Lincolnvllle, June 24,1885.—27tf

Aspinwall.
Adelaide, Sailed May 5, barque Herbert Black,
Nichols, Newcastle, N. S. W.
Sydney, NSW. In port May 21, ship Brown Brothers, Goodell, and Corsica, Purintou, for San Francisco.

Hong Kong. Arrived prov. to22d ult., barque Penobscot, Strickland, Newcastle, N. S. W.
Kobe, June 7. Sailed ship Lucy A. Nickels,
Rogers, New York.
Montevideo. In port May 2Dt h, sell. Fred A. Carle,
Condon, uuc.
MARITIME MISCELLANY.

Portsmouth, Coal, #1.
Seh. Annie R. Lewis, 217 tons, from Pcrtli Amboy
to Boston, Coal, 90 cents.

our

<j.'»o

to

SPECIAL NOTICES.

of at

Freights. From the weekly freight circular of
Snow A Burgess, New York, to June 27 we learn
that there has been hut little change from previous
quotations in the foreign carrying trade. There has
been less inquiry for Naval Store tonnage South,
though rates have undergone no important change.
To the River Plate considerable inquiry is experienced chiefly for tonnage to load general cargo hence, as
the demand for Lumber loading at the South has lessened somewhat; previous rates, however, are
maintained. Brazil tonnage is In moderate request
at steady rates. The Cuba sugar trade is dull; the
quotation is nominally $3 from N. S. ports to north
of llatteras. Other West India and nearby foreign
trades are quiet. Coastwise Lumber freights are
without material change, the business completed
being upon the basis of recent quotations. Colliers
are in moderate demand, but no improvement in
rates can be recorded. Other departments quiet.
One schooner has chartered from Satilla River to
New York, lumber, at $r>.121*'.
Another from
Brunswick to Boston at $f>.
Seh. John Ponder, Jr., from Ellzabethport to

be

all

well

as

shall

the f II hi A FhlS'L tt> the II ilS'V. Our

Intermediate

few bites and scratches at times.

the sooner

We

have

customers,

and as the

better selection

get.
to

pleased

—

day

...

large,

the

will

you

/’rices /’aid /‘reducers.
I lav#'ton,
14.oogl7.no
Hides tt. ib,
:.<*»;
i;!«14
Lamb#’It.,
Lamb Skm-,
Toy 1.Jo
oui;
Mutton# lb,
< )ats # bush,
4-a I.'.

IIA V IM> s kaw I lay weaker >n large ree. ipt -.
No. 1 moves slow ly atover $22, but f.unev ear-lain-:
more others range from $!l upwards;'straw quit t
at $lo a2;5.

a

Those who have French Spoliation Claims will

you call

one

strawberries

stock is not

No. s, Main sim-t.

Hotatoe-.
Hound Hog tr

offered,

chance is

CURRENT.

his forehead.

SHIP NEWS.
day during
teim ju.-.t closed Grace Griffin, Cassie Davis, Janie
POUT OK BELFAST.
Cummings, Evelyn Cosligan, Ellie Dickey, Louis
AUR1V El).
Smith, Willie Reed, True Green, Lottie Berry,
Juno2.'». Seh. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ryder, Bangor.
Grace Moulton, Jennie Ellis, Lorena Berry, Jimmie
June 2b. Sell. Amelia IV Schmidt, -, KenGridin, True Trundy, Raymond Smith, Walter nel) unk.
Trundv. Those not absent during the Spring term
June 2b. Seh. Connecticut, Smith, Bangor.
June 21). Seh. Odell, Wade, Boston.
are:
Estelle Bennett, Flotilla Berry, Alice Crocker, Alice Ilichborn, George Harrington, Laura
SAILED.
Marden, Lura Simmons, Josie West and Charlie
July 1. Seh. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ryder, Ellsworth.
eve
of
last
a
week, pleas- j
staples—<»n Thursday
AMERICAN I’D RTS.
ant company of about forty surprised Capt. and !
Arrived .-eh. Sadie I’on,
Savannah, June 21.
Mrs. Harry Harriman, to celebrate the fifth anni- : West, Kennebec. June 27. Cleared sell. Rachel A.
Phila.
Maud,
Dow,
their
On
that day Capt. and
versary
marriage.
Sail Francisco. Ar. 27th, ships -iervia, Gilmore,
Mrs. II. were visiting their brother Charles, and in
Liverpool; Ilenrv B. Hyde, Pendleton, L'rom New
the evening were invited to join in a ride to the
York; A. J. Fuller, Coleord, New York.
Bailey's Mills, June 2*5. Cleared seh. Annie
Fort Point Hotel, which they accepted and supposed
McKern, Mahoney, New York.
that was their destination. One can easily imagine
Baltimore, June 27. Arrived sell. Welaka, Fei
their surprise, when all stopped their teams and guson, < harlestou.
Fall River, June 2S. Arrived seh. II. J. Cottrell,
iiiig bled in front of their house and walked in, in- Haskell, Norfolk.
vitnthem to follow, where they found a bountiful
Bangor, June 2s. Arrived brig Katahdin, Haves,
Phila.
repast spread and the sitting room cleared ready
Brunswick. June 22. Cleared seh. Meyer A Mu!
for dancing. The company were soon assured they
ler, Flowers, New York.
were welcome and dancing commenced, in which
Philadelphia, June 22. Arrived brigJ. II. L ine,
Shute,
Matanzas; brig Katahdin, Hayes, W ibningmost of the company joined. At 10 l*. M. all were
Ion, Del.
seated at tables doing justice to the viands prepared
Boston, June 23. Arrived seh. Stella M. Kenyon,
by the ladies. Col. B. Granger acting as clergyman Pendleton, Hoboken. June 21. Arrived sell. Daylight, Hodgdon, Phila. June 27. Cleared seh. Susan
for the occasion, reunited Capt. and Mrs. II. in a
N. Pickering, Haskell, Apalaeliaeola.
very solemn and impressive manner, after which a
Jacksonville, June 2"». Arrived seh. Fanny A.
Gorham,
nice
Welch, Bangor.
very
spring rocker was presented by the Col.
New York, June 21. Arrived sells. A. W. Ellis,
as a token of friendship from those present, to
Ferguson, Belfast; Jaeiiin, French, do. .June 22.
which Harry responded in his uaiial jolly, off-hand- Cleared seh. Flora Condon, Burgess, Mavport.
22. Arrived bark Fred E. Richards, Thorn•
June
ed style. Dancing, music and dialling was kepi
dike, Buenos Ayres. June 23. Cleared bark C. 1*.
up till midnight, when we don our hats anti bonnets
Dixon, Keene, Sidney, N. S. W. June2f>. Arrived
and start homeward, all having passed a very en- brig H. C. Sibley. Fowler, ILmg Kong. June 2Dth.
Arrived seh. F. C. J’endleton, Fletcher, Turks Isjoyable evening.... A short time since our engine land; seh.
Meyer A Muller, Flowers, Brunswick.
Co. went to Fort Point and pumped out a well and
Nor fork, June 23. Sailed seh. II. J. Cottrell,
cistern for E. 11. Denslow, Esq. After the work
Haskell, Fall River.
Perth Amboy,
June 24. Arrived seh. Tantawas accomplished, they were invited into the house
mount. Pendleton, New York, and sailed next day
where refreshments were served. Before leaving
for Boston.
Mr. Denslow handed the secretary an envelope
FOREIGN FORTS.
containing ten dollars as a present to the engine
N. S. W., May 12. Sailed bark C. D.
Newcastle,
company. The boys are highly pleased and say
Bryant, Coleord, Hong Kong. Sailed May 2, barMr. Deuslow Is a gentleman to be appreciated In
que Penobscot, Chipman, Hong Ivong.
Off Waterford, June b, ship Wm. McGilvery,
our town
We are pleased to learn that Sain West
San Francisco.
has again been appointed deputy sheriff. Mr. West Dunbar,
Havana, June lb. Arrived brig Sparkling Water,
is a good officer and will do his duty, tiio’he may
Iliehborn, Portland. June ID, sell. Viola Reppurd,
Scholars

a

—

j

school who have

that such

often

not

$4 .70(4.7.

meetings till August-Sell. J. Ponder, Capt. Bui- ; quite beneficial-The Presiding elder preached at
lock, is here in port—Ernest Drinkwater had a ; tne M. K. Church last .Sunday. The children's con
cert at the M. K. Church .xmday week was highly
horse badly hurt by being hooked by a cow.
Fred Duncan lias built a hennery and is going to appreciated by all who attended... Orrin returned
home from Portland last Sunday minus one overmake a business of keeping liens. He lias a large
number of chickens.Capt. Bert Mathews and coat... The sale of carriages at James Barker’s is
family of Lynn are slopping with bis father for a equally as good as last year, notwithstanding the
few weeks-Dr. Williams, late of Cincinnati, lias hard times-They are building a new fence
located here. He lias had a practice of five years around the town cemetery.
and we bear him highly spoken of.

<

.10

Babies’ Button Boots,

tail Murk, t.
no trouble
7uo Linn <■
.0.*)
beet, eorned,
1.,
10
Butler Salt, tr box,
_o *).it Meal b* tl>,
.‘»<j0
•;
Corn w bush,
t Miions b* It*,
.'*.»*
racked l orn y bus.li, i'd <)il,Kero>ene b'1 praI 1 -n !■'< I
Corn Meal F bush.
‘ollork b' tt*,
Cheese b II..
On la
Jnylj ’>»rk b*’ It*,
I. >o
C"tt<>n Seed lr \vt,
Master b* 1*1*1,
lain I
Codfish, dry, C lt>,
tyti iye M. al by tt*.
1
t "" Miorts b'ewt,
Cranberries. b <jt,
l.ln
•
< 'lover Seed b tt»,
I.’ a Is Mijrar b1’ It*
u>
Flour b bid,
T.
7..’i
In
"Mil,
I., b' inisli,
;5..‘»0y
Belfast, .June-a,
ILL. ... b bu, I .Ml (I J.00 S. t’i italccs b'- tl>,
(Inn
Lard b tt».
a
'.»yJo Wheat Meat b' It.,

quite plentiful tills season-The potato beetle has

ma-

used the

town roads would l»e in much bettor shape
Bay
View Lodge 1. O. of G. T. voted to adjourn its

were at

Bryant
cut

.40

Children’s Button Bools,

fll7e; selections, lN/jl'.*e.

in town last week

their beloved deceased.... Field

excellent

With two road

quarter the money

a severe

.75

re

evening last week, to witness the
blossoming of a night blooming cereus. The whole
house was completely saturated with its fragrance.
The plant is four years old and bloomed but once.
-The new fence around Oak Grove Cemetery is W.
a token of respect by the people of this town for

number of years before... .Quite a
number of Grand Army men attended the reunion
at Portland last week and report a very enjoyable

Young bought

of John

....The house of Goo. Gunn
traction

a

lime....Geo. W.

son

last week and received

number of thousand casks to build.
season has been a very prosperous

for the salmon

George

from Mass... A

present

takeu than for

-.

PRICE

( HKKsi;—(iood movement at 7 ,<• for
good. Hoo>;
in round lots, 7 1. use common, ,'>n~e.
Knns —Dull ami weak; e\lra
i.-tern, 11 a 111,«
northern, Id b a ! Ir; western and Islands, i.1.11;;
I‘"TAit.|> -Potatoes did! and low at ;{.'»«.‘.or. The
receipt of laim bbis new potatoes bv boat and about
aOU bids by rail Friday rompleteiv broke the market
on old stork, and it is only now and then a small lot
of the host goods that "ill bring the; new potatoesoi l at about
for choice hits nut some evtra
farmer’s marks w ent, as high as $2 2.7(42.70; fair to
k
I.-sold
.'mu | 7.1, while small size,! pota
at
$1
good
toes .are hard to sell at .*1 ; the receipts by rail t
day sell hard at $1 7.7 f* 2 for the i•<•-!.
A I’IM.Ks some fane, Maine iu--ets will sell at

—

was

Lace

Boots,

Weekly for the Journal.

Boston

from Belfast. Mr. Simmons is in rather poor health.
Herbert Cobb is at home from college on a vacaNess

Cloth

Women’s

61

Im>sion, June 27.
The market Hose- quite well sold up.
Hi'Tti i;
with a lit le lietter feeling; job lots >f fresh creamfries, l'.hrJJ-; fresh western creameries in round
•; fancy, -Jue; northern,
lv<i2m-. imitalots, 17 «i
tion creameries, 12 a 1.7e ; new northern dairies, :>

cottage last week, making improvementsZebardee Simmons and wife have moved to town

tion.Mr.

But-

Top

1.12

j

bine

dence

Button

'■

{

—

.50

.98

1

and the fantasties

|

The

has

Kid

Women’s Glove

I! is

**

have

.40

Women’s

s&tl.OO.

to

l>y C. 11. s.UNSKST,
the Marsh. Besides preaching every other Sun/‘r<><fare Marfa t.
day at the Marsh he will preach at the Ferry next
tf*1 hush,
lo/.uo
Sunday.... Mrs. Betsey C lark, widow of the late Applesdried
4? lb,
}”«:>
Rev. John Clark, is now nearly no years old. She
lioans.pea.b'1 hu, 1
was the daughter of a Hessian soldier named Walmedium,
l.r.u.j 1
vellow-eves.l.uu i1 .To
ters, who was taken prisoner at the battle of Sara- I Butter V lb,
dojis
7«> -a
toga and who settled in Waldoboro, married, rais- Beef 4? lb,
'aT'.
ed a large family and lived to the good old age of Barley W bu-dj,
Cheese

now

.38

“

“

nffs ,f' Cof/nrs,

large audience

dants to till the ranks of old

Cloth

Old Ladies Glove Buskins

Chairs

Camp

at

|

.15

“

ton Boots,

at

Kiteh

Cenls

Webb

Boots,

STREET.

or ragmutlinsof Prospect and
parade, headed bv the drum corps
Swanvillk.
Miss Louisa Cunningham lost a
j and the band and the veteran lifer, Justin L. Grant,
valuable horse last week.
A.J. Phillips is better, There will be a grand dance with the best of music
so as to go out some
in the evening and a good time is expected-sat
Mrs. Samuel Tripp lias
employed Mr. \V. A. Bullard to enlarge, shingle, unlay a west wind blew maple leaves burned to a
clapboard and finish her barn-Harrison Cun- crisp, but whole, from the great lire in Searsport
ningham has moved bis barn sons to join the house to Prospect, over two miles. The writer picked up
and will finish the same....Considerable
building one when hoeing potatoes, as did others in the ad
is going on in this
vicinity which keep our mills joining fields the same. The women report a smoky
.J- IL Hamilton lias a nice lot of hemlock
taste in the cream last week-Rev. Mr. Knowles,
lumber at Cunningham Bros, mill for sale_The
Adventist, preaches at the George settlement schoolmembers of the G. A. R. who attended the encamphouse one Sunday and at the Robert sohoolhouse
ment at Portland speak in high terms of the excelthe next-Wages in haying time will he too high
lent order that prevailed, the laborious work
per- I to compare with other things, but the men must he
formed by the Com. in perfecting arrangements,
j had at some price ...F. K. Lane is coining home
such as providing tents, straw, water pails, lights, from Nova Scotia, where he has been cunvussin g,
Ac. In fact, all was done that could possibly be
j to assist in cutting his hay.
done with the appropriation to make the old sol- j
Shaksmi >n r.
Mr. Nevcns has commenced ids
diers happy for a few days. It was the
happy privilege of your correspondent to meet many an old contemplated improvement for the comfort of the
comrade whom
weary traveler. He has moved the main part of the
be had not seen or even heard
old hotel hack, which will be made into an eil for
from for 20 years.
the new front that lie will build. This will I e an
Lincoln villk.
The grass is looking now as
Improvement to the town and a comfort to the pubthough we should have about an

Necessity of Forming a Pure, Noble Character,
commencing with the remark that "What a man
seems to he, is reputation, what a man realty is, is

Each*

.50

“

Men's

Suit.

1,11 l"“I-,>ed down 20 percent. We mean to sell all straw goods before
Sept. 1st, regardless of cost. Our Hals fur Men and Hots are less than

II it sc, .S iisjtaiitc PS. (

s

Instructive

wen-

Plummer from

Cents

.75

Suit.

t wt/erteertt', <(t.,
very low prices.
A handsome lot of Ladles and t.enls TRAVELING &
SHOPPING BAGS. Some selling
at 3Kc. «b l aII early anil see for yourselves the bargains I ant offering,
I- F. MacCARTIIV,
15 oil j.sst, 3I<>.

..

quarterly meeting held at
the chur« h last Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
Sermon at 1 t*. m. Saturday by presiding elder C.
A. Plummer, from lleb. 6:1. Love feast Sunday
morning, followed by another sermon by Mr.

from

I Kl ETDV
f* ■

bought

halt

iOfl most of bis
reasoning faculties and is very
poorly
Many of the houses in this place are being repaired and repainted-Fuller Bros, have
been repairing their upper mill.J. A.
Lamson
and wile are visiting friends here-There
will be
a dance at the
Grange ball next Friday night July
:>d under the direction and efficient
management of

Methodist

be
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1.15

Slippers,

Kid

“
a

.90

$

Suit.

PROPRIETOR.

New Lot of those Handsome
MAIN

PRICES,

LOW

Walking Shoes,

Women’s

SHOES,

Belfast, Maine.

At

customers at RE-

our

Men’s Low Dress Shoes,

choice patterns at $9.00, $10.00, $11.00. $12.50.

ANDREWS,

it all at once

Men’s Brogans,

a

but

trade,

course of

some of which are :

city.

Row,

61

it may be called for in the

MARKABLY

KTew Boston. Clotlaing Store,

Cornet Band proYinalhaven on the

shall not

We

shelves to be sold

on our

before

spend a dollar for clothing until you have examined my good.- and prices. Goods wrrrantcd
represented or money refunded. Please call and he convinced that this Is the place to btiv.

II Pluanix

the Doliar.

shall, instead, put

WARREN, Proprie-

Don’t

Lnrrabee

on

common

NEXT THIRTY DAYS I shall offer the GREATEST BARGAINS in

MARK

Fifty Cents

little less than

a

as

your money if it does not

Children’s hulls, size 4 to It, all-wool, only.
One lot, all-wool, 9 Co 13 years, long punts, only.

** REKDO.M.
Dirigo Grange recently conferred the
fourth degree on some new
members, and gave
them a harvest feast. The
grange has very interesting meetings at present—The G. A. R. Post is
constantly taking in new members_B. K. Vose
bad a shock one night last week and seems to
have

reunion at

day, from Minneapolis, where he lias lately been
running a terry. From him we learn of the rest of
buried on Moudnv forenoon.
Mr. Forbes had
our Minnesota friends.
At Minneapolis arc Will
F. Black, who continues in the telephone business,
many friends and in will h« missed from our
streets.
and George >. Perkins, who is engaged asa gunsmith. At St. Paul areJames I>. Maples, superinAo idknts. A young son of Bancroft‘■.'•■nant,
tendent of a railroad yard and George .Smith in his
i,id ,i >. irr«• w
apt <u.e day last week. He was
riding a trycieie and ran into ,F h. Wilson's span
employ, aud Will B. French, who has learned the
»f horses and fell beneath their fore feet. One of
plumber’s trade. Fdmund Berry travels for a
the horses reared and in coming down struck the
Chicago fur buying house, which has a branch at
St. Paul
f onaut boy, Inflicting a wound in the forehead_
Capt. Hartwell W. French of Boston
A -on >1 charie- U< gers, Ea.-t Belfast, got ids ham!
has taken possession of his summer residence.
i'.;io a his eutter one day last week, and lost two
He contemplates extensive repairs. Mrs. French
huger-.\ mo«t remarkable accident happened
has recently returned from California, where she
:-'j Gussie Knight, a lioy of about twelve years, in
visited her sisters, Mrs. Joseph C. Merithew of
Santa Clara Co., and Mrs. John It. French of Maine
m»icity, on Saturday. He was at play In an
i.
s.
tree
..he
A.
Prairie
Howes lot on Cougress
Work has begun at Mersey Retreat.
apple
street,
lie wa- suspended between two branches
Fleven men are engaged, and a $4uou building will
id- feet resting upon one branch and ids hands
be erected. According to the terms of the llersey
bequest to the I'niversalist church of Bangor, a
upon the other. In this position hi- weight was
thrown upon the arm-, widen were crooked up
chance will he given the children of the favored
Mookton Grange, organized last autumn, now lias
school to obtain fresh air on our beaches,
•ringing a heavy strain upon the muscles uniting nearly r>u members; a nice English
I i*o
following directors wen* elected: 1. M. Sunday
carpet on their
with the olecranon,—the head or projection of the
hall lh»or; hall lit by two chandeliers; union an*l
Bnardman, L. A. Knowlton, J. s. Harriinan, W. K. each year—Miss Lizzie V. will be missed from
eibow
the
of Capt. B. F. Rice, whose summers are
The strain was so severe as to break the
home
harmony in all their deliberations; a good knowl- Morison, S. \Y\ Mathews, H. L. Kilgore, Geo. E.
olecranon in both elbow s at the same time. The
spent here. Mrs. Charles C. Hamilton will reside
edge of the aims and purposes of the order, talent Wallace, F. H. Durham and Chas. Baker.
in Searsport.\ very pleasant and successful
fracture was due to muscular action alone and it Is
The following motion was passed :
an-l zeal sullicient 'o ensure success, several appliterm of school was completed Friday. The teachremarkable that :t -mould o« cur in both elbows,
Thai the Directors of the Company he directed to
e.mts for membership, and under the leadership of
surgical assistance was rendered...M. E. Dodge had \V M.
apply to the Supreme .Judicial Court for authority er, Miss Sara A. Jordan, is deserving of commenall
work
is
well
done.
Waldo
Partridge,
to make payment from the funds of the
a-cvciv tall on Monday
IK- wa* standing on a step
Company dation for the zeal and patience she brings to her
now in bond of the note of the
( ". Grange was never Wetter entertained than by
Company for $87,bun work. The
ladder washing the paint work on the front of ids
present completes her nineteenth term
held by the City of Belfast, on the 15th day of Aut bis Grange at its last session-Waldo Co. grange
gust, next, and it such authority should hc'grantcd of uniform success-Leonard shute, one of our
store, when the ladder slipped and lie fell through the
beid its monthly meeting June 26 with .Stockton
t<> pay said note at the time above namedwindow. Mr. Dodge -truck the granite easing of
most aged citizens, had a
shock of
severe
Grange, Stockton. The day was warm and atAt a meeting of the directors I. M. Board man
the window cutting a severe gash over the left eye
paralysis last week. Strong hopes are now
tendance good.
After tin- opening exercises the
was re-elected president, and John II. Quimbv
and in the cheek, besides severely injuring the
entertained l'cr his recovery.Mrs. Nathaniel
report of the previous meeting was read and clerk and treasurer.
shoulder.John Damon, blacksmith, in this city,
Stowers, the oldest person in this place, has
approved. Address of welcome was given by
Camden.
Mr.
X.
C.YYL Dodge,of
ut his hand badly, on Monday, with a
II., the contractor rallied from a
severe sickness, and is
much
piece of sister Martha Blanchard, Response by Brother
for the mall route between Belfast and Camden, arbetter.Failing health has obliged our pastor,
F. W. Ritchie.
The address was pronounced
rived here Tuesday, to make temporary arrangeRev. 1). W. Hardy, to take a vacation-Frank 11.
<.KA1H ATIsg E.\i io isks
The exercise* «»f the equal to the best, and the response was in Bro. IPs,
ments for carrying the mall, until he can stock the 1-rcnch, of Boston, came Saturday to
spend a few
graduating class of 1 ho Belfast High school took own heartfelt manner. I he lifth degree was eonline and run it himself. He intends to put mi a
days with his parents-Charles F. Black returned
place t the Opera Hmi-e <>n Wednesday evening fered upon thirty seven members. Thirteen granges four-seated
vehicle, using one horse only, but Thursday from Phillips-Fxeter (N. II.) Academy,
"f last week. The hall was well tilled by the
in Waldo Co. were represented by delegates, also
where he has completed a course in modern lanchanging three times on the trip.
f riend.- of the graduates and school. The stage was
Verona in Hancock Co. After remarks by several
Montvh.le. Wm. Alexander died at the resi- guages.French F. Hall, who is In the express
profusely and handsomely decorated w ith llowers brothers wc took a noon recess. Instead of our
dence of Leonard Fduiunds Friday about midnight service between Bangor and M. John, was at home
and polled plants. A white lace curtain was drapu»ual basket picnic we were invited across the
June 2d, at the advanced acre of 85 years, 8 months,
Sunday-Miss Olive Gardner, of Calais, is at Mr.
ed from the arch ubo\In the centre of the circle
.-treet to Masonic block where a surprise awaited
s. L. Hall’s-Mr. Leroy Wardwell.of Penobscot,
in handsome letters, placed in a semicircle, was ! us, as the tables were beautifully and bountifully and 23 days. He was born in Belfast, Me., Oct. 3,
visited iii< brother Owen, last week ...Mrs. Henry
and was a cousin of John A. Logan, late Rethe class motto—“By Oars and by Sails,” with the
spread. A salmon dinner with all the accompani- 17bb,
S. French, of Northtield, Minn., is expected to
picture of an ancient craft and crossed oars be- ments was in readiness, for which Stockton grange publican candidate for vice president. Logan's
come east this week-Mrs. Alfred <«. Black is
mother was a sister of Alexander’s father—John
neath. The graduating class consisted of six young
received our heartfelt thanks. Meeting called to
visiting friends in Newport_Miss Fannie BlanchAlexander.
John Alexander Logan wa« named
ladies and two young gentleman. On the stage
order at the usual hour. Sister Dyer entertained
f>*r his uncle, John Alexander. He married Martha ard returned t<> Brewer, Monday_Addison Shute
with them were Dr. Kilgore, of tin; school eommitus with one of her beautiful songs.
The topic
lias left steamer Penobscot to be quartermaster on
Pearson Feb. 1, 1824, and began keeping house in
!.<*e board, Mr. Rich, the principal of the school,
“Early Cutting of Hay” was opened by Bro. F. W.
steam tug Howell....Schooner Sandy Point, Capt.
now Morrill, near the Weymouth 8. ||.
Miss French, tie- assistant, and Revs. J. A. Savage
Shephard in the allirmative and Bro. Ginn in the Belmont,
s
M. Grant, was in port Tuesday, bound for
and W.U.Williams. The young l;idv graduates were
His house is now used for a cooper-shop. He sub*
negative. Bros. Hunt, Ellis, F. W. Ritchie, Gould,
Flizabetliport, N. J-(’apt. Melvin Grant accomad dre-sed in white and looked beautifully.
The
Granger, shorev, Whitmore, Dyer, Bowen, Win. seipiently removed to Monlville on the farm now panies bis brother to New York-A
promising
young men wort- lark suits. The exercises opened
Uilehie,Partridge and others took pai t in the discus- occupied by Sumner Poland. He bad six children colt
belonging to C. F. Snow was recei ily found
with music bv Sanborn’* orchestra. Rev. Mr. sa\
that grew to man and womanhood in the fol.owing
sion. Topic “Resolved that the sisters should take
dead in the pasture. This Is the second coll Mr.
age oHi-red prayer. Maud Eliza Mathews gave the
order
more out of door exercises” was taken up and disLouisa, wife of the late I). B. Tobie; HanSnow lias lost within a year.
salutatory—“Value of a Purpose.” She regretted cussed by Sisters Durham, Bellows, Clifford, Shute, nah, wife of Moses Poland; Martha, wife of T. S.
the smallness of the graduating class, which had
Hatch; Emily, wife of M. L. Herriman; Mary, wife
A ver.Shurey .Campbell, Whitmore,Littlelield, ShepBrooks. The bounteous rain of this week will
been reduced by removals, sicknesa and death,
hard, Gordon and Ames, Bros. Ritchie, Dyer, Dur- of Leonard Edmunds; and Hollis, who served In he worth many hundreds of dollars to the farmers
-die thanked the school board and teachers for
the late war. He leaves a widow, who was 80 years of Waldo County-Lots of work has been exham, Shute, Partridge. This question caused much
their labors, etc. she said one who lias a purpose
old the day hedied.and the three last named daughmerriment.
Com. on time, place and programme
pended on the roads. They were very rough this
In life and sticks to it succeeds. The purpose
for next meeting reported: Time Aug. *25, place,
ters, eight grandchildren, ami three great grand- spring and now one sees a perceptible improve
should be a high one, however. The essay w as a
Union Harvest, Montville, Programme, 1st, open- children to mourn his loss. All near relatives, exincut. One of the most provoking tilings to
good one and well delivered.
Augusta Hicks ing exercises; 2nd, Music; 3rd,
Report of Granges; cepting a grandson, and his family were present at traveller on our country roads is the small loo
Banks followed w ith an essay—“There Shall be no
4th, Conferring of 5th degree; 5th, Paper on grange the funeral. He was a life-long Democrat, and on stones which are carelessly left in the highway afAlps.” The essay had a clean moral tone. There
the whole has been a very peculiar man. He chose ter the general repairs are made.
economy by Bro. M. B. Hunt; 6th, Song by Bro.
They arc deshould be no Alps in our lives and all dltliculties
Rev. S. O. Whitten of Palermo to attend bis funeral structive to carriages,
Alonzo Poland and family; 7th, Recess; 8th, Music;
disagreeable to the occushould be overcome. At the close she was prei»Lh, Lecture by Worthy Lecturer; 10th, Topic, and selected Eccclesiastes, chapter 12, verse 7, for pants, and in many instances have been the cause
sented with a basket of handsome llowers. Joseph
the text some weeks before be died.
of serious accidents to both man and beast. There
Resolved “that parents do not take sullicient
Brook- Pendleton’s essay was on "Energy” and it
is no one thing in which Lite highway tax can be so
Interest in advancing the natural adaptation of
Brciisi’OKT. YY’ill Rich's horse became frightenwas delivered from memory and with energy. The
well expended as in the few dollars necessary to
their children to the varied vocations and ludus- ed at an umbrella while
standing in front of Joe
energetic man makes his mark. Better make the
j tries of life.” Opened by Bros. Hunt, Durham, Whitmore’s house and ran down through town. clear each district of these unnecessary obstrucattempt and fail than make no attempt at all. At
Shephard and Granger; 11th, Song by Bro. J. E. Mr. Ginn’s and Mr. Gardner’s horses both started lions to pleasant driving in the highway, in many
this point the audience was delighted with a solo
Hall and Sister Marie Mitchell; 12th, Topic, Does
places we notice that stone cause-ways are being
as became through Main St. but were soon
Miss
Lottie
Sara
Francis’
Colburn.
stepby
Witliington
in. They prove much safer and more economwashing improve the keeping qualities of butter, ped. YVill’s horse did not
he got into put
until
stop
was
of
Leaf.”
it
the
was
a
flowessay
"Turning
ical in the long run than those made of wood.
opened by Sisters Jackson and Bean followed by Tillork’s stable....The comic
Re“Dress
and
well
delivered.
Loio
Arvilla
opera
ery production
There are few districts in Maine where good covSisters Durham, Ritchie, Shute, Partridge, Hussey,
hearsal” was played in Emery Hall last Friday
Ames treated on “Elements of Success,” which
Coleord, Shephard and Ayer; 13. Remarks for the
erings can not he found in a natural state, ami it
evening to a small audience. It was played as well
consisted of small details and methods. The essay
will pay to haul them some distance, for once obgood of the order; 14. Story by Bro. F. W. Shepherd
and in some respects better than it was before.
Mr. K. O. Thorndike sang a
was well delivered.
15.
tained it is a permanent improvement. They will
evening was the regular There was u change of cast in two of the
Closing.Friday
in
his
usual
and
solo
excellent voice,
received
parts.
mectim of Stockton Grange, and a very interesting
not rot out in two or three years ...Two or three
That of the teacher of the school, Mrs. Jones, was
William Veazie Pratt gave “Glimpses
an encore.
j session was held. Bros. Bowen, Sprowl, Thomp- taken by Miss DeMolte who made a very natural spans of carriage horses are being fitted up iu this
at the Past and Future of the elass of ’85.” He said
this season. M. J. Dow, Esq. is training
son, Granger, Partridge, Morey, Sisters Ayer,
toucher, and the part of one of the spiteful sisters vicinity
the class started in with between thirty and forty
his black colts to the pole and when be gets them
Clifford, Shute and many others made the evening was taken
Miss
who
members. He paid a handsome tribute to Harry
could
be
by
X'arbis,
just spite- broken to
handle a top buggy will have the “daisy
pass very pleasantly*. Stockton Grange is a new
ful enough for the part. Between the first and
Davis, a classmate who died a few weeks ago. The
team” of the town... .Herbert Roberts is thoroughGrange and we were much surprised to llnd them second act Miss Lottie Folsom and Miss
in
abounded
wit
and
out
liberal
DeMolte
essay
brought
apso nicely situated. Hall nicely
carpeted, handsome sang solos, Miss .Sara P. Siiuoulon played a violin ly overhauling ids house (the Hubbs place) and
plause as lie ludicrously pictured the future of his
will make some general improvements. Dr. (Jolchandeliers, nice organ, and all the things that solo which was encored and Miss
classmates.
Ella
Folsom’s
Lfzze Snowman
May
essay was “We
lier has newly painted his house. Isaiah Bryant &
make a hall seem like a pretty parlor, members
rendered
a
solo
which
called fora repeat.
whistling
Reap What we Sow.” It was a moral lecture and
Sons are pushing work on the Will Jones house.
ready heart and hand to help, and under Bro.
off
showed much thought. Miss Milllkeu sang a solo
the
small
Everything passed
very smoothly and
.John I). Jones, Benj. Ham and others are rewe think there will he no danaudience was well pleased
which was liberally applauded. Charlotte Thorn- j Partridge’s wings
Miss Lottie Douglass
pairing their barns ami getting ready for (be hay
ger of their wishing to leave the parent nest. We
took
the
first
class
of
dike Sibley closed the class exercises with an essay j
her school on a picnic to Vecrop. The old hay is being pressed and taken to
were very kindly entertained at the pleasant home
on “The Influence of Painting, and Valedictory.” j
rona Park last Saturday and they report a good
market to make room for the new.
E.
<>f Bro. and Sister W. I). Coleord and in the mornC.
time.
It was given from memory and with much dramatic
This is a very pleasant place for a picnic
I.nne lias recently bought quite a quantity of
ing he kindly drove us to the Fort Point House.
.The
exercises of Children’s Sunday at the
effect. The essay was a line piece of word painting
party
it and pressed it at the barns.
The clerk politely showed us over the bouse, and
Michael Chase
M. E. church were postponed from the regular day
and was the result of much thought. Her valedictory
has bought it loose where it was desired and has
for elegance, comfort ami convenience I don’t
on
the second Sunday of June until last Sunday on
to the class, committee and teachers was affecting,
then pressed it at his store house. It brings about
think it has 11s equal in the State. It seems the
account of the Seminary exercises. The church
and tlie tribute to her dead classmate, Harry Davis,
lifteen dollars per ton delivered here.... Mrs. A. I).
nicest place to take a vacation I have ever found
was very prettily decorated with flowers and plants
brougiit tears to more eyes than her own. Site also and I
Chase is very much improved in health at present.
hope ere thfc season Is passed that the patrons and the
in
concert
the livening was very good and
spoke with much feeliug concerning Miss Starrett, of Maine will see if
-James Jones of Belfast spent Sunday at his
what I say is not true. [L. M. B.J
well attended. Miss DcMotte sang a solo and Mrs.
late assistant In the school. Dr. Kilgore in a few
old home in Brooks. We lost an ingenious and
-Rising Sun Grange, No. 55, East Knox, adopted E. M.
well chosen words awarded the diplomas to the
Godfrey and Miss DcMotte sang a duet.
the following resolutions June 27, 1885. Whereas:
accommodating machinist w hen he left us for cm
class. All united In singing the class ode, after
Saturday a crazy woman was found In our streets ploymeut in the
Death has entered our midst, and removed from
city. His family is now in Massa
who had walked from Ellsworth.
which Rev. Mr. Williams pronounced the benedicShe did not
chusetts
for a short visit-Frank Forbes, son of
our little band, one of our youngest, and most restion. The class ode was hy Sara Withington Franknow her name or where she belonged, so the auA. S. Forbes of this town, is one of the graduates
pected members, Sister Fanny P. Brown, therefore, thorities took her out to
the poor farm until somecis, and was as follows:
from Bates tills year, and is now at lomc. He has
Resolved: That we, as members of Rising Sun
On life’s river we have journeyed,
thing could he learned of her. Sunday a man came
nearly supported himself by teaching for the past
Grange, extend our heartfelt sympathy to the be- for her and said she
Calm and peaceful flows the tide,
belonged In Clifton, Me. and two
reaved family, and mingle our sorrow with theirs,
years and at the same time kept up with his
Sunny nooks ami shady harbors
had been deranged for a long time—The Dixie’s
Bid us for a time abide.
class
in college.
Ttiis is the kind of men who
over the loss of one who was so dear to all who
Entertainers and Comic Opera Co. played the comBut we now must let.ve the harbor,
knew her. Resolved: That though she was taken
accomplish something in life. While their neighic
opera Mascot in Emery Hall Monday evening.
Nearer still the wild waves roar;
bors sons are loafing about the corner, chewing
from us in the morning of life, when a bright
Tossed ami trembling on their bosom,
The audience was rather small on account of the
future seemed dawning before her, yet we believe
tobacco, smoking cigars, and wishing they were
Steadily we ply the oar.
had weather. The parts of Bctticu, Lorenzo, and
that with her a more glorious life has commenced ;
rich, the fellow who has got the mettle In him goes
Now a gentle breeze Is lifted,
Rocco, were well taken and Mr. ami Mrs. Dixie
an eternal life in our heavenly Grange, where the
quietly to work and makes ids mark_The enterOars are thrown aside for sails;
were good with the bells, and as a whole we think
And we feel our Heavenly Father
tainment at the Good Templars lodge b*st Saturday
fraternal ties are never broken, and where separn- the
audience was well pleased.The ice pitcher
Cares for us amid the gales.
evening was very good. At the close Miss Millie
tlon, pain, and sickness are unknown. Resolved : and cup to he given to the one
guessing nearest to Lane with a pretty little speech presented to the
So, dear teachers, friends and classmates,
That a copy of these resolutions lie sent to the fam- the number of beans in the
and glasses for use at the
pitcher was carried off lodge a nice pitcher
We with fond farewells must part,
fountain. The. W. (J. T. responded for the lodge
ily of the deceased, and a copy be sent to the Bel- by Mr. E. L. Tillock who guessed 2678. The num. in
an appropriate manner.
Visitors wore present
Hopingbethat ourin memory ever
fast Journal for publication.
May
kept
loving hearts.
l>er in the pitcher was 2513.
from Knox and Jackson.

at

Sarsaparilla
tick

One lot

1 N'T Kit port.

small retail dealer

a

Liver Disease.

lot of Men’s Suits, strictly all-wool, size 3(1 to 42.
only.$tl.50
One lot, dark, handsome patterns, all-wool, only. s.00

Howell....There will
Methodist vestry during the afternoon and evening of the fourth, and a
free concert anil refreshment sale
by the Ladies
Relief Corps at the G A. R. Hall in the
evening.

Moulton, Me., (probably in September, Ism'., date
to be set 1>\ Fxecutive Com. Our post was well
represented, thirty of tin; comrades bivouaeed at
the encampment.

sandy Point.

Kidney Disease.
Tibbetts, M.D., Stetson, Me., prescribes
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney aiul

One

as

of

1

of

claimed for it, and any druggist will
give you
print only home testimonials from
reliablmpeople
i9 6old by al1 druggiuta for
tl.0»; 0 bottles for $3.00.

—Some

have secured the stock

WE

house better than for

Mr.

J. W.

ever

S^r.

The following officers were elected : Pres.
Merrithcw; Vice Pres., John (fc>. Adams; Sec
J. F. Rhodes; Bugler, U. G. Winslow; Fxecutive
Com l iiali Proctor, A IF Parker and W. s. Lea-

Kldridge,

was

exertion,

to do all

guaranteed

bout her

t

Brackett says there must have been
one hundred pec pie call to see her and all
agree
that that famous Brown's
Sarsaparilla cured her

TRUNKS, VALISES,

olcw.n

p<»se to make an excursion
Fourth »f July on the
be a refreshment sale at the

F. F.

character.”

and

of

vears.

Morrill.

and do work
years.

Clothing, Hats, Caps, Furnishing Goods,

been quite sick....\V. B. Rich and
family
in town last Sunday....Misses
Ida, Bertha
and Mamie Lnrrabee are at home for the summer.
.Miss Lizzie Chase is at home for a few
weeks,
accompanied by her cousin Master Charlie Chase

to

to

over

Fern St., Bangor,

member also we

For the

were

l it years old when he enlisted. When asked
what his age was now he said he was 14 and growing younger every day.
Many of our boys met
comrades whom they have not seen for over twenty

voted

Disease, caused by

accompanies Kidney Disease. Tier husband
Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
cured, and can now run a sewing machine

was

have

was

was

took
she

Bargains!

Most of the large
delegation of
the G. A. K. and the L. R. c. who visited
Portland
last week to attend the Grand
Army Reunion have
returned, and nil are greatly pleased with their
visit
Mr. J. O. Moody and
Isaiah

meeting of so many old comrades by imbibing
something beside >ebago water informed him he

It

Saturday,

Capt.

that

1-vr*_2w27

has
Chicago since last December,

—

Her

dangerously

Brown’s
Is

Chamberlain, mother of Aaron Chamberlain, died
on Tuesday night, the 23d ult.
She was one of the

get at the ages of the men.
)nc of the members who had been celebrating the

vitt.

_

Dollar.

Wednesday_Mr. II. C. Wilfamily, of Brooklyn. X. Y., arrived on

W

was

Kidney Disease by Brown’s'Sarsaparilla.

on

of

she

...

Freeman

present

to

etc.
*!• " atson,

II,

llann and

old

trees, which added very

which went

lifting,

occupied their house on Nautilus
same day....Seh. Hattie
Barbour, Capt.
Barbour, bound westward from Bangor, has been
lying here a day or two for more crew_Mr. M.
G. Cray went to Portland last
week In his new
yacht, returning on Saturday. She proves to be a
staunch sea boat and a fair sailer_Mrs.
Nancy

manner

of 3$ of the old 6th

ia

as

Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,

island the

boys in blue have only words of praise for
in which they were received by our
Portland neighbors, and pronounce the 19th annual
encampment of the G. A. K. a success. They relate
some very pleasant incidents in connection with the
encampment, among them was the calling together
In

Mu. Ciias.
cured of Kidney

Johnston,

bou

returned home

Our

the

symptoms of Kidney Disease.

she was cured
by it, and is now about her house in better health
than for years. The
testimony of her friends is
that Brown’s Sarsaparilla saved her life.

Cartisk. Quite a number of summer visitors
Imve arrived, although it is
yet early.... Mr. Frank
" aedwell, of Dakota,
formerly a resident of this
Slate, and who was a Post delegate at Portland, is,
with his wife, spendlnga few
daysatthe Acadian for
rest anil recreation.
.Mrs. s. I*.
who

I fully decorated by what is
decorations, which was introduced by the pastor,
Rev. C. L. Haskell, and consist of forest trees
placed at intervals along the sides of the church,
while the front was a pyramid of flowers reaching
to the ceiling, interwoven with evergreen. Birds
In cages were hung in the
much to the efleet.

BACKACHE

other

Sarsaparilla;

lyrlS

been with her

auv

_OUf.?

fkusband was called home
HI* l'e bought Brown's

Sarsaparilla

Doses One

IOO

goods in less than four hours.

The audience

you have

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Mada
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

three hours late went over to the office and ordered
of Messrs Anderson & Co. of Rockland, a full line,
and as the steamer was then in Rockland harbor

Railroad Meeting.
The annual meeting of
the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad company ! he received tiie
was held at the Court House, In tills citv, on WedLast Sunday

nne

w,in a"

Hood's Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st. tlio combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the jjro/tortion; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood’s
Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my Mood, sharpens my appetite, ana
soenis to make me over.” J. 1’.
Thompson.
Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth it s weight in
gold.” I. Bakkington.
130 Bank Street, New York
City.

gifts.

valuable canary bird last
It has been her usual custom to allow her

birds the

Tired Peeling, Dieinclii ation to Labor,
Scanty and High
of these troubles you
may bo sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
y0“
Have you j-i:udicc ? Do you have a sallow
?
Are
troubled
with consticomplexion
you
pa on ? If so, you have Liver Complaint and should read the
following testimonials:
'-’IAS. 11
ATHORN, 51 Bcarl St, Bangor, has
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of
Hermon, had Kidney
been very Sow with
Kidney Disease; she Imd been Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
confined to her bed for some time. Had
a cona time.
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
slant and intense
! headache, together with the usual
1

the Blood

Purifies

Mr. and Mrs. Stephens
friends for assistance rendered

The following officers were elected by Sears
Lodge I. O. O. F. Monday evening for ensuing
term: C. H. Monroe, N. G.; G. L. Merrill, V. G.;
J. A. Colson, .sec.; C. E. Adams, Treas. They will
be privately Installed Monday evening, July bill.

Promoted. The many friends of Mr. George
I*. Field will be pleased to learn that he has been

The .1 nnnal wishes Mr. Field

since he lias been absent.

evening there

Stephens

The funeral took

bis insurance career in his father’s olliee, in this
The excursion rates in connection with the Nacity in 1$<50, since which time his promotion hasbeen
tional Encampment of the G. A. R. at Portland inrapid and deserving. He has been secretary of the
duced many of our former eastern people now
First National Fire Insurance Co., of Worcester, I
residents in the west once more to visit their homes
Special Agent of the firm of Foster & Scull, super- j
in the Pine Tree state. Among those visiting Searsintendent of the General Agency Branch of the
port are Austin Patterson and two daughters, John
t ire department of t.hc same firm, and is now a
Park, W. W. Sargent and family, Mrs. C. M. Black.
partner. His present duties will be in the fire
Fred B. Smith, who is well up in all the modern
brane of the business. The ability Mr. Field displayed in settling losses in the great Chicago and movements in trade finding himself short in his
Boston fires brought him into notice in insurance j stock of confectionery last Thursday and observing
circle.- where bis abilities are generally recognized.
by the telephone bulletin that the boat was some

!>rook, Montana Territory to visit his brother.
Judging from a late issue of the Kocky Mountain
Husbandman, Will lias bad quite an experience

CliCKCH Notks. Children's Sunday was observed at the M. F. church, on Sunday last. In the

pneumonia.

in their late bereavement and for iloral

week.

firm of Scull &

nas oeen to I'tni-

The paper says:
Win. Morison, who nas been having a brief visit
in Montana has bad rather a checkered experience.
In In- rambles thro’ Hie Judith with bis brother, E.
J. Morison, be lias had a number of duckings, been
micked off ot cay use-, iandingeach time in a stream
on iiis head, in the mud, hut tor all that is jolly and
like- Montana splendidly.
He says her clear
mountain streams are particularly refreshing.

extend thanks

...

the

taken into

The

01 mis

of Clement II.

son

place Sunday afternoon.

hay, and if the day is pleasant, Belfast
will witness a large crowd.

across

following have been elected officers of \\ aide* Lodge In this c ity, for the current
term William M. Priest. N. G.;George A. Hutchins,
V.«i.; 1. 11. Hannon, R. s.;U. G. While, Trette.
Li-tallation next Friday evening. The following
w ere last week elected
officers of Aurora Degree
L I
Daughters of Rebekah, Belfast: Mrs. W. H.
( iiff'od, V G.; Mrs. Omrlcs Godfrey, V. G.;Mrs.
II
1>. Clough, It. s.; Mrs. Nelson Rich, Treas.
In.-ladation second Tuesday evening in duly.
n

died last week of

down her

Read her advertisement

I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured.” Mbs. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.

the host at Portland.

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary,

°oru

tired out from overwork, and it toned

say it

was

A

up.” Mns. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
I suffered three years from blood poison.

me

..

niim’s circus.

Tuesday aged (50

is her response:
It Is not. ea>y to express fitting thanks for a gift
dial to receive stirs one’s deepest nature; yet such
i' this toke n of vour continued love toward me.
Accopt, please, my sincere though broken thanks
and tin- assurance >i my heart interest in you now
and evermore. Your friend,
s. <
stakkett.

mv.

has marked

was

friends, Morrow & Brown, may well be
proud of the Brockton Band for our G. A. R. hoys
Georgie, aged 7 yrs.

There will be an excursion to Belfast, to-day,
over the Maine Central from Waterville and immediate stations for the purpose of attending Bar-

The pupils of the Belfast High Sc hool recently
presented Miss starrett, at Warren, late assistant
in the school, w ith a handsome gift. The following

F.

MaeCarthy, Belfast,

I

Our

millinery
Robert McCobb, Lincolnville, lias a line farm lor
.Harrison Chase, farm for sale at Unity....
See notice of Williston Grinned, Searsporl, Me.
sale

pension from the Boston city government. A number of years ago, while on duty, he was severely
injured, from tiie effects of w hich he never recovered. He leaves a wife in this city.

<».

Mr. C. C. Hamilton and bride returned from their

trip to the White Mountains Monday evening.

20 per cent.

years. F<>i many years he was oil the Boston police force, and since his retirement has drawn a

I. O.

Rev. J. E. Adams of Bangor, will preach at the
Cong, church next Sunday.

assist-

surgeon.

Mrs.

Police Cot kt. Nellie Patterson, daughter of
I itz W. Patterson, of this city, was before the eourt
J

acting

Mr.

HAVE YOU COT

Sarsaparilla

s

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itself, tho
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.

Bickford, of Colorado, supplied the
Cong, pulpit last Sunday.
Rev.

an

a load of spool lumber.
Mary Brooks Griffin came

by boat Sunday.

buying.

Mr. Charles W. Burrill will open his school of
oratory at the Universalist church vestry, in this
city, on Friday evening. All those interested are
cordially Invited to be present on the opening
night.

Mr. A.

of

after

attendance is to be furnished by

gent, of Harvard, a native of Belfast, will provide
apparatus at his own expense.

on

soon

Hood

with

The remains of Mrs.

The Surgeon General of the Marine hospital service says In regard to contracts for the care of
seamen in Maine ports that at Belfast the medical

all the

John Meek died in this

Searsport Locals.
Sch. Banner arrived

meeting of the Waldo county agricultural
city, on Saturday, it was decided to
repair the trotting park building, the labor to be

wife, of Belfast, left home
on Thursday of last week for Boston.
They intend to make the journey in their own team.

last week for

put in tel-

At the

Alonzo Holmes and

one

and A. A. Howes have

trustees in this

Hamilton, of Belfast, marketed green

>•<*

-p "’idly winter killed; no clover appearing; ".d lieM-i ."k hadlv, whi.e newly seeded,
rich, well dressed field- look well, hay prospect
not up to an nw-rage and uol a-good a- 1 t-l \ear.
>li",k wintered well; a h
number wintered.
About Hie u-mi! aim>ue: <t fertilizer used; more
itra.n -owed ami le—
u
am' poiatoe- planted
< >n nar
'dian l.i-L y eai
.-*ok w «■11 an 1 bl<
mied
v.
il.
>!u-i-p 11u -1>an 1:
faiier.ng, w<»o| all -on:
t"1' Iv
fanner* :i-e,.ur.i_.
md going out of
•deep into hor.-e-, which have been in good dcimino; we prediet higher pi lee.- on hay for the
year i< romc.
E. A. Pitcher, of Belfast, say-;
'■in."

the fifth

ui

Maine farmer ia-f week had il- usual

port of tin*
State. F

those of their broth-

the remains aipi removed them
Mr Kmerv was a very worthy man.

><•.

un-

The*, said that Charles left
lay >*f April, since

Km.-ry.
••

were

number

lie had

ns

J he

i.titi.

;■

for them

apons,

Trc- Messrs.

be-cripti'
!t.eii

w.

'*

wa-

remains

i.<
nun

c.

t

man.

a

e

Mom

I

account

p

in

.i...-v,

1
s’ in’;

id ;

tin

put in type, *anford
Kmerv of Monroe, were in Belfast,

s

'•

c

t.-.k

a

dogs, in this cirv, had been killed by eating
poisoned meat which had been left around for that
purpose. It is a dangerous practice to throw
about poisoned meals, and one with a penalty
attached. The following is a part of Chapter‘Js,
revived statute.- relating to the subject
If any person tor the purpose of killing wolves,
foxes, dogs or oilier animals, and not for the
destruction of insects <>r vermin in a building,
leaves or deposit.- any such poisons within two
hundred rod* «d a highway, pasture, field "i* other
improved lan i. he shall he lined not less than
twenty, nor more than fifty dollar-, or be imprisoned not les.- than thirty, nor more lliai; .-Ixt v
days.

Hodgdon was
family .andwas a drink-

year.- of age, had no
He Iin• I been on a spree and was cross
abroad bridge for tin purpose of obtaining

fr*»n:

mentioned the fact that

we

"1‘

He said

September.

fishing

is

Beuj. Hazcltine

ephones at their places of business.

perch and bass expired with June,

larceny
complaint
Capt.
! Patterson. It was alleged that the girl worked for
! Mrs. Patterson, and in her sleeping room was a
! portmanteau containing #10, which is missing. The
Belfast cornet
| girl denied, and was acquitted.

bu&iness firms.

l crops of that slate, gathered on
departure. .She had Welcome oats
and other grain fully as stout. The
ai

postal laws went into effect yesterday.

peas on Saturday. I)r. H. II. Johnson also had
green peas from Ills garden last week.

It contains much useful informacards of

high,
While at Portland last week the
samples ««f corn,—while, red and yellow—were
Knormous ears, band gave a concert in front of the Maine head
•tiling ticw In this vicinity.
.ntclning twenty rows of corn, twice as large as I quarters. The correspondent ol* the Boston Jour
Man. 'orn. A simplr of tin* celebrated blue grass nal sail! of the concert
Callers were many at Gen. Beal’s reception tent
"1 Kentucky was very handsome.
It much resentand at 9 oVIoek a large audience of ladies and gend- ..ur dune grass.
-she had potatoes, beets,
tlemen were entertained with a concert by the Belthousands of people assembled
The whole made Iasi Cornet Band,
ports, mi l»*t, buffalo gras-, •&»*.
before the headquarters entered into the spirit of
hamt-onie exhibit <*f the resources of Kan
occasion, and at times they testified their appiviati<>n by loud applause. Tiie promenade was alive
with veteran.-, civilians ami ladies till near midI'nontm.v Ii»kn 1'IFIEI). AuOldtowu gentleman
night, while the tented field presented a grand
i
';i.,ip at Northport, -ays the dead body found on
picture beneath the line <>f electric lights.
live '.•<•[

and

tiie mail

in

be distributed
<■

purchase

receipt of a copy of a 10 page paper
called Travelers Railroad and Steamboat Guide, to

Fills, formerly of this vicinity.

\

do with ills

to

new

Close time for

Willis

of

company went to Bm ksport, on Sunday, in one of
Mr. Holt’s yachts. The remainder of the
company

1 he

The

Capt. II. A. Starrett, of this city,is putting steam
heating apparatus Into his dwelling house. George
T. Bead Is doing the work.

Sunday night, Monday and Tuescopious and worth thousands of dollars

the farmers of Maine.

to

excursions.

ed his left ankle.

The rainfall
was

of annual

Gurney, at the Head of the Tide, Belfast, fell from a load of hay last week and fractur-

traveling lu the wake of Bar-

are

nuni’s circus.

day

season

Thomas

-THE-

French

Crystal Lenses,

Clear and brilliant, will make your Eyes
almost young again. Set in Hold, Tempered
and Celluloid frames. Call and try them at

IIcrvcyV .lowelrv

POWDER
Abaolut-ly

powder never varies. A niarve of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot lie sold in competition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Royal Baking Powokk Co., lot* Wall St.,
N. Y.
Iyr34

Store.
FRONT

Belfast, May 2#, 1885.—22

over

mv

E Is

Jewelry

C. HERVEY.

hereby given

that any person or perhaving claims against the estate of JOHN
SMALL, late of Searsport, to bring the same forward for immediate settlement to
w f L LISTt >N (i UIN NELL, A gen t,
Searsport, Me.
Searsport, June 27,1835.—4vv27*

NOTH

sons

C.

Rooms to Let.
ROOMS

Store.

NOTICE.

Pnro.

This

and BACK

seem

Steel,

P.

LOMBARD,
DENTIST,
Corner of
and
Ihureh

Spring Hts., Belfast.

tfl

A

ANT

B KTTEU* B A lit AIN S OFFKKEl) IN

Boots

than the fidlowinp?
It' not rail and pot a pair
I 'ft art' we are out "f sizes*, as most <>f the
poods
we cannot replace at the aim* prices.

$1.75.

Ladies Kid Common Sense Boots.
$2 OO. 52.50, $3 00.

Ladies Kid Hand Sewed Button.
S3-00.

»'u, brook which laughs ail night, all day.
With voice of sweet seduction.
Teach us your art of laughing more
At every new obstruction:
]•••!• even life has eddies deep.
And rapids fiercely dashing:
>oinetimes through gloomy caverns forced.
Sometimes in sunlight flashing:
’i <
there is w isdoni in vmir way.
Your laughing wav. ami wimples:
T< ach us your gospel (min of smiles.

Ladies’ Glove Calf Land Stwid Button,

<

$2.50.

This shoe has a c‘.mm<-n sense heel
ami is especial!y adapted t-> persons in
want of an easy and eomtorta'ole slim*.

ami

t".

Have y-.il tried Mi,.

LADIES' BUTTON BOOT,

“LILY!”

HAWKINS
Ir

all we ask i- !«>r you to trv >me pair and he
convinced mat it is the he-t hoot in the market
tor the monev.
n*»t

The secret of

Ladies' Russet Goat Oxford Ties.
These are stand »r l avods and
s".d ,vP iv t■ *r less than $1 7a.

$1.40.

never

S2 50.

Ladles’ Curacca Kid Opera Slippers,
Wimp

1

1

aP

11

rci

SJ.50.

Ladles' kid Newport Button.
.$1.00
Men’s Tap Sole Nailed Hal*
I 50
!•:
u I
r> P-r $1 7‘
12'
Men*'Knpllsh (irain Kropans
1.15.1.2Men’'Mrap Tics
1.7 5
Boy.s < all Tap >ote Boots
Mens Womens. Misses and Children's tanvas Button and Lao
I .00
Misses kid Opera "dipper.7
Misses kid Mrap sandals.!.Od
( hildren’* French kid Nprinp Heel Bulion
.75
( hildren’s kid l.aeeOxford 1 lev.(dovekidTop,
.75

myriad forms of earth and air.
M lake, and -e:t. and river,
hicli make "in iai d-c'tj,»
giad and
To g‘oi it Hu liiv.-r.
1 adi us u» learu tin- les-oii- hid
I u each familiar feature.
Tic- in) -t* r) yy hicli -o p« lerts
Facli i'>yy or lofty creature :
1 or (i-od i- good, and life i- sw.-et.
«

w

While suns are brightly -hilling
To giad th« gloom and tim- rebuke
F

CHEAPER THAN

I

IndssirniiiEls

i.ouisy ilh

ANY

r

o

(. *-a-- -"ill. thy thankless sorrow:
F.o ili-oigli iIn- .- Hid- be dark to-day.
The siiu shall shine to-morrow :
I.cai ii yv
lroin binl. and tree, aud rill.
ldi»- -nis of d ii k resentment:
And kiioyv the greatest g'.it of (iod
1- faith and sweet couteiitmeiit.

BETTES AND

PRACTICALLY T

*

F---Send for

Beautiful

i Price List «&.

si

1:
noli.--

Circulars.

Designs.

i>

a

an

«

impo-siMr
and

ill

r

"America.

vere

o'iiiou «»f eternal verity, that
iM.vern white lie i* despi-ed.
[ S'jilt h.

enjoyments

1

o

\<

have

he

ami "i ievou*
lieni tmin Franklin.
n<

a

>s.

lively hope

dot ply immer-ed
[Aiterhury.

this.

or

id

A man 'lend live with
d »e' with hi' lire, not ton
not too far. lest In- freeze.

his

superior*
list he

i,< ar.

in
ill

an-

he

as lie
burn:

[I)io«renes.

Jij't thoughts ami modest expectations are
satisfied.
It we don’t overrate our pretensions all will he well. [Jeremy Collier.

ron'ze company,

e
BRIDGEPORT. CON If.

A.E. CLARK 6l

>
trow itself i' not so hard to hear a- the
thoiiirht of sorrow eomin". Airy "hosts that

work

CO.,

High St*. Near Phoenix House,

MOM MkNT.tL BKO>/K HI.

I*

an
••

a

u-

j.

hi resv re pi at* substantia!!} tho same
career: lir-t. a
portion of the truth hitherto
•!•
i* rerocniz- d. then follows it* di-lod
uegh
cation from the • w in- body of truth: it* di-tor1

win- ;!!
It
iim- ami wewill
11 IT

i-

it

[lYr-

•dau.

Common Headstones 6c Marble Shelves.
ran '••• sect
n.»t •‘"uvenient t*» *a
conn* awl see mi.

iion

Belfast, April l'>. I"'-.

;

next :

error.

CIty DU Store;
1{I,0('K.

IIAYFOKl)

Church St..

lenity us more than men in
Moody purposes. [ | |L Aldrich.

>mi,e not at the legend a- vain, that onee in
hand' a vvnrhii" -tone i»,,eomes
aheap
of si,\. r.
Let th' alchemist he contentment,
and stole or ore shall he etpial to thee.

Marble Monuments, Tablets,
samples

ith

w

liol_\

m\M r\\»> pkau ks iv

AtiKNTS

harm do

no

steel

lidfast.

Hr.

and finally it- union with
Id -unili x.

positive

>ai\.

hies* all tin "n..d oiii nniilu. r>. I never
s'f an old
! 11 I
si tin" in the annehair at her
a-e but
I think wlia: -form- bax<• pelted into
that cheer} tare without soili in<r it.
It max be
that a man can no through more exertion than
a
Weman. but at least it remains true that lie
cannot
without losiiur hi' !aii"httr, hi- "ood
•'lieer. h> c utleiie-s and lii- |i>vi ami ;ni-t in
mankind or i»od.
^
In \x rareiv do xou tind
trail old uiotiu :• xx 1
J i lit ha- I., en xvorn
threadbare and rnlox.lv b\ xvbat -he has on•ur. d.
A -XV eel O | lilOlhel' i- rcUlUlOl).
A
"(i

replied Ned.

"I

was

niav

that

come

think your Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil is a very line
preparation, and fills a long felt want. It is very
useful in consumption .and wasting diseases.”

1TEW'GOODS!

Addison said, “Nature delight- in the most plain
and simple diet.” This is the reason Nature never
has any gout or has to call in a doctor. Nature,
we may remark, has a large head.

Field I RabtebI

A

BABY

SAVED!

WHOLESALE

•Since birth my baby had running sores all over
his head, and the doctors said that he must die, for
they could uol heal them. I used everything I ever
heard of, but it was no good, lie got* so bad that
he would n«»t nurse. My husband’s sister told me
to try Sulphur Bitters‘as she bail great faith in
them. I used a bottle and the sores commenced to
heal. After using two bottles more, the sores all
healed and 1 considered my baby saved.—Mother,
2\v2C.
Concord, X. II.

Fresh,

Order, fvm the country promptly attended
(.nods delivered free to all parts of file city.

<>Irl

Survival of the fittest. Downs’ Elixir has outlived every other cough remedy simply because it
is the best.
lm2-1-

HIGH

Extension

A Vermont paper, speaking of the fashion of
making gold badges to represent kitchen utensils,
asks how a gold gridiron would -trike us
Very
much like an iron one, perhaps, if wo didn’t dodge

,'inilll

PERFUMERY
Pure

Drugs

BEST tiOODS

an

si'i.i'1 \i

a

n

at

a.-**i

n

: v >.v

h»n

:i!• 1 <■

prices.

Trusses. Abdominal Supporters.
El tsin
//os/;.

“Coming to the strawberry festival to-night ?”
asked Demon -Jones; "the admi—ion, ymi know ifree.” ">•' I understand,” replied Fogg; ‘Mini isn't
that a ral'u r damaging adin’.—ion?''

Portland
maile

Ducklm's Arnica Sahc.
The P.c-t Salve i.i »l;e world lor Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, Fleers. Salt Wueum. Fever Son-, Tetter,
orns and all skin
Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Eruption-, and po-itively cun s Piles, or no pay
required. It is guarantee i io give perfect -uti-tae.
tiou, or mon v reltmdcd. Price 2b cents pci box.
For sale by Kicliurd H. Moody

acciaycs
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MATTHEW FA RliHLK
Yours, Ae.,
21 Adams street.
In all cases when a consultation is deemed desirable,
Address:—Dr. David Kennedy, Readout, N. Y.
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Iry it!" said the baud master, ‘‘indeed,
do you imagine you can do with that?"
Don't you know that is one of the most difficult
passages ever written?"
"Well." said Ned. "I think I can
plav it. I
would like to try any way."
I lien try it it y ou choose to make a fool of
yourself." said tin* master.
N,s! observed the sly glances passed between
tbe -cveral members of the
band, but In- look
no noli e at all.
Drawing his tall nianlv form
lo it- full height a- one fully eonseious'of his
superiority and wishing to punish the coxcomb
who bad treated him with so much
contempt,
be calmiy waited the
signal and the plaving
commenced.
I h>- shrill, silvery tones from Ned*.*
bugle
now
1 < riled froth with all their accustomed
P"wer and -kill, the members all an one stopp*‘tl. 'taring at the performer completely >pe!lbound.
lio are you, sir.” exclaimed the master as
.'«< oi a- the solo was ended.
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Mower !

Tiger Halie,
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Walter A. Wood Mowing Machine,
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Fancy Goods,

Prof.L.M. HUEBERT

French Crystal Lenses,

vis
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nt

injurious ingre-
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a

Neuralgia.

For Rheumatism,

Lime

poctor Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

Kiln

fiem’len, ilar’

Club

Proverbs.

things

would like
to call your 'ienlion to.
l>c hczuu has low
arrove for pullin’ole hats aud
pillars outer de
broken winders, an 1 seize de occashun to ask
\ou to remember:
“Dat a red nose means a hungry flour-barrel.
“Dat progress doan* mean
tilting ole doahs to
new buildmV.
“Dat success achieved by rascality am a li>l;net made o’ \ arn.”
"‘Dat de less pollvtieks a man lias de mo cash
In* can pay hi*- grocer.
“Dat a front gate off its hinges means a slipshod man in de house.
“Dat liberty doan’ gin you de right to eat
anoder man’s chickens.
“Dii argyments on religion won’t build
churches nor pay de preachers.
“Dat a fam'iy which nebber borrows nor
lends keeps nay burs de longest.
“Dat economy doan’ mean buyin’ kaliker fur
ver w ife and broadcloth fur
yerself.
“Dat de world am full o’ mice-holes, an’ all
de cats need do am lo watch an’ wait.
“Dat no man ebergot work sit tin’on de fence
an’ discussin’ de needs ob de
kentry.
“Dat beauty will starve in de parlor whar’
common sense will grow fat in de kitchen.

12
“
Spoilt Fifty Dollm *
In
doctoring for rheumatism before I tried
Thomas' Eclectric Oil. Used a 50-cent bottle of
this medicine, and got out in one week. For burns
and sprains it is 6X6611601." J.ts. Durham, Last
Pembroke, N. Y.
61
You fan Depend On It.
For severe Toothache and Neuralgia of the
head I used Thomas' Eclectric Oil. This is
certainly the best thing I ever knew f-,r the relief of
of any kind. The house is never withM. prank, 177 Tupper Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

pain

106

Speak* Right lTp.

Have tried Thomas' Eclectric Oil for
croup
colds, and find it the best remedy I have
used in my family." Wra.
Kay, 510 Plymouth
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

and

ever

30

Worked Wonder*.
ti
My daughter was very bad off on account of
a cold and pain
in her lungs. Dr. Thomas' Eclecinc Oil cured her in
twenty-four hours. One
of the boys was cured ot sure throat. Tin> medi1

Al-

am u

lew

I

Iyr22
Have you,” asked the judge of a recently
convicted man, “anything to offer the court
before sentence is passed?” “No, your Honor,”
replied the prisoner, “my lawyer took my last
cent.”
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APPLY AS ABOVE.
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?or Stile By All LEADING GROCERS.

i

If you wish to occupy a high place in the estimation of the world begin by being worthy of
it, because the higher the ape climbs the more
he shows his tail.

And while the universe has its present end
upper-most the safest way is to avoid the
wrong and not delude yourself with the hope
that you can indulge in it and somehow make it.
come

out all

right.

A wicked inhabitant of New Hampshire,
who has had some unfortunate relations with a
church member, relieves himself immensely by
declaring that the people in bis village ruin the
kneo*. of their trousers by
getting religion In the
winter, and wear out the seats of their trousers
in the mi miner by backsliding.
The Lowell Citizen remarks that the “world
makes use of 68,(MX) miles of submarine
cables, mostly for the purpose of advertising
traveling actresses and announcing the deaths
of people nobody ever heard of/’
now
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Weak Back, with a weary, aching lameness
the hips, is a sign of diseased kidneys. Use
the best kidney curative known, which is Burdock
Blood Bitters.

over

“Get my life insured? No, sir; I’m not Quite so
selfish as that. I confess I was lempted to do it
once, but I thought the matter over, and decided to
do the liberal thing and insure my wife’s life instead.”

of the best line of these Good- to be
the state. Don’t be troubled with a
Call and get something that it will be
to use, at

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PERIODICALS, ETC.
Agent for the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
Single
ropleg lor sale.
WINTERPORT,
MAINE.
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Stamping: of all Kinds ol
No. *2 ELM STHKKT.
Kmbroidery specialty.
Next house above the Academy School House.
Belfast, April 9, 1885.—3m 15

WANTED!
Coilt At l’iintsi Mitlicrs.
Apply imnieillatelv ami lalm: sample of work.
HENRY (). 1)0110E.
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GEO. T.
runner^ w!io cal! in to sec him and arc >o
Belfast
acceptjolly f'l. and the meeting
took place in the presence
:,tnl Inti ot stories calling him ‘-.John** in the
>t tin- ijueen. Prince
] D prepared to put into dwelling h-• i.-ton
Albert, ami a large collec•b'-'s
ii< ci italia t <• inumiei art* apt to turn his
tion ot tie- lords and nobles of the realm.
etc., steam heat in-a apparatus, of tin D -i
It is 1
.pidWith close (iuards and Hulling Cutting Har.
needle's lo 'a\ that the Englishman was van- 1
*« a*! It it
l.ul U
Ii I.a. 11;. d and lie thinks “if
ity and u orkmunship. People eon«empiat
j
1- tin uio-i durable ami lightest
d
and completely put to shame. Ken.11 machine
!
representative of their house is so courteous qui'lc
ma le.
in.tr putting in steam heating -•euild
dild' death occurred about the
Kvery machine warranted. AI-o the origto me what would 111- le ad of
year ]suo. All
tilt* lloUse do if 1
tlx- bands in the vicinity of Bostou attended inal
give him a call.
to pay him a v
Wii!■ these thoughts
following him to his last resting ;
\ tn his inioti he ti.nis his best Mill and sets ..ut hi- funeral
t-.
a
mournful dirge composed for
plai
Pi' I he fit
pla\ ing
Machine Parts
ilc ! 1
\ t-j- V Oil. who he mt ets
the occasion.
weeks that he i- going in tie city in a da\
one of the i e.-i in the market.
constantly on hand, and ih-h-u iu-» repair'd.
ami < vunine I
"!' t w
aiel wlien he sb.rts he informs
one
before purchasing elsewhere, for sab' by
every
he meets on ti,. train and around tieM AC him: >voiik^
di-pots
She Knew Him Best.
Cousin < cV Co.. UollstMl.
a! hi* llaine i- <
n.• -1)♦
and that lie is po-tot ali kill 1- and steamboat supplies on Lam'.
master
ami
.June
of
He
1»C>.—
:m
aBelfast,
:iw2b
21,
well
a!
jlMi*trader
John W illiam Ii1uk belonged to the Ancient
j
(hiriowii. Me.
His manners vvi.md have
(>nn Sitjt/tlirs. ( it rtriiti/rs. l-.tr..
r* vt al.-d hi> nane* if not hi- address.
Wht u he and Modern and Highly Honorable Sons of !
in stock.
reaches the city he g* e> to a hotel and then
<imi' oi Detroit.
If it wasn't that it was some !
pours out to ihe diamond-pi nn«-d holt I clerk his
ot
all
kinds
liepairing
other fraternal order which meets every Monneatly and promptarl\ fami
histnrv and stilts, <pn-nt official ami
—and
ly done.
im eant ilc caret r.
bay night and pays so much to the heirs of
1'h*• ci« k coiiipliiix nt» him
I»e
1
fa:-!,
June
D>.‘>
-.’III
10,
.id In* got*- out to set* the “house** with whom
every member who happens to die.
John William happened to die the other 1
he lias been trailing lor >o long a time,
lit
oi"i!t h. and a committee whs
enters Hie wide trout t|..or and i* confronteil
to
i
draft
The undersigned m agent for the celebrated
appointed
with a ‘lap.per tittle fellow w im bids him i resolutions and present them to his wife in
a
si,i t
person. The first part of their duties was fuloi a don
can*
“(iood day, >11.*'
lilled to tin* entire satisfaction of the
-M AM | \i TUiKlf < »KMr. (.n-« none is rather chill-d with the coollodge.
But the eommittee had some little trouble in
ic
ot t Ik* recent ion, but
the best niaeliine in tic market.
choking down his
age:.?
lisa! pointiin ut he empii'ts for Mr. Blank, finding Mrs. Blank. They traced her from one
for the
O' fghborhood to another, and
w tm has called on him so r*
finally found her
gulariv and greeted
C’listiiipioii Kalie.
nun so warmly,
John thinks he would give at her sister’s, hat and shawl on and ready to
*''■ 'iii a.I Ic is worth to see that
Tiiese machines are the best in tin market, and if
Jacc just now. go out.
"Ke-olutions of sympathy, eh?
hill he Is informed that In* is out of tow n and
Well, read farmers will call on m- and look them oV« r, I feel
sure I ean convince hem of the let.
'em.”
A 11 I a-k is
w
In gum lt*ii il i.s.
Ih* 'tapper young man
for you to call on me before purchasing i-c\vhriv.
The chairman of theeoi imittee
w uh tin- commercial air asks him if
lucre is not
began to read
wholesale and retail, special attention to ma'dag
that John William was a good husband and a
“'be .nc else wlm Would do as well as
E. H. HANEY,
Mr.
kind father and a citizen of irreproachable inShirts and Bloux
p. ordet.
lb.u k. John si\' Traps so. ami hands UnI have a
-u>.-k
"Waldo County Grange Store,
<m hand at prices that ean«i"i he mm
voting man a tag w hich lie had printed to tack
tegrity. when the widow interrupted:
j.; tiii.June la, 1
—2a
Belfast,
"Too
'"t
much
on
gg boxes. The young man reads “John
taffy! W»* used to have a tight
^ty.
Mm jo
week, and as for being a kind father he
(i.-t-nom. tuirtown. Me., dealer in
general every
never had any children.
merchandise** and -atcliing Jt»hn
As for his integrity
his
by
right
llit/h Stint, ojiji. < onrt Hons:.
he stole ail the wood we burned last winter!”
hand ti'-arlv jerks i' out of
shape telling him
The chairman gulped down something and
liow glad h<* is to see him
John is now getting
iiuid for he knows that then- is not a word of continued to read that John William was an
nth in what the .-hap i- -axing, for while litupright brother, a man with a heart full of
is talking, he is looking over to the other side sympathy, for the misfortunes of others, aud
<>f the store.
He a-k** to see Mr. Jones, the that charily and forgiveness were the beacon
tires
head of tin- houst and is introduced to a line,
'Which guided his footsteps.
"Fudge!” sneered the widow. ‘*1 washed
poi Uv-iooking gen h-inan, who leaves a paper
tor the money to pay his dues to the
m is reading ami comes forward to assure
Joun
lodge, and
lint /■< is glatl to see him.
&
Then Jones asks all the sympathy anyone got out of him wouldn’t Room
a
cent’s
what town he is from, and at the same time
worth
of
buy
court-plaster! ForgiveLARGEST STOCK OF
whispers to.a young man behind the desk to look ness! Well, some of you ought to have sat
down on his hat some time! He’d have
up his “rating.” John observes it all blit says
revenge
nothing. He is getting his eye teeth cut. Af- it it cost him a year in State prison. Beacon w
tires is purty good, considerin’ that we never
ter remarking upon what a peculiar
-OF-In Waldo Co. Made up in the LATCST >tyle
spring we had a decent
have had Jones timdlv braces
stove in the house!”
and satisfaction guaranteed.
up and presumes
"Madam, your husband has been called
in* has come to town to
buy a few goods, and
•Seiipsport, Maine.
having learned in the mean time from the clerk hence.’’
All persons having unsettled accounts of long
that he is rated ii. 2;, la* tells him that Mr.
"Hxactly; 1 was at the funeral and ought to
I now in Belfast I'm ming el.a-^c- and d ving inknow.”
standing are requested to settle.
French will b<- pleased to show him over the
strnelion in Freneli. Pupils instructed in.lv
"He was cut down like a flower.”
store.
or in class, in (lie conversational method.
Thus the head of this gn at house shufP
Well, flowers ought to let whiskey and satles hint tl and Mr. French
terms, information, X.r., eou.-id;
having come for- loons
and plug-tobacco and olu sledge alone.”
ward invites John to follow him.
He follows
PROF. HUEBERT,
And we trust that our loss is his
ami is shown great piles of goods of all kinds
At Miss FrothlughainS, High Street.
gain.”
I
but 1 he prices are about the same as In-sells the
“Well, if he's any better off I'm glad on’t, but
-THEgoods for. lie is both bewildered ami disgust- \ guess the gain is on your side. Now that’s all 1
ed and alter making a few small purchases lie | want to hear.
1 can pick up a thousand men
better than him with my eyes shut. I’m in a
lakes his departure bail promising that he will
!
“call again in tin morning.** out mentally vow- hurry to go down and see a woman who offers
Clear <*111(1 brilliant, will make vuir Eves seem
ing that lie never will step bis foot into the I to sell a fur-lined circular for $15, and if you
almost young again. Sc! in .;■■!•), Teinpi*m| Sled,
siore again.
The next day be goes home with ! have any more highfalutin Shakespeare to’git
and Celluloid frames. Call and try them at
ofl' my sister will take it and save it till I come
bis head full ot new ideas about men and
-AND-—
things ! hack!”
and wondering vvlial there could have been so
Iloryoy's .X«fcw«kIi*v Store.
|
pleasant in anticipation of a visit that turned [Detroit Free Press.
FRESH YEAST BREAD
out so poorly.
John is at heart a good fellow
Thornbs &
-ATand he begins to see through the yarns about
Ibifllt will ttlwaVH bp riorht iinrl u-rnner u-lll
buving goods so much cheaper of the house
never
be
other than wrong. As the poet says: Sail
than of runners.
He savs its worth something
The feathered race with pinions skim the air—
to have Blank come along to the store occasionAND DKW.EUN IN
Eve ry day until further notice. Also
so the mackerel and still less the
Not
and
shake
bear.
him
ally
up with his yarns, etc. The
You cannot change the nature of right and Junk, Paper Stock, Iron .(■ Metals,
story of Mr. Hreenone is not in the least overdrawn, a> many a man who lives in larger and wrong until you so turn the universe topsy
Swan A Sibley Bros*. Wharf,
Belfast, He.
belter known towns than Ourtown can testify. turv y that men will see—
EDWIN FROST.
Highest cash price paid for old rags, junk, metals,
The young heifer plunge, with
limb,
pliant
:;t.f
Belfast, June 2d, lsso.—tl>
Jones, &c.
In the salt wave, and, fish-like, strive to swim.
■
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Flannel Shirts, Blouses,

lias won golden opinions. No traveler should consider his outiit complete unless it includes a bottle of
this medicine.
If you are exposed to frequent
changes of climate. f<>od and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels maiarial poisons, and is tin- host preventative of chilis
and malarial fever in the world. It Is especially offers, t as a trustworthy speHli,- for the cure of
Kidney
and Liver
>»i
-1.: u t s. < oust jpa; ion and all disorders
arising from mi impure state of the blood. To women
v .10 suffer from ay ortho ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend-a real blessing. Address the proprietor Dr. D. Kennedy, Readout, N.
$1 bottle, 0 for
$5, by all druggists.
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plan of dividing* ne nd<* among several perform
This way <d 'lividing Ibe weight of public
ers.
censure might be reeommended U* many more experienced act* v -.

times, but as often broke down and with an !
oath exclaimed that "he didn't believe
any man I
in i. onion could
play the cursed thing."
"1‘lease let me try It," said Ned in bis usual i tur« *">•'
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o'cl-.i k. Hi upon arrival of .-learner from lloslon.
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per} ear.
flies, hitters are u-ed.
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that will cure you, FKEFol* CIIAK'.E. Ibi- great
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America,
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.Josei h 1 Inman, <tati.n />, Xne Y<ad:
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Th* Mcmplii- \;»peal say- to it reader- that if
they put their linger- lor -ohm minute.- in ice water
nie.k it. The Appeal is right
the\ would ik*v«
Sue a ie- v\ ab-r o ou;.! :.t a
cry improper beverage
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PH/ETONS,
Grocery, or Boiio Seat laps,

Co.

i..,piei>

At :• Probate Court held at lb* la.-t, within aid i..r
the Cour,tv of Waldo, on tin
i n.
..|
June, A. !>. 1».V
LMJ U 1\ N' IWI.’I »N, ha\ in- preset {• -i a
IJ that d \Mb> s MAR RIM AN. K\
.oat*
of JONATHAN KI.U I 1,1..
..t \ .,n
said Count) ol >\
authorized to eonvey to him certain real
a .[<•
said deceased, to carry into etb [ a contra,
m id
by him in his life time.
Ordered.
That the said Knowlton give
tice to all persons interested !.*.
'.tiidna a
>p\
Ol tf.l- order to be
ks
,1.
Ipu'dlslled Hire.• V,
!\eh ’it tile Republican j.-I! rt*
i'-i !:•••! ;ii lb
;i
t,
mat aey
'< uri, t
be hd
,i,
may appear at a 1 *t
c t. Belfast, within ;tnd for said ci.ui t
<■<
-1
v, on the
Tues-i.i) of July next, at t* i. ol the c.h.
enoon, and show cause, if an\ th vha\e. w > > n
pra\ i*r .f said petition should n. r be giant.'.;.'
oKo. K. Johnson i,,
A tr*
copy. Attest _|i. p. KlKi i». Regis.m

“I called the doctors annin, and after several
weeks they left me a cripple on e: Mein
|<.i* |jp-. as
the\ said. 1 met a friend and t-dd hnn my ca-e. .;.,M
he said Hop Pitt- r liad I.rcd Id o a: a n u'd
me.
1 poohed at him, htit he was
earnc-i | wu.~
i idii ed to use them again.
1 n less than lour week- I t hrew au ay my rutciies
au
went to work Imhtlv and kept .m n-nig :ii
hitters for ii\e weeks, until 1 bedim- as \\,
man living, and havt been so for -i
uni- -im-,-.

M A R. 15. E T

STEAM

«<<•.,

awl j.i-rl.-.-i

CARTER.

it.

Hale’s Honey the grm* Cougv -Mr.\orc.,50c.&$l
Glenn’s Sulphur* nap i.a beautifies, 25c.
Germanf'ornlleniOA crib- c< ms a Bunions
Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye—B.a-’k and Brown,50c.
Pike’s Toot liaelie Drop* cure in Minute.25o
Dean's Hlieunmtic Pills are a sure cure, 50c,

\

The second dose eased me >•> mic h that I slept
two hours xoncthinu- I hid not done for two
months. liefor, 1 hud used live bottles. I was well
and at work as hard as any man could, t >r over
three weeks; but I worked Pm> bard for mv ~rivm_'th,
and taking a bard cold, I wu> taken with the m •>!
acute and painful rheumatism all throu_dim\
tem that ever was known.

Tops,

Hanson,

to rm is*.

W. 1’.

Summer

Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to all persons interested
by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks sucee;—
ively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belf.i't,
that they may appear at a Probate <
held
«»urt,
at Belfast, within and for said
Countv, on tin* -ec.
ond Tuesday of July next, at ton .>t the dock
before noon, and show cause, if anv tin v have,
why the prayer of said petition >f„»uM n.-t be
CKO. K JOHNSON, .Ju b e.
granted.
A true copy. AttestB. P. Kit j.i., !L— i.-t* i.

purpose.

pain.
to,

Bangor

StoaniMlii))

sa.e.

nail other ojiiatrs
“Had no effect!
“After two months I was given up to die!!!!
“When my v\ ife
heard a neighbor tell what llop Bitters had
done for her, she at once got and gave me
some,
l'he first dose eased my brain and seemed to go hunting through my system for the

STREET,BELFAST,MAINE.

F. I.. FIELD.

More people, adults and children, arc troubled
with costiveness than with any other ailment. Dr.
Henry Baxter's Mandrake Bitters will cure costive
ness and prevent tin* diseases which result from it.

no

Boston and

at Belfast, within and for
on tin* second Tuesday of

UKKKN C. ALLARD, Administratrix of the c>XJ late of LAA( ALLARD, late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented
a petition for a license to sell and
convey certain
real estate of said deceased at
public or private

Morji/mie.

! 511 i 1 < I in”-.

o'

!

to

Sardines. Pickles and Canned
(.amis constantly on hand.

Every bottle of Arnica and Oil Liniment sold 3warranted by the proprietors to give satisfaction or
money will be refunded.

the end of my toes and to my

to

on my bed at
times!
“The Doctors tried in vain to relieve me, but

Fish in their Season,

Fancy

At a Probate Court held
the County of \\ aide,
June, A. D. 1885.

Kidneys.

“Which made me delirious!
“From agony!!!!
“It took three men to hold mo

ALL VARIETIES OF

A news item says that “sharks h ive appeared off
the coast at Long Branch.”
This seems like a
rather impolite wav of announcing that landlords
have opened their hotels for the season.

“Ten
attacked with tlie most
deathly pains in my back and

was

brain!

And Pickled Fish.

~

PROBATE NOTICES.

Rochester, June 1,188*2.

“Extending

I

Smoked

Dry,

Escapr.
_

*
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RETAIL DEALERS IX

A

*

^ ears ago I
Intense and

__

morning lie appeared at the band rooms
Iris Kb bugle uuder bis arm, took the
place I
assigned bint and the rehearsal
began. Several I
ll'cces were played, in which Ned carried liis
I ait ilia rather eomuionplace style, till at las'
tie celebrated Wood
up Quickstep was present*!•
Ibis piece, as many of our readers will
recollect. was one of Ned’s choice
productions,
containing a solo very diflicult to perform, but
win n rendered in a
manner
was listened
tasty
to with
rapture by every musical ear. This solo !
was assigned to the first
clarionet, as it was
".'iisidered too difficult for am bugler in
Kng:and.
l'bc clarionet player began the solo serN'
with

Narrow
*

ial

e.i'i.x

monument*

-aid the official, "where

NEW FIRM!

ly decay,

bred amid tile wilds of Maine."
I binking ilils a rare
opportunity to nave
some sport at the
expense of the ta'll Yankee,
lie informed him that the band would
meet tor
rehearsal the next morning at s o'clock, and lie

proj

T.-uM.- spriii" from
toil- from needles.* ease.
I'
ode

"Home,

could

'uH‘ iiiy> of ilir mind :• r»- more
t hail the pain> of toe b d \.
j < hero.

Scott's Emulsion of Pure
Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophosphltes,
In Consumption and Wasting Diseases.
Dr. C. W. Bar ringer, Pittsburg, Pa., says: “I

N’ed Kendall, the famous
bugllst, was boru
in Norway, Maine. A Norway Advertiser correspondent says when a very small boy he
made him a bugle of a pumpkin vine on which
he could perform several airs,
among which
was Hie famous Tecumseh
Quickstep. This
feat so delighted and astonished the
neighbors
that the little fellow soon became
quite a hero
aud the people came for miles around to listen
to and admire his performances. This
instrument was of course short lived
though he managed to keep it in a brook when not in use. He
ihen from a piece of reed given him made a
time on which be soon became a skillful
performer.
Smile claim that he was horn in
Windham.
Maine, but ibis is a mistake, as we bad it from
liis own lips.
The place of his nativity lias
since been annexed to Norway.
Sl|me of the older inhabitants now
living in
Otistield tell us they distinctly remember bis
Ilie
tife
iug
at
llie
old
P'a>
Naples muster ground,
rugged and almost barefooted, for the' paltry
fee of fifty cents per da\.
His father died aud 'the little family
being
left in destitute circumstances moved to Windham where our hero and liis brother James
became companions of the celebrated Will.
Harmon.
lli- first instructions on the bugle were received from Dr. Abram Anderson, afterwards
an eminent
physician, who lived and practiced
medicine for many years at Gray Corner, i
>0011
after their removal to Windham the
mother married a second time. Her last bus-!
band lived in Baldwin. I think his name was
W* email.
Xed and Jim went to Boston and
established a reputation second to none in
America. J hey joined with some of the most
noted musicians in Boston and
organized the
celebrated Brigade Baud.
Ned. like most men of ambition and enterprise. now began to have a desire to see other
parts of the world, so be concluded to make a
tup to Kugland. He sailed for the or«.a,
metropolis, and taking lodgings at a small hut
respectable inn. waited patiently, like Micawber. i..r something to turn up.
At last he noticed an advertisement in one of !
tin- dailies lor a bugle
player In one of the t
■’auds attached to the Koval’Guards.
Think- I
mg 1 liis a good opportunity be
immediately
applied for the situation. The baud master i
mg one of those men whose
greatness consisted mostly in line clothes and
pomposity,
gave Dim a look of the utmost contempt, at ill.'
same time asking him if he had
am idea that
he could liil the place.
N. d replied liiat -lie didn't know, hut he
would like to try.”
-•Why man alive,” said the band master,
"you must Dr a first-class player to liil that

be?"

Thought.

l ii''

Bugler.

FAMOUS MAN OF NORWAY—NED KENDALL
AND HIS PUMPKIN VINE—HOW HE TWISTED
THE TAIL OF THE BRITISH LION.

position."
N. d replied that "people at home
thought lie
..
play prclty middling well."

ourier-dournal.

Gems of

STONE.

Over 5C0

pining.

n.

h night is followed by it- day.
Kach storm by fairer yy«a<her.
Whiic all the works of uaiure sing
Tlioir psalm- "t jo) together.
Then learn. o heart, their songs of hope!

BELFAST.

'TSAS

lohu-s of

t >ui

A

SCIES

fair

>

F, H. FRANCIS & CO,.

ENDORSED BY

dimples.

Mi.

«
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MAIN STREET

your

Oh, oaks that stand in fores’ ranks.
lull, strong, erect, and sightly.
Your brauclic- arched in oblc grace.
our leaflets laughing lightly ;
Teach u- your firm and quiet .-in ngth.
Your sec r t of extraction
From slim) darkm-.-s in the soil
The grace of Lfe and action:
For they arc ii-1; who understand
The >* cirt of combining
The good deep hidden in the earth
With that yvlicn suntan shining.

Ladies' French Kid "»"« Ties,
I.

A

Oh. palms that bow before the gale
I nti! its peaceful ending.
Teach us your yielding, linked with strength.
Your graceful art of h°ndiug:
For every tree must meet the storm.
Knob heart encounter sorrow ;
Teach us. like you, *o bow,that we
May stand erect to-morrow;
F«*r t here is strength in bumble grace—
Its wise disciples shielding—
And he is strong who understands
The happy art of yielding.

Ladies' Kid Glove Toe Button,
(Solid

Maine's Wizard

Prayer.

—

Shoes

<&

Nature

Oh. birds that sang such thankful psalms,
Uebukiug human fretting.
Teach us your secret of content,
Y ur science of forgetting.
For every life must have its ills—
You. too. have times of sorrow
Teach us. like you, to lay them by
And sing again to-morrow:
For germs of blackest jet may rest
Within a golden setting,
And he is wise who understands
The science of forgetting.

I

lores for Solo or Siam
1

iMm 2.»

to ;la

Horses for sale

or e\-

**rtrN *h.tnge, wei”;h«ntr from !HN» to |.:!oo lbs.
r'l A s,,it.ible lot- drivers or workers. Letters
—^ promptly answered.
I
{"»1 ■
W. IJRIWKU, Nearsport, Mr.
:

